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TAX ASPECTS OF BLACK LUNG BENEFITS
LEGISLATION

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1976

U.S. SENATE,
COM tITrEE ON FINANCE,

Waahington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 a.m. in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Russell B. Long (presiding).
Present: Senators Long, Byrd Jr., of Virginia, Haskell, Curtis,

Fannin, and Hansen.
The CJIAIRI.MAV. The committee is today holding a hearing on the

tax aspects of H.R. 10760 reported by the Commi-ttee on Lator and
Public Welfare. This bill modifies many aspects of the black lung
benefit program for coal miners and their families.

The bill is before the Committee on Finance for consideration of
those elements representing an exercise of the Federal taxing power.

Under current law, black lung benefits are charged against the
former employer and general revenues.

H.R. 10760 would substitute for general revenues taxing aspects a
new assessment of a tax to be levied on coal operations at a rate l',ir
ton of coal mined.

[The Committee on Finance press release announcing this hearing,
the text of the bill H.R. 10760, a paper prepared by the staff of the
Committee on Finance, and the statement of Senator Jennings Ran-
dolph follow:]

[Press Release]

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
U.S. SENATE,

September 16, 1976.

FINANCE COMMITTEE SETs HEARING ON TAX ASPECTS OF BLACK LUNG
LEGISLATION (H.R. 10760)

The Honorable Russell B. Long (D., La.), Chairman of the Senate Committee
on Finance, announced today that the Committee will hold a hearing on the
tax aspects of the black lung legislation, H.R. 10760. The hearing will begin
at 10:00 A.M. on Tuesday, September 21, 1976, and will be held in Room 2221
i)irksen senate Office Building.

The present black lung benefits program provides benefits for miners disabled
by pneumoconiosis and for their dependents and survivors. This program is
a(hinistered by the Department of Labor and the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. Under current law, black lung benefits are financed
partly by charges against coal mine operators (to the extent that individual
liability can be established) and partly by the appropriations from Federal
general revenues where no individual operator is determined to be liable or
where the liable operator is no longer in business.

The bill H.R. 10760 as passed by the House of Representatives would make
a number of changes in eligibility standards under the black lung benefits pro-
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gram and would also significantly modify the method for financing the program.The House bill establishes a Federal trust fund for this program and providesfor financing benefits which cannot be charged to individual operators by pay.ments into this trust fund in the form of assessments levied on all coal operatorson the basis of a rate per ton of coal mined.Since this funding mechanism in the bill as passed by the House as reportedby the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare is an exercise of theFederal taxing power, H.R. 10760 has been referred to the Committee on Financefor consideration of these tax aspects of the legislation.

At the hearing on September 21, the Committee will hear testimony fromAdministration witnesses and from representatives of coal mine workers andof the coal mining industry. In view of the shortness of time remaining beforethe hearing, it will not be possible to schedule additional witnesses for oraltestimony. The Chairman stated, however, that the Committee would be pleasedto receive written views from interested persons or organizations.Written Tetimony.-Statements submitted for inclusion in the record shouldbe- typewritten, not more than 25 double-spaced pages in length, and mailedwith five (5) copies by Tuesday, September 21, 1,976, to Michael Stern, StaffDirector, Committee on Finance, Room 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20610.
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"1-H. R. 10760
[Report No. 94-1254]

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MA.icH 3, 1976

Read twice and referred to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare

SxwTmBE 16, 1976

Reported by Mr. RANDOLPH, with an amendment, referred to the Committee
on Finance until September 24, 1976-

(Strike out all after the enacting clause and insert the part printed in italic]

AN ACT
To amend the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act to revise

the black lung benefits program established under such Act

in order to transfer the residual liability for the payment of

benefits under such program from the Federal Government

to the coal industry, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 - SlJOJi TITl,

4 Si ........ . 1'lii] At miiy t l~aie .. itd tho. "T/l...,1 . .
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6 II IIT J1. 1T Ni

- " . . . . ... . .

7 *SR 2 A Sotio 411 (c) of the P-fedral Cal M

8 ealth1 an-d 4fty Act of 1969 (30 921 (o ) ), here-
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19l "p Re"Ofitssallb paid during iuoh period -nder

-othiseeion bys the fund, sub-ject I-a -reimbursm-Ment to the

21 f u by,3perat o 6i ac.or.Ac wimth thapA ro1 . o ofh,/,vi _.o

22 *iogi 424 (alg) of thi til, to the adeore ofPoirs enttle

23

24

25
7,.IM 0 - 74 -

1

15

iA benefits under 6109tGN 412 (01At ofthis titl inR OeOardancc

MIUh the A~ ain of the SOGraryl and the SAArAAAPy *f

Health, Educeation ad Welfare appliA I-Ade thie g

'e. E

lUATA~ Il n
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12

1 Awli ee, o Oit Ia (1) the Seei-ery ay nw loldiy Hill, steh

3 .. l.- and (2) I no operator shall be hiable .

4- fhie 3Ay*491SLA -4-*a boe e cp W A~n AMprov4;Jido int seetio
- 5 424 (i)of hi-44e !W on a-cuit Of dAthil oV tot~l 11di49i1

6 du u o ii, or on a eeoun11f ay nitem

7 *b)AAPd updnl 0ndition eW~e- a'jg~j li a

8 of gootioni 41 1.) whi. l did not "riso, at leat in part u.t

9 . -Mpl.m..t II A pin du4ng tl. period when it M'(19
10 .... ra,,fd by ... L A"3pcrAft'-".

11 (0) &etioui 122 (A/ 6of the Aot (30 U.S.C. OUR() is,

12 amen~ded-
*(A)~,vi lli,,,~ by~ t, qikingot"ourt"011iarigi k

14 .therefofimade"; ofid

19 _e ".. - ..

,1% 1 , 1 - 1 4* %_1, i- - l _j - - 11 i

20 (7) Se,.tion 4 22) (2)l of !he Apt (.30 UlS.G).2_/f4

21 (2)) is amended-

22 (Al) by inortinca " wmgr... (1) (a ) or(6) ofr

23 ,.,..., MIJAModi ol +,. af eligibilityy under";

24 )111 1 .... tikig ..... -I "ceoti..N 411 I 1 hf rt ,,
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13

1 r-- plc it. -per thrin n iring1HI inl l4ie thereof

2t

3 ()l by .trikin" out "fro . . rcpratr Or p.. l..

(D) by9 RiftQIIn out-"etion 411()I1 oflti
It u - a ,I,t ofY o .,.oy,,nt in .. o. mn"1

6 tit,/ t ineur-, ed P fts r.-,. olt Of Anltl~lrvl efSl~lisl jH ft evtil mIftel+I

7 AnMd ingertjinge :m lieu therco f "any of such paragraphs".

8 8 ction 122(h) i \ I At (30 IOCT 082 (h I ,

9 w.IIaRende byt striking Ou& the firAt9~~~~~~' -, .... o , .L.... el h R,,

10 (9) S..tiont 422( i;1

11 i amlefded to read as follows:

12 )1 Tho Sor..tAry sh.ll

13

14

15

16

17

cf VA&. Act/, I30 U.S. . 932 (

- "4I i , ,- i llallOUR

proidingx for tha wompt and p ditiosnide r ation o

"(2 (A) Th e Sercry-Aq oll promulgMae Moglaitoi
provdint forIA ho pompt &nd ,IUitll , hAring of apAAl,

y" .laimnt who ar ..... Ad by any d..i-ioft f the

18 fetary.

19 "-- Any ... . h. held Ho later thn

20 forty five dAVA after the aO po which thIcAmi1 -

21 v.led r,6 h.0.h hin A ri m ho postpone

2. .At O uet oA hen good . . i,. .

23 "(0)1 Ay ... h rig .hll he holdA At a timo and af

24 -lae conni ntnto tho, on# requ tn.....h he ig. ,,,

t &L• I,,,,,,,,,,-, +I+,,,.+,,,,,,,,,I



7

8

9

10 # " -,

11

16

14

1

2

3

4

"(D F Ay . .eh h.,rinp . hall h,, at

.ubjo &A ih Aproi,,o., of tiono 5.., 555, 556, and it.

ofi tle 5, United StategsGode.

"(A (At Any~ individual, HAFte .44y flun deecioon of h

Secetrymado after a hear.ig to whiach ho 8a perty,"5
....- . . .. ,, u .. ..1sl a - "O V ....- 4 "w a " .... 1 - 1w .. .. . .. . ..4; -o i l "l

too,, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ % --.i, . . , . . .. l ,::.. ... . 1 .: n,,+ ...

m•need no later tha.n. Ainoty daQe gae th e m riling to him Of

not"c of sueh deinin rn a*hiihu-to-in-s

the~ Seertaq~ maty alow

. ..a.. al be bro.g.. i - ... district. eOUt

of the United statoo in the state in whieh the elailiat

12
"(0)-Jl The Secretary shall file, as at of in answer,

14 acorifid aapy of tha transcript Wf the reord, inoluding th

15 evidence UPON- w~hic tefdng ddein lined

17 it..... The eourt sha hat

1plcodinx land tral,c4t of the reco a judgment affirming,

19 oor r the .. ore..M .Wih.

20 OtWithoult remfandingp '1'- 011116 for a P4ehAclriu The findiiigV

21 t t . -f tI

22

Lppiart4ad by thA weAight

f t-- I-Aid-AMN~ -)A- bn n 6193nAnnv

"( Tho _ o... ohal!l ,n AiWe-a %amnda

24 before ho file. hi, answer, r-mand the as to toz k.oil.Af.

,..~ ~ ~ o ,..--... -- 3 --- r -'-" or ... - -"6tL

-FI A- -l a- F

I*|II,,..ul

dt an sll e

46,04an at 'hA. S1
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15

A ogod ORlse shown, order additional evidon o to he taki

2

3

4

bo,,for th.. Se.etay ... d thA Qoi.r. shall, ,-t or tho ..

*11 rMIAnded, an~d afttr hAring1 A-h Aaditionel o'videzncz if Be-

ordoped, modify or' affirm" his findings 4 faet er his Accisir.

or both, .... d Shill fil With the otut anl nuh Addi

6 mdfi-edfd finds of fiet and doeigy oil, and a tran--ript eoto"

~ aditioal r~ord~nd estiony pon his hie tion int

.M~jiifxi o ffirming 44an bseod. SMoh additional of mod
fled findingsM fAt (A&ad decision ehall he rveviewWabi on1y4t

10 .4h& O*tM P-VidoAdo o reie of _heA original findinga of

~jfeet and deikn

12 , ' 1- h-tg

18
14

16

16
17

18

19

20

21'

22

, . Ni. of1 thA eour& shall be finalI, offee"

tha Qit ohA be oubjc to rce'iow in thocm mnnraa

* jludgtW5MA in o6ther~f ci a te .ioA-n . Any Mction inoituted in fie
cordaaoo with t11 p.ra. aph . .h.ll ,AVi" notwiAndn

4049 changes *A the pea o cocu Rpn the affiPA of ASoeAry

or iny vaoaney in oeh offico.".

(t.3. 1 In .e ewe of an mIno. &Br an uiOr of & flner

_ho is eligible Imr benefits under sefoion 421) of Ithc4 Adt (I

"T.,. .~ 2)f ft a... .. ,, any ..... ,--t. d in y _ n

p,,.A'0io f thin Alt, h -R.h maner or ago vo r may fil .
ilaim for benvefit .. s underl suc ,,,h .owio no,, lae -•v =Vta -thr

8

9

23 "c.r ,atVA AASr tAh d o taha a.amout oft thi Ap, or nom i...

24 9a 1 tho locot ampol ble per-i-odfr iling -.----- uner
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16

swction III If\f th AAt 130 1111. (f)), whIo'.,

is,, later!.Vl

(b) Section 423 of the, Aet (30 U.S.C.4 33)i f .fiened-

to rad aS follows:

"Sign 42 (A) (1I) Thero is hereby staibfiohed int the
" , 4.. .. . . .% " % .. .. . ..- - 1 " -- . .. "

Treasry oftho Uitcd StAtc at tfUSI funid to be kno(wn a

t-hea BI lck Lunge Dial:I "ty Inu- c Fund. The fund shatll

8 consist o1 siu, sums aFI may be appratl d

the fund undor isectiol 421 (e) (1) IQf t11i1 pMoArt, the afocos
inents paid into the fuind as 1449r~ by sotin4 g)

the pemium :aid :ito the f...d .... rqirdJ by ,:ti_ 42

(a), 41A interest on, and prlocc cds fr, the We Ar recdnLep-

13 tionA of any4 invootmont held by the fund, And anyA peNAlcs

rcco'vcrod undcr section 44 (oicudn uh 1nn

incoe, nd ain asmay a acrue from time to time whih

hall Ile held, MAnAged, and admiaied Ay the t,ste, in-

trs in a crdano with th rio ofi ,,nde' i

18 4.

19 I I(2 un.d assets, othr than ..h.ts A. .. 1ay b..

gurod frnoeeaiyq expenses, al be 11Rd Aooktly ANA iW

zu ivelyFr 9theA prpF~~oe Of dicagigA~gain f Aper.
22 stoar under tis part. Operators shall lo no rh, it erA. .. ."-- 7 "- -- K --. .- t=- ... .. . ... w- .v " t ' W ), v

23

24

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

14

15

16

17

0

20

21

interest iii A.ind fis W aod nonfe of theerig of the fund

olJ%. iure to the benefit of Any poopn, other ,ban .hr.ugk
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17

1 hA 4M49M~Ont of beftefitS tuiekr th-- 36ar2, tAOgthor w

2 fe -eeste

3 , hb))" I I I I A I rThA fill] d ,hll htv3 . o VAi'n rnh'iAA E

~*1~ ~1 _L 11 . .n fro ovU.a-cAl a ,an &444 ',cn ii oA.

5 for t" - of f ,r yzfr.
6 IT l- t ,I,. .. i .. t.h.,,,.. ... I.

6N "(B U. the tmtees AMrs e1zeted under tbi3 suboootion

7 "i I I ^,r ,hll z ,,l,,ele for trmm of two year

9. me-)tho ohall he eleeted for kJrmo Of oNA yeArF

10 Tho Sq--rotWr ohAll detcrMifio, before the zlftt of the firgi

11 -2-v u-wr fs t I. tmvoun nvw -v A--- IrUWG -Om

12. noled in queh eokeftion shall he form a term of olke year o

13- two years. Suoh deterrmgton shall he m#eo through the e

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

-of ain sippropriea method of radom solcotion, emospi thAt-t

as one f tuste , Homfl"om d uVdr Ar gMOMAv (- A 1 ,,

Sep%~ for 6 term* Of t~~

"{Oal ANU &M,009c may 'bc a ful t Mz nA133fAM

v v or te a ret mAay 7 r ,zm

p!eyod ~y.... op:.at . a y afllot .,:. f. o..h .... .. _
%-l -t j •t r .^a... .. ,1.U ] -- ^j---- .,1 W ..-. 1F of #.iA

"(2) (A)j -we &mseee shall be united aned eleet~4

by pNr- a a py o o* i:,-'-"" 1 " . .. - t o e n o

22 ,0FO ceo (hereinafi

23 "1* ~ fteC

DYSrerrd 6 s 'ma-ll it"

iLall he nominated ind e

-Arkamw

Wieff

.... .. . 1 11"1 • ..... •

aL .... A- %E " , ,,

IV&_,

__L .. xL ..... L x____z_ _ _. 1 _ _
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1"0 1 In r th! m M" ihy date el thea e t..
2 wmt of the BlAcLMg B~cIRA Rfr ~ ; 96 l. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 - - D ef,,le R e lemL, ,h .. . . '1 ) ., , 1 ^ - A _, e 3 0 7 IN

v& I F

operatore ehal eev iat &~rtr SO the IIAr *IANoll for the

12mnhprI&M enadng Moe, hr 81, 1074, The Seeretory-

oholl ~ ~ ~ -4 th- -ul~ a 13 tinfrthei number of VON*a to

which cach emai oporator m~d zah eperaterlis nik,

coApAtodL cxi th baoio of m6c vete'for caih $fW0,00or
iffietiolk &theeo Af IIAVrll. Trutecso l he bz leoW no lAzr

than 18n days Altor the datei of the cnatelt of sueh At

T___ _ _ _ -.- _ _ _ _

10*" "f4I1i QA*d

l l.. Offle Of t ,'--o ,4ue r p

12

13

14
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

kixg nIJi4tiR n for loieoV to the

owlalffraha (2-il (Al .l ---Li -A
'em-, MorbrypeiZAA ~ ointo reflcotings &A: Lppioal

MIM-W small prtOrs reprcA OU'niglt i 1han 21- 0o ~n

ofth &Afggr.pto eu, piyroll ofat m~ oeao

inua allsof ins opvaOROMs. 0A NUA9IA D

"(6) Tz &~oary shll ~cu~g &A refai3for te

nominaton and clotku oi snijtca Slioh rcgifticu ke

zn..,,, .wi.a) .r-v M- Io -ouuauo ana z±3 i vf.Nrcv,
01 ' 0 .I

22 ibkd~~tenormaisn an doknoftrgreutmfilvML.u

7- O--- cruz,i k. 0 k W d 6k~I Giabi.; -- oi* kon -; -,,, --------- 6A ,.V. y 7 y 'V' m F'' w PIPe." u~ai I q u ,ma u a

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

23

24 -mov - f- ay t161 &h tmemo . - thef .

25 reailto 4f a11 momiao and elseOemnu Two op wore bruoei

'paF" - -- "U" "

esamA

• .0 ft q , - -ta . .

• I I . +
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19

niY S NO any tim l :oitn in the.istd jqtotWI, intri
eeW$ qphee the f-Ld hag iAR MiNpAlM w fCI A rcMvat

of a I-"te for maff .... misf.a ., or nj.ean...

4The ost Of ay Asoh aeion shall hA pAId. I*-m &a fiffl,

5 ad the Secretary mayC nt*rvn i aim such ct~ sa

6MA#A"AG

It "(6) A trutznshl 'wu by _-_on ~C~ro

8 And SeretaY RAnd s061hdoall dptouchab rumles ovrn the

0 cnndirnt ~t t±~auir bnA1nc~a no L~~CV ~3flflIflOr nc~~narv ar annrz

10 o W pricteFie #WAotM Rhall 646ARtt~a qoumad iml

imajorityp of thcoo bmakt

12 the bu .io: 4f the fi.

13 "-e-4)-h

es~ pfesent M oingmyndz

truoeonsha! ct o beaof of all apaor

14 wi-th rF.pootl to c-.imm .fi-d under.. thi.... P

15 "(2) (A)1 E 0pt a v- pr -zy Oubparamerh ( f)

16

17

the funid malfy nt P14Arteopt ritrooa at oa

jr F - ao ~d:ng ach -Al.d for t-ho- jar oge Of -detrMiNfIn claiMs foir

18 benef its ndo tlaes part

19 "(B (i) If *" th 4un -s MLAJ, H & -

20 .ion ol th_ gelsewr 9ith -^apeet to a .laim fr ..... under

21 th"l is pert, the fund my, no la18W thanirty y69 s afterO thle

22

23

24

25 6o-cAl RA69tion Shal bW (firhwith iMApittd 4F y tkAJAolQ the

I

2

3

dgto of ouc AH dotorrina yn file, With -rhoA Unt statcu OOu

mae zttin fervicw of Ouch otriaen cyOfL

eJ r lJJ

9 A-A

0 .1

silif...,, ,Wth Rawj ,AM,
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20

1 o1urt fo IhA Seretay.., The ... retar therupon ,oi,. fl&. in

2 thoe ourt tho record 91f theAXA prcAdN onWh ho based his

3 determinatn, a .provided in eetion 2 112 of tite 28, United

5 " (ii) -h" fid. of fA+ 14by thie S.ortAr "if u"pp)Ored

6

7

8

9

by Jibuitafiti evido n. , shall be coneluc Pink t

eoutrt, fee good eause shewn, maty remand the ewec to the

Seerotary lo t~o 1-further oAdoefte Oad thc SeOOtry there

tipo)! may _MakeA HOW Or! JmoiQfied findings of- faet and my

10 .. . h- " .trmnatio, and shall cert.ify t the

11

12

-e0Q4he---~eei- of tofrhr ------ igi~ 19tth ncw or

111odified fluindng of faint Alm]' likew~xi;A bA dionaluoh if up

14"4i;:*iThe anuwr-meall haue Luriedoitiol to affirm the
14 % ... "I. I ... ......

16 . j-gmet ofj the cour.t 1hll be ..... to,,,,A r':ioW 1y t4

17 -C . . o t e e.t. upon ce. ti.r... r.. . .

18 f-ation as provide tim. 1254 a4 ,1,19.. 28, United stat.

19 @odev

20 (iav) Anmy finding of feet of theA SeArotcry~ rclain to

%hz ... c-rctto -f -ny ool roentgffnogrm orl alky ot0

medial ':ionco'.''hih dmnotates &h e~iotoneA Af MnOU

*mooioeeor oaotrdiblg patry r umonr

ipirotl Obell nt be ooubjcc4 to relpiew under thoA Pre;-

25 . 4a...

21

22

23

24
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1 "(2) WA &pzratr6 mayF bring any Poooong, Or inter
2 149 W.-A -A -AAdAIng hol~d for thcA &-pros ot detrnii

3 eletm for benefits under this pft1i

4 ~ ~ A V(i O1t whl b Weduy Nf& the trusee~zs to report to
$ he &ef-etft-RAr ia 616 the V zp~toig n ftltc than Jnuury 1 of-

lciaiilil "&% , ,,,, v w u.-- SVu %"rloa %.,a

6

7

8

^.. h-,ar off the f^nan-ial endition . nd theI rcsulig of-& _

3p)RAPtioNQ ef the fun duIngA tiA 'APrcozd*i &MsA)z n

ON 4ta Agnczted eenditionduingf 44A Allrnt ftnd AlnQuIng io

So i .... t .. all be iftel.dd int a rzpr .t the Geri

10 - ls yis the See&relzt,,r ANt later titan Marl 1 Of AA ;..r

11 tmt-the fittaniicda eenditioft an~d the retS ()f fhA w3~rptiezno

12 of -the fundA ding'M AAc 1PrcAding A14PRI yPrP anII ( ito z

13 ondiinie and opemrti dtrngu, t.alhl e- urrz and t,, l,

14 ef iaosu, fal womp ho r cpmot of th a iret#, siajll b

15 printed nos it Reuse doettmetit of tlio seso of the CA It0- A-S

16 te mWhieh the report is@ Made.

17 ")(ll A) Me& trustee shall tke ecoW and maname

18 moni of the fund and shll ha" the a... , . hol, all

19 Lu Ai, m, omt nd rein-yesi the -ipw and in.e;e

20 of the fend. ADW laid tJ fund under seetn

21 124m (a) (1 all be hold ankd &tdflinoterd b the boteo

22

23

24

25 max; individuals, it oLwl be thA duty ol

II

&o %Pi singkfd, and &he trustee shagl not 1w v wrehoe to

@%gogiti anld invostd @cpartdy MM an4 pail the fund aoot

ivbieb-ml' be el1aimed to rewrcota-seroo or interest 4
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

22

Bom orto nt oftho l onataat the fnd I , 't : tto

most obliigatnwderl this aet tP864 p amsn h tuoti-e

Milyi Not invcog MnY Adhtnec mods to t166 fund undor cz6166*

4124 Wo) The truotc sals ma.ke invokwalst uindcrm thi-s

Damam&up inaodOAMNe with tho PNroviin of soAtiou

Aity A al-of 1974 (29 C U.8O. 10()()0)

"(B) anprofit orf volum ona my Mnv6&wnt Or zN

,l.11.,, -,,:a.d .b h. •rotoo . ..der u ... .!om h (A.

-c. he~ bc ocnoklzrodg 00 intoe for purew ol Fe4orc or

"(4) (A) "Ant in a I.-fud alb" ha slablia for

incrre-d underts prt, incldin th:49 &Apnc ofMNU AS "X&

r --. Jv - -, -- ,,^^..,g

IA, beefit. i v--*d law .... am f-- vt,,

thA 0poArco, mqin iftznun, Md ROtfi of th. .fMf AS t&0

fii.The tumstees my ohte r fint rolmcntlei ary.1

S&ff..,- dt,.zi h i,. 60- uider.,.i.h, fmn--d wIIl

IuM tMh va -01i0w110M- 6-0 f ch clM ,, pteoa man or is,

sues earriori m lur o a pcyinen or paefth

land -*a WAo Aao* ", an -M nu- tori ead soaiew.

, will fully prott 1,~~ ~ ~ r-- '="ql -L w -I" ,

~.I ~L*.

to(--

12
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25 llama!"

B

ahW U-sm- OF M-1-
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paymo .hall b Wds- frm -o- u--nd- to moat ....

gNtio inouard h.y .o Aooretary with fA.AAej Ao i _. ,lA-*

uSid-B this RAMt bfOre MAc cifootiv dat3. Tho f4AorotB

21101l oe.RNA to hoA MbljM AA oh oligaMon en AN A Ah Affcztivz

5 46&

6 "1(7. Tf ho twz 01bc-l heep aoountloaa nd roeords 4!

6Wild aigOOM$ Of zz'l *RInvc~htMent&@ rcooimto, And aioburcamonto.fls
1mira ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' m m ~ lll l 1 m W - - l m 6 - w - 7 _ _,-- 45 _i -_ ilmm +

9 "-) At no 4--.ea drin.. " h d.i. A-t.1 f th. fU.
1

UR WO LMUOM)C8DA rC3UIFCU f0 Afbfun finyl fi~jrovi 1)%% en

11 J_ -f th U 4o y y -w, ___l f -,Or

... n.. gn with ho D iL e .n . . th *-

13 Jutiim o !n tho pe rforna. .. Ad .My Ao .r..uird A- ith in..

theo odI...t.,n Af thAIM duic .... trUhte3 T t OW"e.
sihe', ho':. &Ae fiull 81uthority to filo their ;edgmcit inal

16 wm es nd at6 alll 4tias upliboult fim M-1h Apuproal of1 suw

17 d33111o.Th t~oAN-A may filz e0n apif~ia nt U

BtatW d*oRWit oAurt whor AhA funRd hNA iUS princial fo

4r 0 j*il doarAtiond ocoocruing thIr-* DpoF@r ahority1

or~ ~ @ roooasbiity udrtIn M* (ohe theANIM the l Lr~cII

UNA go payen ofl POaMo. In &0 any ouch pr@edNa, fmel
frAMte3 a the oertar @bill bg neockAcr Alr m-lndizpeAb

-Mny MIA~ PneA-SAdings. Any fini AMRment! cutered 6n au

1

2

3

4

7

8

10

12 ie ,tt*,W,,,S v9 lber" i"

14

15

18

19

20

22'

23'

24

25

_!+_11 =1__ • .... *___ 1__
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1

2

3

4

.5

6

precsodIRI Aha,] he sonoalus' upoo any person off oath

enIty Alai*n nitocti1 fud.

"(9 T Thb tmy pW suoli Ma,..c31, c t$

ent__,.ogv , ana om..._. o... ... a ............ d z -...........b
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10 rc"AIcwAA (Jf ANNIrrcnt M o1 fRety and Ocoupotionol SAft" AndA
11 Heathrc-0nton rlaing 0to tAl 11119 g tO"O dotormino#

.... r ... ..... v ...... . .7 . - .. . -

12 whether Aimohb reultineae aldoqA-04ftO to0 FIrot69t t-heA AfN

13 tind health el tol3 or and the nlood, if any for FdRaj

14 leil to proeee the cafc-ty and health 01 tWO mine"

15 orti r i dditonll AompcNcrAfftion for &be Yiofis 91 whit

16

17 (b) The Comfijfijto oA'll rPORaP 4hirA fiNdiMNg ANd ARy

18 lciAWAtIW' roeonmmondaftions to wthwe GCongrem no aor'

19 on19 y@ar alfer enaotmont af thiM AM".

20 That tis Act may be citd as the "Blk Lusng Benefdi

21Reform Act of 1976"

22 DRYINIIONB

3 Sire. 2. (a) Secton 402(b) of the Fderal Coal Mie

24 Health and Safety' Act of 1969, as amended'(SO U.S.C.
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1 801-960) (hereinafter in this Act referred to as the "Act"),

2 isamended to read as follows:

3 "(b) The term 'pneumoconios ' means a chronic dust

4 disease of the lung and its sequelae, including respiratory and

5 pulmonary impairments, arising out of coal mine employ-

6 ment."

7 (b) Section 402(d) of the A ct is amended to read as

8 follow:

9 "(d) The term 'miner' means any individual who

10 works or has worked in or around a coal mine in the extrac-

11 tion of coal. Such term also includes an individual who

12 works or has worked in processing or transporting coal, or

13 in coal mine construction during the period such individual

14 worked under conditions substantially similar to conditions

15 in an underground coal mine.".

16 (c) Section 402(f) of th Act is amended to read as

17 follows:

18 "(f) The term 'total disability' has the meaning given

19 it by regun ion of taoS etary of Labor, subject to the

20 relevant provison of subsections (b) and (d) of setion

21 413, WOWep that-_

22 "(1) in te oase of a liv miner, ah regulations

23 s provide tha a miner d be wtmsdtdotally

24 ditablW when pneumoconiosis prevents him .from en-
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qgagin in gainfud empkymen requiring the skills and

abilities comparable to thos of any employment in a

mine or mines in which he previously engaged with some

regularity and over a substantial period of time;

"(2) in the oase of a deceased miner, such regula-

tions shall provide that a miner'8 employment in a mine

at the time of death shall not be used as conclusive

evidence that the miner was not totally disabled; and

"(3) such regulations shall not provide more re-

arictive criteria than those applicable under section 223

(d) of the social Security Act. The Secretary, in con-

4sultion with the National Institute for Occupational

Safety and Health, shall establish criteria for all appro-

priate medical tests under this subsection which axiu-

rately reflect total disability in coal miners as defined

in paragraph (1).".

(d) Section 402 of the Act is further amended by add-

ing W the end thereof the following ncw paragraph:

"(h) The term 'fund means the Black Lung Dis-

ability Insurance Fund eablished pursuant to section

424.".

SO. 8. (a) Swtion All(c) of , 4 i mn dd-
(1) in pa'agrp4 (8) dhereof, by ris out

"and" at the end th rf:
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(2) in paragraph (4) thereof, by tring ou the

period at the end thereof and insuring in li thereof
"; and"; and

(3) by adding at the end thereof the following:

"(5) (A) in the case of a living miner who was em-

-_ ployed for twenty-five years or more in one or more coal

mines if such miner is partially or totally disabled due

to pneumoconiosis, he or she shalt be entitled to the pay-

ment of benefits; and

"(B) in the case of a deceased miner who was

employed for twenty-five years or more in one ormore

-coal mines prior to the date of enactment of the Black

Lung BenefiM Reform Act of 1976, the digible survivor.

of mh miner shall be entitled to the payment of bene-

fits, unless it is established that at the time of hi death

such miner was not partiaU.y or totally disabled due to

pneumoconiosis. Eligible survivors shall, upon request

by the Secretary, furnish such evidence as is available

with respect to the health of the miner at the time of his

(b) Section 411 of the Act is further amd by add-

ing at the end thereof tMe followi-g:

"(e) For te purpose of determWii th apoict*.

billtj of Owe prsumptions of subsection (c) of this setl^,
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a miner will be deemed to have been employed in a coal

mine for any year in which-

"(1) he has four quarters of ovraqe, as defined

in section 213 of the Social Security Act, as a miner; or

"(2) he was continuotuly on the payroll of a coal

company and was employed as a miner; or.

"(3) the Secretary determines on the basis of other

evidence that he was employed as a miner.

In determining the number of years of a miner's coal mine

employment, the Secretary shall give the miner credit for

the appropriate portion of any year in which he or she

worked only part of a year.".

(o) Section 412(a)(1) of the Act is amended-

(1) by inserting immediately after "pneumoconi-

osis," the following: "or in the cae of a miner entitled

to benefits under paragraph (5) of nation 411(c) of

this title,";

(2) by striking out "disabled" the first place it

appears therein; and

(8) by inerting immediatey after "disability," the

second place it appears therein the following: ", or

during th period of such entitlement""

(d) Section 414(e) of ae Act ismended by-

(1) striking out the works "being paid" and ins-

ing in lieu tdreof the word "payable"; and
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1 (2) inserting immediately after "pneumoconiosI,"

2 the following: "or with respect to an entitlement under

3 paragraph (5) of section 411(c) of thi tils,".

4 (e)(1) Section 421(a) of the Act is amended by

5 inserting immediately after "pneumoconsosis," the second

6 place it appears therein the following: "and in the case of

7 claim for benef filed on the basis of eligibility under

8 paragraph (5) of section 411(c),".

9 (2) Section 421(b) (2) (C) of the Act is amended by

10 inserting immediately before the semicolon at the end thereof

11 the following: ", except that such standards shall not be

12 required to include provisions for the payment of benefits

13 based upon conditions substantially equivalent to conditions

14 described in paragraph (5) of section 411 (c)".

15 (f) Section 411 of the Act is further amended by adding

16 at th end thereof the following new subsection:

17 "(f) For the purposes of subsection (c) (5) of this sec-

18 tion, 'partially disabled' means diminished capacity due to

19 pneumoconiosis to earn the wages which the miner received

20 at the time of his last coal mine employment.".

-21 MFPLO5TM r NO BAR TO CLAIMS AND DBMSlrS

22 Szc. 4. Section 413 of the Act is amended by adding at

23 the end there/ the following new subsection:

24 "(d) (1) A miner who is eligible to exercise the option

25 to transfer to a position of reduced concentration of respirable
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j duet in the mine atmosphere pursuant to ection 203 of this

2 Adt, or who has evidence of the development of pneumoconio-

3 sis demonstrated by chest roentgenogram, or who has been

4 employed for ten or more years in a coal mine, may file a

5 claim for benefit bef re teminating such employment.

6 - "(2) The Secretary shall notify such a miner, as soon

7 as practicable after ding a claim, whether the miner would

8 be eligible for benefs except for such miner's employment

9 status athe time of fding.

10 "(8) If the Sretary makes a determination of eligi-

11 bility or potential eligibility under paragraph (2) of this sub-

12 action, benefit s be paid as of the month after the month

13 of termination of sh miner's coal mine employment.".

14 EVIDENCE RXQIRID TO BST4BLISH CLAIM

15 SEc. 5. (a) Section 418(b) of the Act is amended by

16 inserting immediately before the period at the end of the

17 econd sentence ereof a colon and the following: ": Pro-

18 idd, That the Seoretary shall accp a board ertifm d or

19 board eligible radidogit's pretation of a chst rwe o-

20 gram which is of acceptable quality submitted in support of

21 a daim for benefit uer this titef such ro genogram A.m

22 been taken by a radiologist or q"ali# radiologic te olo-

23 gist or techician) awpt where the eretary Am reason

24 to believe tha he dcaim has been fraudulent represented.

25 Where there is no medical evidence, or where suh evidence
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1 is insufcient in the case of a deceased miner, afdavits may

2 be taken as suficient evidence to establish that a miner was

3 totally disabled due to pneumooon iosis or that his death was

4 due to pneumoconiosia".

5 (b) Sction 413(b) of as Act is further amended by

6 adding at the end thereof the f/oloi "Each mitur who

7 fl a cain for benefls under this tite -" be provide.
8 an opportunity to substantiate his or her claim by Om of

9 a complete pulmonary evaluation.".

10 rRUOr PUND AND OPERATOR UADILIT

11 Soc. 6.,(a) Section 424 of the Act is amended to read

12 as follows:

13 "Sze. 024.(a) (1) There is her abe in the Do

14 partment of Labor a trust fund to be known as t Black

15 Lung Disability Fund (hereinafter referred to as tho 'fund).
16 The trutes of the fund shall be the Secretary, the ora

17 of the Treasury, and the Secretary of Health, Education, and

C 18 Welfare, all officio. The Secretary shall be the Managing

19. Trustee ind shall hold, operate, and administer the fund. The

20 fund sa onsi t of sc 8#m as may be appropriated to

21 ths fund, assessments paid into the fund as reuV"f by sectio

22 424(b), any penalties recovered under section 424(c), and

2 any interest, icome, gaim, or somng as my amwru to

-024th -4

25 "(2) If a minter or widow, child, parent, brother,
?$-1"3 0 - To 4
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or sister is entitled to benefits under section 422 and

the Secretary determines that (A) an operator liable for such

benefits has not obtained a policy or contract of insurance, or

qualified as a self-insurer, as required by section 423, or such

operator has not paid such benefits within thirty days of an

initial determination of eligibility by the Secretary, or (B)

there is no operator who was required to secure the payment

of such benefits, the fund shall upon such determination by

the Secretary pay such miner or such widow, child, parent,

brother, or sister the benefits to which he or she is so entitled.

In aase referred to in clause (A), the operator hall be liable

to the fund in a civil action brought by the Secretary and in

an amount equal to the amount paid to such miner or his

widow, child, parent brother, or sister under this title. In a

case referred to in clause (B), a determination that the fund

is liable for the payment of benefit. shall be final. No operator

or repreentatim of operators may bring any proceeding, or

intervene in any proceedings, held for the purpose of dter.

mining claims for beneft under clause (A) or (B), exept

that nothing in this section shall afec the rig* duties, or

liabilities of any operator in proceedings under section 422

or action 423 o/ this tille.

"(3) No operator shall hame any rigW title, or iWeret

in fund asn, incom, or other earnings of the fund

"(4) A8 wain at practi aW after do ectvs dat of
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1 this section, the Secretary shall prescribe regulations as he

2 deem necessary to provide for the operation of the fund,

3 dh payment of benefits, the establishment of asessment rates,

4 and for the collection of assessments, penalties, and interest

5 owing the fund by a coal mine operator.

6 ""(5) All assessments, penalties, and interest paid to the

7 fund under this section shall be held and administered by

8 the Secretary as a single fund, and the Secretary shall not

9 be required to segregate any part of the fund assets which

10 may be claimed to represent accruals or interests of any

11 individuals.

12 "(6) (A) It shall be the duty of the Secretary of the

13 Treasury to invest such portion of the fund as is not required

14 to meet current withdrawals. Such investments may be made

15 only in interest-bearing obligations of the United States or

16 in obligations guaranteed as to both principal and interest'

17 by the United States. For such purpose such obligations

18 may be acquired (1) on original issue at the issue price, or

19 (2) by purchase of outstanding obligations at the market

20 prioe. The purposes for which obligations of the United States

21 may be issued under the Second Liberty Bond Act, as

22 amended, are hereby extended to authorize-the issuance at

23 par of public debt obligations for purchase by the fund. Such

24 obligations issued for purchase by the fund shall have matw-

25 ritie fixed with due regard for th need of the fund and
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shall bear interest at a rate equal to the average market yield

(computed by the Secretary of the Treasury on the basis of

market quotations as of the end of the calendar month next

preceding the date of such issue) on all marketable interest-

bearing obligations of the United States then forming a part

of the public debt which are not due or callable until after

the expiration of four years from the end of such calendar

month; except that where such average market yield is not

a multiple of one-eighth of I per centum, the rate of interest

on such obligations shall be the multiple of one-eighth of I per

centum nearest such market yield. The Secretary of the

Treasury may purchase other interest-bearing obligations of

the United States or obligations guaranteed as to both prin-

cipal and interest by the United States, on original issue or

at the market price, only where he determines that the pur-

chase of such other obligations is in the public interest. -

"(B) Any obligations acquired by the fund (except pub-

lie debt obligations issued exclusivey to the fund) may be sold

by the Secretary of the Treasury at the market price, and

such public debt obligations may be redeemed at par plus

accrued interest.

"(0) The interest on, and the Proceeds from th sal or

redemption of, any obligations held in t fund s&all be cred-

ile to and form part of the fund.

'(7) Any profi or return on any investment or reinvest-
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1 mont made by the Secretary of the Treasury shall not be con-

2 sidered as income for the purpose of Federal or State income

3 taxation.

4 "(8) (A) Amounts in the fund shall be available for

5 making xpenditure necessary for the paymnt of benefit

6 pursuant to section 424(a) (2), and for all expenses of oper-

7 ation and administration under this part, and for the repay-

8 mnmt with interest of any advances to the fund. The Secretary

9 is authorized in carrying out his respnsbiities under this

10 'ection to use the personnel and resources of the Department

11 of Labor, object to reimbursement by the fund, and to use the

12 personnel and resources of any other Federal agency, subject

13 to reimbursement by the fund.

14 "(B) The fund shall pay the obligation incurred by the

15 Secretary with resped to all claim fd on or after July 1,

16 1973, and shall repay into the Federaltreasury amount

17 equal to amounts expended for such claims paid prior to the

18 elective date of this etion, ecpt that the fund shall not be

19 obligated to pay or reimburse for benefit for any period of

2o eligibility prior to January 1, 1974.

21 "(9). The Saoretary shal keep aouns and reords of

22 a4misiatration of tMe fund, which salinclude a detailed

23 acmunt of all inetmen m rceipts, and diburnments.

24,, '(10) The 6$om r. may emply sA oounse, aocou*

25 ants agents, actuaries, and employ of the fund a8 he
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1 considers, necessary. He shall charge the compensation of

2 such persons and any other related expenses against the

3 fund.

4 "(b) (1) Each operator of a coal mine shall pay assess-

5 ments into the fund in amounts sufficient to insure the pay-

6 meant of all benefits pursuant to section 424(a) (2), for all

7 expenses of administration and operation under this part,

8 and for the repayment with interest of any advances to

9 the fund. .

10 "(2) The initial assessment of each operator shall be

11 established by the Secretary as soon as practicable after the

12 effective date of this section. In establishing the initial and any

13 subsequent asessment for each operator, the Secretary shall

14 classify each type of coal mine operation. The respective rate

15 of assessment for each class of coal mine operation shall be

16 established by the Secretary on an equitable basis and Me

17 rate per ton for each class shall take into account such factors

18 as are appropriate, including the productivity of each class

19 of mine operation. The operators within each class deter-

20 mined by the Secretary shall be subject to a uniform assess-

21 ment per ton of coal mined within such class. Beginning one

22 year after the date upon which the Secretary established the

23 initial asssment rate, he shall periodically modify or adjust

24 the assent rate per ton of coal mined to reflect the income
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1 and expenses of the fund to the extent necessary to permit the

2 fund to discharge its responsibilities under this Act.

."(3) For purposes of section 162(a) of the Internal

4 Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to trade or business ex-

5 pene), any assessment paid by an operator of a coal mine

6 under paragraph (1) shall be considered to be an ordinary

7 and necessary expense of carrying on the trade or business

8 of such operator.

9 "(o) (1) The Secretary may investigate and gather

10 data regarding such matters as he may deem necessary to

11 determine the assessments to be paid by coal mine operators,

12 and may enter such places and inspect such records (and

13 make transcriptions thereof).

14 "(2) In making his inspections and investigations under

15 this section the Secretary may require the attendance and

16 testimony of witnesses and the production of evidence under

17 oath. Witnesses shall be paid the same fees and mileage that

18 are paid in the courts of te United Stats. In a ease pf

19 contumacy, failure, or efusal of any person to obey such an

20 order, any district court of the United States or the United

21 States court of any territory or possession, within the juris-

22 diction of which such person is found, resides, or transacts

23 business shall, upon the application of the, Secretary, have

24 jurisdiction to issue quch per4ot* an'-order requiringg such
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i person to appear if, as, and when so ordered, and to give

2 testimony relating to the matter under investigation or in

3 question, and any failure to obey such order of the court may

4 be punished by said court as a contempt thereof.

5 "(3) (A) For the purpose of determining the asses-

6 ment to be established under this section th Secretary may,

7 with the consent and cooperation of appropriate State agencies,

8 utilize the service of State and local agencies and their

9 employees and, notwithstanding any other provion of law,

10 may reimburse from the fund such State and local agencies

11 for such services.

12 "(B) For the purpose of determining ihe liability of

13 any coal mine operator under this part, the Secretary may

14 enter into agreements with any agency of the United States

15 and may reimburse from the fund any such agency for serve

16 ices rendered for this purpose.

17 "(4) Each coal mine operator shall make, keep, and

18 preserve and make apaiable to the Seretary, euc records

19 a the Secretary may preri as necmsry or appropriate

20 for the enforcement of this part. The Secretary may require

21 the periodic reporting by each coal mine operator of such

22 information as he may deem necessary for the purpose of

23 carrying out his resppnAlities under this section, and may

24 specify th$ methodof detri"ning the, number of tons of coal

25 mine by each suc operator.
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"(d) (1) There are authorized to be appropriated to the

fund such sums as may be necesry to provide the fund with.

advance amounts which the Secretary estimates are necessary.

for the payment of benefit pursuant to section 424 (a) (2)

and -expense of operation and administration of the, fund

under this section.

"(2) Sums authorized to be appropriated by subsection

(d) (1) shall be repayable advan s to the fund and shall be

repaid by the fund with interest into the general fund of

the Treasury no later than five years after any appropriation

authorized. under subsection (d) (1).

"(3) Interest on such advances shall be at a rate deter-

mined by the Secretary of the Treasury, taking into considera-

tion the current average yield during the month preceding

the date of the advance involved, on marketable interest-

bearing obligations of the United States of comparable

maturities then forming a part of the public debt rounded

to the nearest one-eighth of 1 per centum.

"(e)(1) 'If an operator fails or refuses to pay an

easement required to be paid under this setion within

thirty days after notification thereof, or if an operator fail.

or ref usc to comply with a rule promulgated pursuant to this

section, the Secretary is authorized to bring a ivil action in..

the 'appropriate United states district court to require the-

payment of such asuement or compliance with such rule.
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1 In any such action, the court may isue an order granting

2 appropriate relief, including but .not limited to an order

3 requiring the payment of such assessment in the future, as

4 well as past due assessments, together with 9 per centum

5 annual interest on all past due assessments.

6 "(2) An operator who fails or refuses to pay any assess-

"7 ment required to be paid under this section shall be assessed

8 a civil penalty by the Secretary in such amount as the

9 Secretary may prescribe, but not in excess of an amount equal

10 to the assessment the operator failed or refused to pay. Such

11 penalty shall be in addition to any other liability of'the opera-

12 tor under this Act. Penalties assessed under this paragraph

13 may be recovered in a civil action brought by the Secretary

14 and penalties so recovered shall be deposited in the fund.".

15 (b) Subsection (i) of section 422 of the Act is amended

16 to read as follows:

,17 "( (1) During any period in which this section is

18 applicable to the operator of a coal. mine or mines who on

19 or after_ January 1, 1959, acquired such mine or mines or

,20 substantially all the assets thereof, from a person (herein-

21 after referred to in this paragraph as a 'prior operator')

22 who was an operator of such mine or mines, or owner of such

23 assets on or after January 1, 1959, such operator shall be

24 liable for and shall, in accordance with scion 423 of this
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1 part, ecure the payment of all benefits which would have

2 been payable by the prior operator under this section wit

3 respect to miners previously employed by such prior operator

4 as if the acquisition had not occurred and the prior operator

5 had continued to be a coal mine operator.

6 "(2) Nothing in this subsection shall relieve any prior

7 operator of any liability under this section whether or not

8 such prior operator is or was a coal mine operator on the

9 effective date of this Act or any amendments thereto.

to "(3) For purposes of this subsection, and notwithstand-

11 ing the January 1, 1959, time limitation of paragraph (1)

12 of this subsection, the following ruls apply in the case of

13 certain corporate reorganizations:

14 "(A) If an operator ceases to exist by reason, of a

15 reorganization which involves a mere change in identity,

16 form, or place of organization, however effected a sic-

17 cessor operator or other corporate or business entity

18 reulting from mh reorganization shall be treated as the

19 operator to whom this section applies.

20 "(B) If an operator eeasesto exit by reason of a

21 liquidation into a parent corporation, the parent cor,

22 poration shall be treated as the operator to whom this

23 sction applies.

24 "0) If an operator cease to &Aid by reason of a24
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1 merger or, consolidation, or divimio, the successor opera-

2 tor or corporation, or b"ness entity shall be treated

3 as the operator to whom this section applies.

4 "(4) The proviAons of this section shall be applicable

5 with respect to all claims filed on or after July 1, 1973.".

6 MSCRNLNOUS

7 8S0. 7. (a) Section-_ 401 of the Act is amended by in-

8, seating "(a)" immediately following "Szc. 401." and by

9 adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

10 "(b) This titll may be cited as the 'Blak Lung

11 Beefit Act'.".

12 (b) Section 418(b) of the Act is amended (1) by
13 striking out "(f)," and (2) by striking out "and (1)," in

14 the last 8entence thereof and by inserting in lieu thereof "(l)

15 and (n),".

16 (c) Section 421(b)(2)(D) of the Act is amended

17 to read as follows:

18 "(D) any daim for benet on account of ttal

19 dibilty of a miner due to pneumooonioeM is deemed to

20 be Wly #Wld if ad olaim is filed within three years

21 after a medioal ddemiation ?f total disbility due to

,22 eumowlio;".

23 (d) Seion 422(e) of tMe At is amended by inserting

A "or at the end of paragraph (1) thereof, by striking out

25 "; or" at tMe-nd of paragraph- (2) theeof and by inserting
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in lieu thereof a period; and by striakng out paragraph (3).

in its entirety.

(e) Section 422(f) of the Act is amended to read as

follows:

"(f) Any claim for benefits by a miner under this 8ec-

tion shall be filed within three years after a medical deter-

mination of total disability due to pneumoconiosis.".

(f) Section 427(c) of the Act is amended by striking,

out "of the fiscal yedra ending June 30, 1973, June 80,

1974, and June 80, 1975" and by inserting in lieu ihere#
"ttra yea9'.

(9) Section 430 of dhe Act is amended by--

(1) inserting "and by the Black Lun Benft

Reform Act of 1976"' immediacy after "1972"; and

(2)by he~ ou dcolon and all the language

that follow it ad isering in lieu thereof a period.

PIJID OFFIO

8c. 8. The Secretary of Labor is authorized to etabik:-

and operate suck field oIe as necemary to asist miner

and u or. i the iling and proeming of daim under te

lV of ate Federal Coal Mine'He h and Safety Act of 1960.

8uo, feU o s to ate* feib, be rwv "V

awmauibl to suck miner Mnd 4Svrv0o. The6 Secretay ol.'

Laores sng, in te etbemn*Of suk fied 00^ee ente
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I of other Federal departments, agenda, and insrumentalities,

2 and with State agendes, for the e of existing facilities

3 and personnel under their control.

4 INFORMATION TO POTENTIAL BE1JNFICIARIWS

5 Swe. 9. The Secretary of Health, Education, and

6 Wdfare and the Secretary of Labor shall jointly disseminate

7 to interested persons and groups the changes in tie IV of

8 the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act made by this

9 Act, together with an explanation of such changes, and

10 shall undertake, throuh appropriate organization, group ,

11 and oal mine operators, to notify individuals who are

12 likely to have become eligible for benep by rason of such

13 changes. Individual assistance in preparing and prooesing

14 claims " be ofered and provided to potential beneficaries.

15 RRVIEW AND TRANSFER OF DENIED AND PENDING

16 CLAIMS

17 Sio. 10. Title IV of the At is further amenled by add-

18 ing at the end thereof the following new section:

19 "8e. 432 (a) Any person who has filed a clam for

20 benefit under part B of this title prior to July 1, 1973,

21 and whose claim has been finally adjudicated as denied by

2 the Social Security Administration may fie a new claim

21 for beneit and, subject to the provisions of section 422 (g)

24 of this part, may be awarded such benefits as are appro-

priate under this part

"(6) The Swartarvy.alpresrb th Federal Req-
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ister regulations as nearly to provide for t/e expedited-

procesing of any claim filed under subsetion (a) of this

section. The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare

shall promptly furnish all pertinent informaion in his poe-

session relating to such a claim to the Secretary.

"(c) (1) Except-as is otherwise provided in this Act, a

claim for benefits filed under subsection (a) of this section

shall be treated as a new claim for benefits filed under section

422 of this tide.

"(2) The survivor of a miner who elects to file a new

claim under this sustion, and whose prior claim was

denied under part B of this title solely on the basis of the

employment of the miner at the time of such miner's death,-

shall be entitled to receive benefits for all periods of eligibility

beginning on January 1, 1974.

"(3) The survivor of a miner who eects to file a new

claim under this ubsection, and whose prior claim Was denied

under this part solely on the basic of the employment of the

miner at the time of such miner's death, shall be entitled to

receive benefMt" for all periods of eligibility beginning pn

January 1, 1974, or the date such survivor filed a prior

claim under this part, whichever is later.".

ZMOPCTIVE DA4'58

*Sec.. 11, (a) 'Ecept as speqifie in subsections()

and 0) of tI motion, tW Ac take O the date

of its enaneW.
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1 (b) The amendment. 'mde by setion 2 (a), (b),

2 and (c); section 8iection 4; and section 5 of-this Act shall

3 be efetive af o December 80, 1969, except that claims ap-

4 proved solely because of the amendment. made by section S

5 which were filed before the date of endtment of this Act

6 shall be awarded benefit. only for the period beginning on

7 such date.

8 (c) The amnendmnt. made by section 6(a) of this-Act

9 shall be elective as of January 1, 1977, except that section

10 424(d) of title lV of the Ad, as amended by this Act, shall

11 be elective as of the date of enactment of this Act.

12 OCCUPATIOiAL DISrAsr STUDY

13 Szo. 12. (a) The Department of Labor, in cooperation

14 with the National Institute for Occupational Safety and

15 Heah l caduct a sdy of al oupaonaly related

16 pulmonary and fepratory diaSe istuding the "ten

17' and severity of such diseases in heUnite Stae. Such

18 study "hl furthr incude analyse of' (1) anty etoio

19 eympkinatok aid pahoo factor whoA are similar

2 0 to 'i ad faom in worer' peweoconipaie ad its

21 esquea. (S) Mhe adequay of curren works compenee'

22 sgon poramsj i -cospnatn prm IhAi

23 and (8) th elgwueW depquc of eA" A** nd o~ft

24 a 'and 114&1114eltin to 0he & ndsre W"~ whic

25
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1 (b) The Ay required by eubeto (a) of " no-

2 tion a be completed and a report th x eubmite to

3 th President and th appropriate oommitteea of the Con-

4 gre.w within eighten month. after the date of enactmen of

5 this AcA

6 PROGRAM TERMINATION

7 S ie. 13. No new claim for benefit under part C of the

8 Act shall be accepted after December 31, 1981.

Passed the House of Representatives March 2, 1976.

Attest: EDMUND L. HENSHAW, JR.,
Clerk

?$-1" 0 - 7S - 5
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BLACK LUNG LGIsLa'rxoN (H.R. 10760)

(Prepared by the Staff of the Committee on Finance)

SEPTEUBE 20, 1976.
Present program.-The present black lung benefits program provides benefits

to miners disabled from black lung disease (pneumoconlosis) and to their
dependents or survivors. Payments are made in one of two ways: (1) the
Social Security Administration administers a program of benefits paid from
general Treasury funds on the basis of claims filed prior to December 31, 1973;
or (2) essentially identical benefits are paid through State workmens compen-
sation programs (if they are provided fully equivalent benefits) or by coal
mine operators on the basis of claims adjudicated by the Secretary of Labor.
Funding is the responsibility of the mine operators as determined by the Labor
Department; general Treasury funds are used to the extent that liability
cannot be enforced against mine operators.

Labor and Public Welfare Committee bill.-The Labor and Public Welfare
Committee bill would make extensive changes in the black lung benefits pro-
gram. Briefly, the bill would make it easier to qualify for black lung benefits
and a new tax (an "assessment" under the bill) would be levied to support a
new trust fund which would pay benefits when an individual coal mine operator
failed to assume its obligation to provide benefits or when it is not possible to
fix liability on an individual mine operator. Among the liberalizations included
in the bill is a broader definition of black lung disease (pneumoconiosis) to
include respiratory and pulmonary impairments resulting from coal mine em-
ployment; an expansion of the definition of "miner" to include people who work
around coal mines, who process and transport coal and who work at coal mine
construction; a redefinition of total disability under which actual employment
is not conclusive evidence that a miner was not disabled, and affidavits may be
sufficient evidence to establish that an individual had black lung disease when
other evidence is lacking or Insufficient. In addition, an individual could become
entitle to survivorship benefits if the deceased miner had worked in a coal mine
for 25 years prior to enactment and a miner who had worked for 25 years in
coal mines could become entitled to benefits if he is partially or totally disabled.

Financing provislons of H.R. 10760.-As under existing law, coal mine oper-
ators will be required to pay the costs of black lung benefits for their former
employees to the extent that individual liability can be attributed to a par-
ticular mine operator. Where such individual liability cannot be enforced (for
example, because the liable mine operator is no longer in business), present law
provides for payments to be made from Federal general revenue appropriations.
H.R. 10700 would instead fund such benefits from an earmarked tax on coal
mining operations. The proceeds from this tax would be paid into a trust fund
in the Department of Labor.

Aaacaament on coal tnining.-H.R. 10760 does not specify the exact level of
assessment or tax to be imposed on coal mining operations beyond stating that
it must be at a sufficient level to meet the benefit and administrative costs of
the new trust fund. The Secretary of Labor is given complete discretion to set
the tax rate applicable. fie is required by the bill to make the assessment in
terms of a rate per ton of coal mined. The rate may differ "on an equitable
basis" among various classes of mine operations, but must be uniform within
each such class. The Secretary of Labor Is also given the authority to determine
the various classifications of mine operations for this purpose, taking into
account "such factors as are appropriate, including the productivity of each
class .... " The Secretary of Labor is authorized to enforce compliance with
the new tax and related regulations by civil suit in U.S. district courts or by
the assessment of civil penalties.

Trust fund operation.-The trust fund is modeled after the social security
trust fund. The trustees would be the Secretaries of Labor, Treasury, and
Health, Education and Welfare. Although the Secretary of Labor is designated
the managing trustee, investments of the funds not needed for current benefit
payments or operating expenses would be made by the Secretary of the Treasury,
The fund would pay the administrative costs of the program and would pay
benefits to the extent that individual mine operator liability could not be
established or enforced.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR JENNINGS RANDOLPH

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Finance, let me first express
my gratitude for your expeditious consideration of H.R. 10760, the "Black Lung
Benefits Reform Act of 1976" as reported by the Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare. In light of the very short time remaining prior to adjournment of the
94th Congress, your cooperation is all the more significant, for without the aid
of the Committee on Finance, there is little likelihood that this important legis-
lation will be enacted.

In accordance with your letter of April 30, 1976 to the Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare, H.R. 10760 was referred to the Committee

* on Finance because the Black Lung Disability Fund and tile assessment on coal
mining operations contemplated in the bill may represent an exercise of the
taxing power of the Federal government.

The Committee on Labor and Public Welfare believes that a trust fund to pay
benefits to disabled coal miners and eligible survivors of such miners, financed
through per-ton assessments on coal mining operations, is a desirable modifica-
tion of the Black Lung Benefits Program. It is an alteration in the law which
represents sound social policy and which will reduce the drain on the Federal
Treasury.

Under existing law, coal operators are ultimately responsible for the pay-
ment of black lung benefits under part C of title IV of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act. Following is an explanatory excerpt from the Report of
the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare: "Part C is administered by a State
Workers' Compensation agency meeting minimum standards, or by the Secretary'
of Labor where such standards are not met. No States have as yet met the mini-
mum requirements. The responsible coal operator pays benefits as in traditional
workers' compensation programs. Under the law, the coal industry is liable for
claims filed after June 30, 1973, for payment on and after January 1, 1974. The
Department of Labor is responsible for paying benefits when the responsible
operator cannot be determined, which is the case currently in about 75 percent
of approved claims."

Information available to the Committee indicated that coal operators are now
paying benefits of a total of 73 claims, out of a universe of some 90,000 claims
filed. I understand that this figure has now increased slightly. Operators have
contested about 97 percent of the allowed claims with respect to which the
Department of Labor has found a responsible operator.

Clearly, the program is not working as the Congress envisioned that it would
in 1969, when the original Act became law, or in 1972, when the Black Lung
Benefits Act was adopted. It is the purpose of H.R. 10760, in part, to insure that
the program operates in the way the Congress intended.

The coal industry has claimed that H.R. 10760 would result in billions of
dollars of liability to the coal industry, and ultimately to the coal consumer. As
reported by the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, however, it is the
estimate of the Congressional Budget Office that program cost to the Federal
government of the bill, including amounts payable from the trust fund, will be
as follows:
Fiscal year: Million#

1977 ------------------------------------------------- $111.5
1978 --------------------------------------------------- 70.5
1970 --------------------------------------------------- 78. 7
1980 --------------------------------------------------- 77.8
1981 --------------------------------------------------- 82.8

This range of dollar amounts suggests strongly that earlier industry esti-
mates are no longer valid with respect to the Committee bill.

The operation of the Black Lung Disability Fund, including the assessment
provision, has been explained to the Committee on Finance, and I will not recite
it further. The Committee now has enough information before it to make an
Intelligent analysis of the value of the fund. As ranking majority member of the
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, and as a Senator who represents a
State whose people have a substantial interest in this legislation, I urge the
Committee on Finance to act favorably and expeditiously on H.R. 10760. I ask
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further that the Committee support the trust fund contemplated in the bill,
along with its assessment mechanism. After thorough and extensive study, I
believe, and the Labor and Public Welfare Committee believes, that the proposal
before you is appropriate, reasonable, and necessary.

The CHAIRMAN. Our first witness this morning is Hon. John
C. Read, Assistaiit Secretary of Labor for Employment Standards.

We are pleased to have vour statement, sir.
Mr. READ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
If there are no objections, Mr. Chairman-
The CHAIRMAN. I would suggest that each witness confine himself

to a 10-minute statement, and each Senator to 5 minutes on questions.
Mr. READ. Fine, Mr. Chairman. I would like to submit mine for the

record, and summarize it briefly.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. READ, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF LABOR
FOR EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT
WEDEMEYER, ACTING ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION
OF COAL MINE WORKERS' COMPENSATION, AND MARK SOLOMONS,
COUNSEL FOR BLACK LUNG IN THE SOLICITOR'S OFFICE
Mr. READ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We now have a statute on the books that provides for a black lung

program. That program provides benefits for miners and survivors
for the crippling and sometimes fatal effects of the black lung disease,
pneumoconiosis. It has its roots in the no fault principle-that after
fair adjudication and based on the best medical evidence and judg-
ments, financial compensation is appropriate for occupationally
related injuries and diseases.

The present statute, Mr. Chairman, is scheduled to end in 1981 which
recognizes that the States have traditionally had responsibility for
workers' compensation.

I presume, at thalt time, the responsibility would shift back to the
states.

H.R. 10760, the bill before the committee today, makes some very
fundamental changes in this program in the present statute. They are,
I think, well-summarized in my testimony. I will not get into the de-
tails of them.

Let me describe, if I may, three of the basic changes in the bill, and
three of the reasons, therefore, why we oppose this particular bill.

Overall, these changes strike us as inappropriate and not particu-
larly useful either to the miner, who deserves adequate protection from
pneumoconiosis, or to industry because of the cost attached to it with-
out benefits to the. miner. Further, the legislation is inappropriate
Imcause of the changes it makes in the fundamental precepts in
workers' compensation.*

The first set of changes has to do with the evidentiary standards and
eligibility requirements of the bill. The combined effect of these
changes, which is summarized on page 4 of my testimony, is to move
this program, this workers' compensation program, away from the
principles on which it is based toward those that I would characterize
inore ike those of a pension program, and toward a situation where, if
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you will, seniority, number of years in a mine, becomes very similar to
a decision of total disability from pneumoconiosis.

We are concerned that some of the semiautomatic. entitlements in
this bill would have the effect of taking away from the sound princi-
ples of adjudication based on medical evidence and substituting a sys-
tem based on how many years one has spent in a mine.

Again, I will not go into the details of that. I think they are well-
stated in the testimony.

Second, this bill increases the cost of the program five or tenfold, we
*" think, without providing increases in protections for those miners who

are crippled with pneumoconiosis. The amendments would increase
costs to somewhere in the range of $160 to $300 million; half of that
sum would be paid by the coal industry through an assessment or a tax
administered by the Secretary of Labor on a per ton of coal basis, that,
is $80 million to $150 million.

That same amount-,nd we have difficulty honing in on the precise
figure at this point, although we would put it over $100 million.-
would have to be advanced by the Federal Government through a trust
fund that is established by this bill.

While we are not experts in the energy field, Mr. Chairman, we can
only assume that this assessment of around $100 million would be
passed on to the consumer and coal energy users.

The third provision of the bill which we must oppose has to do with
the establishment at this time of a trust fund for black lung, for
pneumoconiosis. The concept here is new and a precedential, revenue-
raising and expenditure mechanism. It is proposed at a time when
the entire area of occupational disease is under review and appropri--
ately so. Since the report of the National Commission on Workman's
Compensation in 1972, the Department of Labor and other depart-
ments have been studying and providing technical assistance in the
whole area on honv occupational diseases should be covered. This work
is nearing completion.

We expect growing out of it will be a longer term look at the reforms
needed in occupational disease. We believe that to establish a trust
fund in black lung at this time would be a precedent that would be
very difficult to undo, if the whole area of occupational disease moved
in a different direction.

Those are the three areas, Mr. Chairman: the cost, the establishment
of the trust fund and the eligibility requirements, evidentiary stand-
ards,,that are of deep concern to us.

*They are described in my testimony.
With that, Mr. Chairman, my colleagues and I will be happy to

answer your questions. Let me introduce them to you.
On my left is Mr. Mark Solomons, counsel for the black lung pro-

gram in the office of the Solicitor of Labor; on my right is Mr. Robert
Wedemeyer, acting associate director in charge of the black lung
pivgrain.

Te CJHAIRMAN. Senator Haskell, do you have any questions I
Senator HASKELL. Not at the moment.
The CH, RMA'. Senator Fannin I
Senator FANNXN. What has been the cost of this program in the last

year?
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Mr. READ. The cost has been roughly $30 million over this past year.
Senator FANNIN. Total cost for the program?
Mr. READ. Yes, sir.
Senator FANNIN. There have -been figures that far exceeded that.

I am wondering how it could be so confusing.
On total disburseiients, total costs, everything involved, $1 billion.
Mr. READ. The program is divided effectively into two parts, part

of it is administered by HEWV. It may be that when you put the two
together that the benefits do go that high.

This bill, as it affects the Department of Labor, in answer to your
question-

Senator FANNIN. I understand that. I am concerned about what
this does to the overall cost of the program. When we are talking $30
million, that is one matter; when we are talking over $1 billion, that
is something else.

How do we get the total cost of the program?
Mr. READ. We can provide that for you, unless Mr. Wedemeyer has

a more accurate estimate.
Mr. WVEDEMEYER. I cannot speak for the Social Security Adminis-

tration. As I understand it, presently the cost is over $700 million a
year.

Senator FANNIN. $700 million a year?
Mr. WEDEMEYER. Yes.
Senator FANNIN. Mr. Chairman, I realize what our jurisdictional

interest in this bill is. At the same time, I think it is only proper that
we know what effect our actions will have on the total, overall cost of
the black lung program. The information you are giving now is that
$700 million would cover the total cost for the past year.

What would be the cost estimated for the next fiscal year?
Mr. READ. Ii terms of the increased cost to the Social Security

Administration, we do not have those numbers. Our own numbers,
between $160 million to $300 million show relatively how the program
may increase in size. I do not know if the social security program will
experience the same increase.

Senator FANNIN. What is the percentage of increase from your
standpoint?

Mr. READ. As we estimated it, a five to tenfold increase.
Senator FANNIN. Mr. Chairman, I would hope we could get figures

as to what the overall cost of the program would be before we take
action on this matter.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me see if I can get this straight. The Depart-
ment does not pay for this bill 

Mr. READ. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you give us an example or two of wherein,

of how the existing program works and what the difference would be
that causes you to feel that the bill should not pass ?

Mr. READ. All right, sir, I will try.
The CHAIRMAN. Tell us how the present program is working, and

then perhaps give us a kind of an example. Give us an example of a
ease or two that you do not think should be covered, that you believe
this bill would cover.
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Mr. READ. At the present time, when we receive a claim for black
lung benefits from the miner, that claim is reviewed by the Depart-
ment of Labor based upon medical and legal evidence provided by the
claimant. T1he medical part of that evidence is very complex informa-
tion. It grows out of the fact that the physicians are not well-
equipped, Mr. Chairman, to diagnose pneumoconiosis precisely, or
in a short period of time. The Department looks at the claim, makes
a judgment as to whether or not the miner is eligible for benefits, and
then, where we can locate the last responsible mine operator, have that
operator pay benefits to the claimant or, where that last operator
cannot be identified, have the Federal Government pay benefits.

The changes in the bill, in terms of the evidentiary requirements,
come to bear on that adjudication process, on that initial determina-
tion. There we are being asked through this bill, to relax sonic of those
requirements and make judgments in favor of the coal miner, where
we are not permitted to use the kind of evidence that we think we
need.

Let me turn to Mr. Wedemeyer, and lie can tell you about X-rays
and about eligibility criteria that make up this kind of problem for
us.

M '. WEDEMEYER. Mr. Chairman, where a claimant relies upon an
X-ray to establish a pneumoconiosis condition, we have that fili re-
viewed by a specialist in radiology who has been trained to interpret
pneumoconiosis disease. Under tie present bill, of course, the right
to perform this review would be eliminated.

The Department of Labor feels that the specialist who is trained
in the detection of this disease should review each and every one of
these cases to verify the results and to ascertain whether or not the
film is readable for the condition itself.

The CHAIRM.AAN. Do I understand it-does this bill dispense with
the medical evidence of the disability?

Mr. 1VIn ED F.YE:R. No. sir, not actually dispense with it. It limits the
degree to which we mav review these films; essentially it says that
the I)epartment of Labor shall be limited to reviewing the films for
the quality of the film itself. Unfortunately, the test to review the
quality of the film also entails a review for the disease. It is difficult
-to separate the two.

In effect, in order for us to review the quality of the film, we would
have to have the film reviewed by the same specialist to deteriline
whether or not the film, itself, is of such a quality that the pneuno-
coniosis could be detected.

The CHARIRAN. In this increase, how much of tie increase in costs
do you assess as being due to the easier way in which the claim is col-
lected? How do )ou break down the cost?

How much of it do you put with the new standards for determining
that a person is entitled to benefits?

Mr. READ. Anticipating that question, I have a summary of how
these costs were determined, which I can also introduce for the record.

The CHAIRMNAN. Is it in your statement?
Mr. READ. Not in the statement. I brought it, with ne.
The CHARIVRAN. We will have it printed in the record.
[The material referred to follows:]
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COST OF SENATE DRAFT BILL "BLACK LUNO BENEFITS REFORM ACT OF 1976"

The proposed Black Lung Benefits Reform Act of 1976 contains several amend-
ments to the current Act which increase the total cost of the Black Lung Pro-
gram but would elimnate all Department of Labor (DOL) financial liability.
DOL would continue to be responsible for the administration of Part C of
the Act relating to the determination of eligibility of claimants, however, the
Trust Fund or operators would be liable for all administrative costs and bene-
fits paid to claimants.

All estimates shown below are based on the DOL population through June 30,
1976 and the costs discussed are in addition to current program costs. It is
further assumed that all backlogged claims will be determined in FY 1977 and
that any new filings will not be processed until FY 1978. Some SSA claims are
discussed in the Entitlement section since information is available with which
to make estimates.

SECTION 2: INTERIM MEDICAL STANDARDS

This section allows the Secretary of Labor to promulgate medical regulations
which establish criteria for all medical tests. Assuming that the Secretary
adopts criteria equivalent to the Interim medical standards utilized by the Social
Security Administ:ation (SS8A), this provison would prove to be the most costly
of all sections of thu bill. The estimated cost of this provision in FY 1977 is
$64.9 million. The range of possible cost is between $37.1 million and $92.7
million.

SECTION 3: ENTITLEMENTS

The 25 year entitlement in the draft Senate bill requires that a living miner
be partially or totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis. It is assumed that the
"partially disabling" impoirment will be established in the Regulations by
ventilatory standards which will be more liberal than the "interim" medical
standards. A study of DOL denials reveals that approximately 4% of the miners
have 25 years or more coal mine employment and meet the interim standards.
Since new standards in line with the intent of the Senate bill have not been
established, only a very rough estimate of the effect of this Section can
be made.

It is estimated that 8% of the current DOL miner population would be
entitled under Section 3. With a corresponding benefit cost in FY 1977 of
$22 million.

The Social Security Administration (SSA) estimates that there are 16,000
denied miners who allege 25 years or more of coal mine employment. Since
none of these miners qualified for benefits under the Interim medical standards
employed by BSA In adjudicating claims, it is assumed that very few would
qualify under the new entitlement. It is estimated that only 5% of these miners
would qualify for benefits at a total cost of FY 1977 of $3.1 million.

Survivors would be allowed benefits under Section 3 if the miner worked
at least 25 years in the mines. It is estimated that approximately 5% of the
survivors would qualify for benefits. The estimated cost of these claims in
FY 1977 would be $2.1 million.

SSA estimates that approximately 4,400 denied survivors have alleged that
the miner worked 25 or more years in the mines. The cost of these claims in
FY 1977 is estimated at $12.2 million.

It must be noted that proof of 25 years of coal mine employment is extremely
hard to obtain and that many--of the above projected approvals will not be
able to prove the necessry years of employment. Survivors especially will find
it difficult to prove the necessary years of employment and many of these claims
will not be allowed. The total cost of this section is estimated at $39.4 million
however considering the difference between alleged and proved coal mine em-
ployment, the lack of in-depth information on the SSA population, and the
absence of concrete guidelines of partial disability, a range of between $30 and
$60 million is estimated.

SECTION 4: EMPLOYMENT NO BAR TO BENEFITS

This provision alone has no direct cost effect on the Black Lung Program.
The miners would still have to qualify for benefits under another provision of
the Act. Since DOL currently follows a procedure of examining a miner's claim
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before denying benefits on the basis of employment, this provision will have
little effect.

Some SSA claims may be affected by this provision but it is estimated that
many "still working" miners under that Jurisdiction have since stopped work
and have been reconsidered by SSA or have filed a claim with DOL.

SECTION 5: BAN ON REREADING OF BOARD CERTIFIED OR BOARD EIOILE RADIOLOOISTS

Although there is no reporting requirements for doctors to inform DOL of
their Board status, in the opinion of the Division's medical experts few physi-
clans currently servicing the miners meet these requirements. Therefore, it is
estimated that the ban on rereadings will raise the approval rate at most 5%
and more likely less than 2%. The cost for FY 1977 would therefore be between
$20.7 and $51.7 million.

SECTION 5: AFFIDAVITS PROVISION

This provision will have no significant cost impact on the program.

SECTION 6: TIE TRUST FUND

The Trust Fund would have to reimburse the Federal Government approxi-
mately $25 million for benefits paid prior to Enactment. The Trust Fund would
also pay administrative cost estimated at $10 million for FY 1977.

SECTION 7: ELIMINATION OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS ON WIDOWS' CLAIMS

The amendment to Section 422(f) which eliminates the three year statute of
limitations will have the effect of raising the approval rate on widows' claims.
Since these claims have never been closely examined it is possible that the
approval rate could rise between 5% and 25%. The cost of tils change is esti-
mated at between $5.8 and $29.1 million.

SECTION 8: FIELD OFFICE

The cost of establishing Field Offices is estimated at $2.5 million In fY 1977.

SECTION 9: PUBLIC INFORMATION

The ESA Office of Information estimated in 1975 that a comprehensive infor-
-. mation program would cost less than $.A million.

SUMMARY OF COSTS

The total cost of new provisions to the Black Lung Act made by 1I.R. 10760
we estimate to be between $131 and $271 million in FY 1977. Assuming that
individual operators have been or will be found responsible for 50% of the cost,
the trust fund will then assume liability for 50% of the cost or between $5 and
$135 million in FY 1977. In addition, since the liability for the cost of benefits
under the current program, is estimated at $80.1 million in FY 1977. The trust
fund will have to pay $15 million (50%) of the current law costs. Thus, the
total cost to the fund for FY 1977 are therefore estimated at between $80 and
$150 million. This includes all administrative costs except the administrative
costs of the refiling of approximately 200,000 Social Security Administration
denials, which we cannot estimate at this time. The full amount, $80 million to
$150 million (plus the unestimated administrative costs) will have to be
advanced to the trust fund by the government.

The CAIiRMAN. Here is an estimate by the Congressional Budget
Office. This looks as if the burden would be $78.8 million in 1977, about
half that in subsequent years, on rereading of X-rays. Can you ex-
plain that to us now? I am not sure I fully understand what that
point is.

Mr. RE,). Mr. Chairman, there is in this bill a retroactive provision
which, as I recall it, would allow miners whose claims have been turned
down because of a rereading of the X-rays to resubmit their claims.

7gIS3 0 o 76 * 6
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It may be that the CBO submitted an estimate of the cost of those
claims, which I have not seen.

I am not rure of the basis for the $78 million. In the document which
I just handed in for the record, we do get into the costs of the various
provisions of the bill, including that.

The CHAIRMAN. This 25-year presumption, according to the Con-
gressional Budget. Office, comrues to a $22 million estimate. Could you
give us a little more information as to what your attitude on that item
h" al)pens to be?

Mhr. Soinoo.xs. Mr. Chairman, the 25-year presumption changes the
existing law by permitting a claimant who, in our view, has not sub-
mittedl adequate medical evidence of total disability due to the disease
to receive benefits simply for the reason that the miner has been em-
l)loyed for 25 or more years in the mines. Because of this presumption,
there are many claimants whom we have already denied and there are
additional claimants who will file in the future who do not have what
we consider adequate evi(lence of disease or disability who will be found
to be entitled to benefits by virtue of these new provisions.

The CTrAinMr,%.-. I would( like to know whether black lung is related
to smoking?

I am led to believe that, although smoking is injurious to your
health, if you stop it for t certain period of time, one is supposed to
get over the deleterious effect. Is that the case with black lung?

Is black lung a permanent injury that cannot be overcome?
Mr. RAD. It is a progressive disease, Mr. Chairman. 1 do not think-

I do not know of any instances where it recedes, unless my colleagues
(10. It is, in a sense, a l)ermanent disability to portions of the lung,
cause(] by the impact. of coal dust on tie lung.

The Cumcf.vx. Senator Iaskell ?
Senator I.AsirUL,. Thank you, Mr. Chairinan.
Mr. Read, do yon happen to know how many applications for claims

have been filed with your Department ?
Mr. READ. Yes, sir, I do. Let me get the proper table.
Through August of this year, Senator, there have been 97,000 claims

received.

Senator I{ASI(ErL. That is for what periodd of timeI
Mr'. RE.D. Since the Department. of Labor became responsible for

part C of the program in July 1973.
Senator HASKFLL. Could you tell fie how many of those applications

now have mature(d into claims which are being paid?
Mr. RE.Du. Claims in payment status at this point in time are 3,514.
Senator 1IASKirm,. 97,000 applications have been filed, roughly 3,500

claims are in the process of being paid. Is that correct?
Mr. REmn. Yes, si'.
Senator HASKEL,. How many of those 3,500 claims are being paid

by the el)eratr, and how many b-y the Federal Government ?
Mr. RE,m. At the present time, I'think that the Federal Government

is paying 2,800 claims and the operator is paying 101.
Senator IASKEI.J,. First, let us get the cost of the bill that is before

Us. havo you indicated the cost per ton of the bill before you ?
Mr. RE:n. Senator, we have made an estimate of that cost. I think

the range which is in my testimony is between 11 and 33 cents per ton.
Senator lHASKELL. What?
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Mr. READ. 11 cents to 33 cents per ton, as I recall it.
Senator 1t.%sK~mL. Let us assume a range between 11 and 33 cents

per ton. If my mathematics is correct, coal is selling in tle neighbor-
hood of $16 to $17 a ton, then the additional cost, asuling the Ceoml-
pany is going to add the cost on, as you indicated it will, would be
somewhere between .8 cents and 1.7 cents.

Now, are you at all familiar with the nature of this disease? Are
you at all familiar with whether or not this is a disease that if you
work around the mine you almost. inevitably get, or is it youlr postionl
that you do not necessarily get. it ?

Mr. RAD. It is our position. Senator, that there is a chance that
you will get the disease by working around the mine. It is clearly
occulationally related.

There is sufieient chance that you will not, however, that we believe
a full adjudication process 1 efore awarding benefits is necessary.

Senator MUMSKL. Mr. Chairman, I have a chart here that I will ask
Jperuimsion to insert in the record. It shows a result of 400 autopsies ill
the period 1971 to 1972. It indicates that- people who work under-
ground between 21 and '25 years,,pver 90 percent have black lung in
on form or anot her.

I will ask that the source of this chart, which is the National Insti-
tute of Occupational Safety be noted on it, and I would ask that it
appear in the record, if it may.

The CII lAMAN. Without objection.
[Tie chart referred to follows:]
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Senator HASKELL In summary, Mr. Read, assuming that this evi-
dence is correct of contracting that disease and I am told that it is,
then something is wrong with our present law. I think that by your
own admission, you have told me that 97,000 claims have been sub-
mitted and something like 3,500 are being paid.

Now, something is wrong, when over 90 percent of the folks working
underground contact this disease over a period of time. I would sub-
mit that from my viewpoint, probably not from the administration
viewpoint, but from my viewpoint, a 1 percent increase in the price
of coal to protect these men from this disease is not excessive.

Have you ever seen anybody with black lung?
Mr. READ. No, sir. I have not.
Senator HASKELI,. I suggest that you go along and take a look at

some of these folks. Then I do not think that you are going to feel
that a 1 percent increase in the price of coal is too much of a price to
pay.

Ty'hank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator FA.NIN-. Mr. Chairman?
The CTAIRMAN. Senator FanninI
Senator FAN,N,. We are all sympathetic for anyone who would

suffer from black lung. I know that the witnesses have stated that the
Congress should appropriate money for those with black lung and
their families. The issue is, on page 4, you state, "In addition to creat-
ing a trust fund, the bill also reduces the evidentiary standards neces-
sary to establish entitlement for the payment of benefits."

Have seen peoplle receiving benefits from black lung in my State of
Arizona that retire there. I cannot say that they 'look ainy differently
than anyl Other people we have out. there who are elderly.

I do not think that everybody who has contacted black lung would
be vitally affected.

I think your arguments are that you should establish that they -do
have black lung, that there is evidence of black lung, before payments
are made.

Mr. READ. And that they are disabled.
Senator FANNiN. And that they are disabled, that they have sonic

disability from the standpoint of having worked in the mine.
I agree with that. If they have a disability, if they are suffering

froin black lung, certainly ihis would be proper.
W$e are establishing precedents in this black lung program that will

aply in the future to many other industries, even the agriculture
industry out in the field where contact with dust fertilizers and so
forth is made. All of this does have an effect on the worker. I think
that if we are not judicious in what we do in this instance a trouble-
some and mistaken precedent could be established.

I certainly agree that we should (10 everything we can to see that
the people who need medical attention receive it as well as other
I)ayments. I certainly do not feel that we should open it up that just
becausee they work in a mine that they are considered having back
lung.

There are many. many people-I do not know where the Senator
from Colorado got the 9)0 leriet figure. It might be that. they would
show some effect, 10 percent, 20 percent, whatever it might be.
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I think the position that the witness has taken, they (10 want to
have every cat ion taken to see that people are treated properly, and
that we do not. have something so widespread that it is going to be
immensely expensive and not only that, but unnecessary.Is thaltt correct ?

Mr. R0m). That is correct.
Senator FAXN ix. Ihank you, Mr. (hair'man.
Mr. Rlk:,). We are not convinced that the increased costs of this bill

will go directly to those miners who are suffering the harniful and
disabling effects of pIlieunioconiosis. We see only a relaxation of stand-
ards and a possibility, however great. or small, that mineis who are
not disable(l by pneumoconiosis nonetheless could be eligible for and
would receive beiieits under this program.

The C1iAiRMAx. I started pnictice in workman compensation cases,
and I know what it is to have a lawyer who has it client who did not
have a meritorious claim. A anyone who has practiced very long
handles these kinds of cases, and fit ,an g- o both ways.

I recall it fellow who used to come lin the office. It was all he could
(1o to get iito tile office with his bad back. One time I happened to go
lown to tibe adjoining elevator about the same time andi happened
to see him lhit the street. That fellow looked as if he was ready to go
run a 100-yard dash.

That. was not the way he appeared when he was talking to the doctor
or talking to the lawyer about his case.

Of course, doctors (to have %'arteus ways-a person bends over, it
looks like it is going to kill him. lhe i e tor asks him to sit (town
soIlliewhle'e

lie puts him in the same position. lie just gets there a ditlerent way
and there does not seemu to be any pain at. fill. The doctor would then
conclude that that person does not have any disabling disease.

Slere, lie was coiplai aing that it was l)ractically killing hiim to
benid over, find here you get him into the same position by a different
method an(d lie does not fel any pain at all.

I agree, with the principle that where these people are disabled they
shouldd be coil)pensated. Now, th e question is, are they disabled, are
they suffering from black lung? Tell me about this rereading. I (to

--)not understand.
Mr. RU.m. The X-rays that form a part of the medical evidence for

lmenliocohiosis are sometimes very diflicult to read, often impossible
to read. if I imiy say so.

Nonetheless, they am'e read by the phyJsiciani who is the claimant's
doctor. Because tle disease is relatively llew, at least in terms of it
being entitled to be alliedd a disease, our ability to read X-rays and
take it picture of the lungs aid determine that it is pnemoconiosis and
not eniphysenlua or bronchitis is really, at. this point, sonewfiat limited.

We fi1(i it necessary to have tile X-rays reread by expert radiolo-
gists all around the country who are on contract to us. They are not
Federal employees; they are experts in the field.

'T'he bill would pelrlit these rereadings, but would not permit the
julgments of the.e radiologists. The X-rays are read in a dis-
passionate way, MIl'. ('hairman, in the adjudication process. The
rereading could show the X-ray is of acceptable quality; thereby, the
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judgment of the first physician who perhaps knew little or nothing
about it, would stand. 1ie second reading could show it is not of
acceptable quality, in which case we would go back and do it again.

I do not know if Bob would Iikd to expand on this.
'The CIL, miMAN. Coifd I have your reaction to this?
Mr. IVEDEEYkrn. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Read(l did explain exactly what we do. We feel this whole proc-

es s is necessary. The leunoconiosis disease is a very difficult one to
detect. In order to detect it, you must have a top-quality filiti. A film
may be readable for other purposes, such as the detection of a frac-
ture or measure of heart. condition. We must have a very high-quality
film in order to deduce the presence of pneumoconiosis. For that rea-
SOl, we now read for two purposes, first of all, to measure the quality
of the film, then to determine whether or not the disease is present.

Unfortunately, there are only a few radiologists in the country who
can be referred to as rereaders'who have undergone training to detect
the disease.

To make our (lecisions accurate, we must use these physicians. We
believe it is necessary to use these sj)ecially-trained physicians for-
this purpose.

The CHAIR N. What bothers me about that, I find myself asking,
does this mean, in effect, that. you are barring the governmentt from
getting evidence from presentig its side of the case, if the Govern-
nent does not believe that the person has black lung and you have
a doctor for thoe patient who contends that he (loes have l)lack lung,
does that. have the effect of denying the Government the evidence, or
tile ability to present the evidence which would have to be in the form
of expert testimony to have him look at the X-ray that this person
who has the (lualifi.ations to examine it and arrive .at an opinion does
not believe the person has black lung?

3r. WYME-MEYEiI. That, would be til. effect of the, provisioii. We feel
that we would be unable to present evidence from these highly qual-
ified rereaders.

Mr. RFAD. Mr. Chairman, 'we are not anxious to prove or disprove
the existence of the disease. We just want the best evidence we can to
ol)jectively and dispassionately make a decision about it. We (o not
want, to show that the miner (loes not. have picumoconiosis. We want to
make the best judgment we can.

The CHmiRMNx. It Somud(ls to me that the plaintiff can )resent his
side of the evidence, but the defendant is barred by law from l)resent-
ing his side of the evidence.

Is that the way it impre ses you ?
Mr. REu). In the case of tile trust fund, that is the part of the pro-

gram where the last. responsible operator is not identified, that would
seem to be the case-that those X-rays would not be, submitted as ad-
missible evidlence in time a(ju(licat ion process.

III the case of those adjudications where the last resl)onsible operator
has been identified, which we think is about 50 percent of these claims
under this new bill, I believe that the. operator who was then a Iart of
the process can admit any evidence that, lie likes, and that the X-rays
could become a part of the a(ljudication process.

Counsel may want to check me on that. There is that bifurcation,
that split, if you will, in the program.
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Senator IlAsKELL. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I could comment on
this aspect of it.

I think that the posture is that basically the Labor Department has
been in a position of a judiciary. It is the position of this bill, it seems
to me, borne out by the facts, that the judiciary, if that is the right
word,*for the Labor Department, is heavily weighted against making
any payments under the program.

the skeletal facts, it seems tc me, support that. You have results of
a thorough study of black lung by the National Institute of Occupa-
tional Safety. We know their procedure using the autopsy is the only
way to be absolutely sure whether or not you have black lung.

Their chart prepared by the institute shows that after 20 years, 90
percent of the people have black lung, yet strangely enough of 97,000
applications made, there are only 3,50b being paid. I think that the
thrust of this bill is that the folks adiniaistering the program are not
doing it e en-handedly, and that it is about time that we kind of put a
little bit on the other side of the scales, and make it even.

I think that is about the post'ire.
The ChA1RMAN. That is an impressive statement, and an impressive

chart.
Are you familiar with this chart?
Mr. REAv. I am familiar with those numbers. I have not seen the

chart.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not familiar with it, either, but I think you

ought to look into it. I would like for you to see if this totals with your
information.

If it is true that of those who have worked in a mine for 25 years or
more, that it be true that 95 percent of them, or over 90 percent, do
have black lung disease, then that just makes a great deal of difference,
it seems to me, and it does tremendously buttress the Senator's case.

Senator HANSEN. Would the Senator yield for a question on that
point?

The CIRA1MAN. Yes.
Senator IANSEN. I am sorry to be coming in late and to have missed

the testimony from our witnesses, but Senator Haskell, did you say
that this chart discloses that 90 percent of the persons--I think you
used the figure 90 percent, did you not?

Senator HASKELL. That chart is here, Senator. It was prepared by
the National Institute of Occupational Safety. It was from autopsies,
400 autopsies in the year 1971-72. I am informed-obviously, I am not
a doctor, so I cannot tell from my own knowledge-I am informed that

€ the autopsy is the only way that you can be absolutely sure whether a
person has black lung.

Based upon the r -itopsies on these 400 people the people whQ. have
some degree of black lung are over 90 percent when they have worked
underground for 25 years.

Senator HANSEN. Would you ,make that statement againI
Senator HASKF.Li. The chart shows that, of those people who work

underground 21 to 25 years, over 90 percent of them have black lung
in one degree or another. Some obviously have it worse than others,
but all of them have black lung. Over 90 percent have black lung.
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Yet, Senator, you see what has happened. This gentleman here said
that te claim applications have been filed for 97,00j claims, applica-
tions have been filed, and only 3,500 claims are being paid.

Assuming that this chart is right, and assuming that he is right on
the applications filed and the claims paid, something is wrong.

This is what the bill attempts to redress.
Senator HANSEN. Could I ask what prompted the autopsies being

performed on these 400 persons?
Senator HASKELL. I am told it is part of a study of the whole prob-

lem of black lung. It has been a problem for many years. It was an
effort to make some kind of scientific determination.

Senator HANSE.N. I would like to make this statement if I could,
Mr. Chairman.

We have had underground mines in Wyoming, as most people know,
for a long time and we have had a number of black lung cases. I per-
sonally processed every one who has written me and felt that he was
suffering from black lung.

We have done our best, I can assure you, to see that they were given
the full benefits to which they were entitled.

I am interested in how these 400 persons, upon whose bodies autop-
sies were performed, were chosen or selected. If a fair sampling was
taken from among every person who has worked underground between

-21 and 25 years, I would have to say that that is a very impressive
statement.

Maybe that is the case. I do not know.
If it is not the case, tlienl think that it deserves further examination.
The CHIIR IA3. I would like to ask this question about the chart.

This has four different categories. What is PM F? A certain percentage
of the people have PMF. What does that mean ?

The "P" would probably be pulmonary.
Mr. READ. Pulmonary massive fibrosis.
The CIMRAMA-,. That would be a severe case, I take it?
Mr. REA. That would constitute complicated pneumoconiosis. There

is a I)resumption of total disability.
Tie CIIAIMAicN. There is another category, severe CWVP. What would

that be?
Mr. VEDE31EYER. Severe CWP I
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. What would that mean?
Severe CWP; what would that be?
M '. WVEDEMEYER. I do not believe that there is a medical definition,

as such.
The CIAIRMAN. I am told that means coal worker's pneumoconiosis.

Black hng, right?
Mr. WEDEMEYER. Yes.
Thle CIAIRIMANX. The next category is moderate CWP. That would

be moderate--that is a lawyer's category, moderate---coal worker's
pneumoconiosis.

Mr. W .DEMEYER. MediCally, there are two categories.
The CHAIRMA-. Now, there is the other category, mild CWP. What

would you analyze that to be?
MV. WEDEMFEY. . I would assume that would be the simple pneu-

moconiosis, the early stage of the disease.
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The CHAIRMAN. Based upon the number of years, I see a lot of it is
accounted for by the mild CAVP rather than the more severe cate-
gories. That would be 20 percent on the average, it seems, 25 years,
on-fifth of it. would be in the mild area.

If this chart is an across-the-board sample of coal miners who have
pas.'Nd away, it, would still be, I think, very impressive evidence, even
if you discount the lower 20 percent, you have around 75 percent who
would have the more severe types. -

Senator FANNIN. What is the organization?
Senator HASKELL. This is the National Institute of Occupational

Safety.
If the chairman would permit, for the benefit of Senator Hansen,

you asked certain questions that I cannot answer, as to how the au-
topsies were selected. I think the evidence should be submitted for the
recor(l. We can get that today, and submit it.*

Senator 1ANSliN. I think that would be fine. Certainly, if these were
just random sampl)ings of persons who have worked in a coal mine at
some time or another and it is disclosed that 90 percent of all of those
)ersons, if that is the figure that the Senator quoted, were found to
lave black lung if they had worked in a mine for not less than 21

years, I will certainly be a supporter of this legislation.
I know a lot of coal miners. In Rawlings, Wyo., we have a very big

mining population. Interestingly enough, about the time the so-called
captive mines closed down there, the other mines were opening.

he prediction of grass growing in the streets of Rock Springs never
-caine a bout because the city shifted from coal mining. I will say this.
I have attended funerals of good friends of mine down there who miined
for a long time. I have to state categorically I do not think most of
those were ever subjected to an autopsy.

Some of them died earlier, others lived a long time, like cigarette
smokers.

Mr. READ. May I interject a point here?
When workers' compensation put this program in the system gen-

erailly, it is not only the contraction of the disease, but the disabling
effects of the disease that comes to bear on whether you compensate or
not. It may be that in the early stages of the disease a miner may be
perfectly capable of continuing to work and desires to work by his
own choosing. In fact, this does occur.

Workers' compensation generally is provided where their : is an occu-
pationally related disease that has a disabling effect. That tends to
come back on the Senator's point about data.

Senator, we would like very much to look at this study, too. There
is some question, for example, whether you can determine'disability by
an autol)sy. You may tell the existence of the disease, but whether or
'not that disease, in iurn, had a disabling effect oi the employee is a
question that we must consider.

Senator IASKELL. It should not make himi any better.
Mr. Rrm.u). That is true.
Senator hA.sEN. I appreciate your observation. No one can argue

at all with the statement.
If an occupational disease, although it may not, be as severe on some

persons as on others, does restrict the individual's ability to earn a liv-
ing, I think there can be no question that lie is deserving of benefits.

*See p. 80.
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I would say also if it could be demonstrated on the basis of autol-
sies that the disease has shortened a piions life, then may be that is
not contemplated in the laws that you are charged to administer.

It would seem to me that that is hard to prove. but if it could be
proven, I would be most sympathetic about granting benefits.

I have to say that. simply to confer benefits on people solely on the
basis of their having worked in a mine seems not to me to be a very
objective test as to the incidence of black lung.

Mr. RE.D. That is our view, Senator. Thank you.
The CAHAIRMAN. Are you.-tbrough, Seltor?
Senator IAN.N. One further thing.
I have been informed that there has been an examination of this

study made by the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. who had
five hng specialists make an examination on this study. May I ask also
that that be included into the record ?

The CIIA\" MAN. Without. objection.
[The material referred to foil ,;ws :3

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN I)IEGO,
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, );I'ARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY,

La Jolla, Calif., April 2,1976.
Mr. 1)ONALD IROSENTHAL,

DIrkacn Senate Oficc Building,
Washington, D.C.

DE.AR Do : This is to follow up our telephone conversation today regarding the
National Coal Workers' Autopsy Study. There are four main points which should
be understood by anyone trying to make use of the data. 1) The NCWAS popu-
lation of miners Is different from that of a controlled epidemiologic survey of
working miners and/or retired miners. An example of a controlled study would
be the ongoing National Study of Coal Workers' Ineumoconlosis which has
selected a representative sample for thorough epidemiologlc and medical exami-
nations. There is no way I know of to reliably extrapolate the NC(WAS data to
the whole population of coal miners. 2) Autopsy sampling of lung Is not as com-
plete as an x-ray of the entirety of both lungs, as is done in the epidemiologic sur-
veys of living miners. It is not a random sampling of the lung for sure, and it is
probably liased towards the more severely diseased areas of the lung, as is spei-
fied in the official lnstructionm of the NCWA8 which were distributed to over 10,-
(10 pathologists in this country in 1971. Of the more than 160 ipathologists around
the country who have submitted cases to the NCWAS, there are probably no two
using exactly the same techniques for doing the autopsy or for sampling the
lungs for microscopic studies, much less for Interpreting the findings. 3) The
arbitrary classification of CWP pathology which Drs. Gelderman and Waiat and
I used in our study of lung cancer does not bear any relationship (necessarily)
to the well-established x-ray categories for pneumoconioses nor to any effects
on preliminary function, disability or life expectancy. These data would have to
be tested using patients on whom suitable physiologic studies would be performed
prior to autopsy. 4) At present, there is no accepted definition for CWP pathology,
especially regarding its quantitative assessment and any possible relationship to
liabilityy or death, except in the cases of complicated CWP, also known as pro-
gressi-e massive fibrosis. NIOSH has done some preliminary work on this prob-
lem and a l)relimnnary report was presented to the Coal Mine Health Research
Committee in June, 1065. Dr. Jerome Klelnerman in Cleveland Is presently in
chargee of the task force working on these standards for CWP pathology.

As I mentioned. I have Just received some further data from the autopsy
study regarding analysis of 1,20)9 eases, of which the 400 you have had reference
to are a part. At autopsy, CWIP was mentioned 1,175 times and was conAdered
to be the primary cause of death in 38 of those cases. On death certificates for
these same patients, CWP was mentioned 614 times and was listed as the primary
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cause of death 132 times. The discrepancy indicates lack of criteria at present for
determining at autopsy when death is due to CWP.

I hope this information will be of some use to you. Please do not hesitate to
contact me for further details or clarification.

Sincerely,
JmOL L. AwuLHAm, M.D.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Read follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN C. READ," ASSISTANT SczRETAxY or LABOR
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: We appreciate this opportunity

to present to you the views of the Deparment of Labor on H.R. 10760, the Black
Lung Benefits Reform Act of 1976, as reported by the Senate Committee on Labor
and Public Welfa'e. Accompanying me are Robert Wedemeyer, Acting Associate
Director of the Division of Coal Mine Workers' Compensation, and Mark Solo-
nons, Counsel for Black Lung in the Solicitor's Office.

At the outset, I would like to emphasize that the Department of Labor shares
the Congressional concern regarding the welfare of miners who have contracted
black lung and of their families. The crippling and fatal effects of this disease
are well known. In administering our responsibilities under the present law, we
exert every effort to assure that minerland their survivors are treated fairly,
equitably, and sympathetically in adjudicating their claims for benefits.

Under the present program, which is to terminate in 1981, the Federal gov-
ernment pays benefits to all persons who filed a successful claim prior to July 1,
1973. In the case of those miners or their survivors who filed after that date,

--the Federal government pays benefits from July 1, 1973 to January 1, 1974 and
after that date only if no responsible coal operator can be found. A responsible
coal operator has been defined in the regulations to be the last coal mine operator
for whom the miner has worked a cumulative one year period. The present law
contains presumptions, both rebuttable and irrebuttable, that make it easier for
the claimant to prove his case. The claimant has to show total disability due
to pneumoconiosis; or his survivor has to show that the miner was totally dis-
abled by pneumoconiosis at the time of his death or that his death was due to
pneunoconiosis.

A fundamental part of this program, and Indeed of every workers' compensa-
tion program, is the use of reliable evidence and medical judgment to adjudicate
a claim for benefits. Such tests as x-rays, and pulmonary function studies, as
well as a physician's judgment of an occupational relationship, provide the
basis for adjudication of claims and, thereby, the integrity of the program. This
is a remedial program designed, without the proof of fault, to compensate only
those workers who are, after careful diagnosis, determined to have a totally dis-
abling disease called "pneumoconioais."

The bill before you today would make significant changes in the administra-
tion and claims adjudication of the present program. H.R. 10760 creates a trust
fund that would pay black lung benefits to claimants who filed after June 80,
1973 for which no responsible operator can be found. The burden of paying
these claims would shift to the coal industry. Where the claimant's last re-
sponsible coal mine employer can be found, present procedures which assign
liability to that operator would be continued. In cases where no such liability
can be established, the trust fund, financed by assessnients--in effect, taxes on
production--on all coal operators, would be liable for benefits. For those claims
paid by the government after December 31, 1978, tile government would be
reimbursed by the fund; the fund would also reimburse the government for all
administrative costs that the government will incur in administering the Act
in the future.

The trust fund would be administered by the Secretary of Labor, while the
Secretary of Treasury would be responsible for certain investment decisions.
It would be financed initially by a repayable advance from the Federal treasury.
The Secretary of Labor would classify coal mine operators by the type of opera-
tion, taking into consideration productivity and other factors, and would assess
the industry, by classification, on a uniform per ton of coal basis.

In addition to creating a trust fund, the bill also reduces the evidentiary
standards necessary to establish entitlement for the payment of benefits. The
bill:
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Removes the three year statute of limitations on survivors' claims so that
no matter when the miner died, the survivor would be eligible to file a claim
for benefits.

Automatically entitles the survivor of a miner to benefits If the miner
had worked 25 years in the coal mines prior to enactment of this bill, unless
it Is established, with the burden on the government, that at the time of
his death the miner was not. partially or totally disabled due to peumo-
coniosis.

Automatically entitles a living miner to benefits if the miner has worked
25 years in the mines at the time of filing and if the miner Is partially or
totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis.'

Prohibits the rereading by the government of x-rays to determine whether
an initial reading was correct If the initial reading was by ia Board-
eligible or Board-certified radiologist and the x-ray was of acceptable qlual-
ity unless the government had reason to expect fraud.

Increases the weight given to non-medical affidavits ts the sole evidence
to support the case of the survivor of a deceased miner.

Changes the 1981 termination date of the preesnt phrt C program to make
only new claims' eligibility terminate in 1981; we understand there may be an
amendment offered which would go even further and make this a permanent
program.

For a number of reasons, thejPepartment of Labor strongly opposes this bill.
We do not believe that a trust fund is an appropriate mechanism for the delivery
of benefits under this program. Moreover, we do not agree with those provisions
which would relax significantly the present qualifications for entitlement to bene-
fits.

The total cost of the new provisions to the Black Lung Act made by H.R.
10760, including accumulated liability for claims already filed, we estimate to be
between $131 and $271 million in FY 1077; this represents between a five and ten-
fold increase in the cost of the program over current costs.

Assuming that individal operators have been or will be found responsible in
50% of the cases, the trust fund will then assume liability for 50% of the cost
or between $65 and $1M5 million in FY 197T. In addition, since the imLbility for
the cost of benefits under the current program is estimated at $30.1 million in
that period, the trust fund will have to pay $15 million (50%) (f thme current
costs. Thus, the total cost to the fund for 'Y 1977 Is estimated at between $80
and $150 million. This Includes all administrative costs except the administrative
costs of the refiling of approximately 200,000 Social Security Administration
denials, which we cannot estimate at this time. The full amount, $80 million to
$150 million (plus the unestimated administrative costs) will have to be. ad-
vanced to the trust fund by the government.

In establishing the rate of assessment for operators to pay to the trust fund,
the Secretary of Labor is directed to classify each type of coal mine operation,
and to establish a rate of assessment per ton of coal mined for each class of coal
mine, on an "equitable basis", taking into account such "appropriate" factors as
the productivity of the class of coal mine operation. Based on the estimates above,
each coal operator, If all are assessed equally, will have to jly the trust fund
between 18 cents and 25 cents per tort of coal. This does not include the cost to
the individual operators of being ruled "responsible", nor does It Include the
unestimated administrative costs. This increased cost comes at a time when there
is an Increasing reliance on coal as a source of energy. Much of this added cost
will, no doubt, be passed on to the consumer.

While the proposed trust fund represents an innoVation it the funding of bene-
fits for the black lung program. we believe that there are serious problems with
such an approach. In the first place, a trust fund, which will be oierative for the
forseeable future, would create substantial problems for a reintegration of black
lung into Improved worketW' compensation systems at the State level. As origi-
nally enacted, tb6 Federal black lung program was a temporary measure to
address the special problems created by one occupational diseam in one segment
of industry. At that time, it w.is envlsoned that the Federal program would
terminate and that eventually black lung claimants would be brought within the
State workers' compensation system . This has not happened. Instead, the pro-
grant was extended by amendments in 1972, and it is now proposed that FederAl
Involvement will not only continue, but will be lnstitutionalised by means of th*
trust fund.
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In the second place, we are concerned about the precedential effect of the
creation of a trust fund to deal with one particular occupationally-related
diseases. Black lung is only one among a large and Increasing number of known
occupational diseases. The detection, prevention, and compensation of these
diseases present very complex problems to Federal and State benefit programs
which are presently the subject of study by the lnterdepartmenlal Workers'
Compensation Task Force. In addition, there are concentrated efforts being
made to encourage the States to Improve their compensation systems and to
provide complete coverage of occupational diseases.

We strongly believe that further consideration is necessary ln arriving at vi-
able approaches to the problems of compensation for occuputional diseases and
that the piecemeal approach to occupational diseases offered by this bill is not
useful at this time. Tle need for the conapreltensive and systematic development
of Improvements in the entire area cannot be overemplhasizd. Occupational
disease Is a problem of growing concern, national in scope, and affecting the lives
and well-being of millions of American workers and their families. In our view,
these problems of occupational disease must be considered systematically and
comprelensively, and further fragmentation should be avoided.

'As I previously indicated, It is not only the trust fund provisions that cause
us concern about this bill. Also at Issuet are the relaxed eligibility and eviden-
tary standards which, among other things, would increase the cost of benefits
and as it consefuCience the size of the l)roposed trust fund.

Under the bill, niinerA woul be entitled to black lung benefits after working
25 years li coal mines upon a showing of partial or total disability due to pneu-
moconlosis. This provision represents a dilution of present eligblty crteria. For
the first time, a concept of partial disability is being introduced into the black
ling program. ,ince inder black lung there Is only one level of benefits, a per-
son suffering only partial disability would receive the same level of benefits as
one who was totally disabled.

In addition, survivors of a deceased miner would be entitled to benefits under
this bill If tlhe miner had worked lit the coal mines for 25 years prior to enact-
went of the bill, unless it is established by the Government that the miner at tile
time of fls death was not partially or totally disabled-due to lpeumlocomlosis.
Tils Ilmiitit upon Ih Me survivors' emtitlement would, its a ljractical matter, be
of limited utility. Rather, the entitlement would be very close t automatic inI
most cases, since the burden of establishing that there was no disability would
be extremely difficult to meet. As a result, benefits would be paid where there
may lie only Ihe most tenuous connection between compensation provided by the
Act and an occupationally related disability. This approach is contradictory to

ash-e workers' compensattion principles, and sets a precedent which would be
most litappropriate for a remedial compensatory system.

The x-rity rereading provision of the bill iln effect prohibits rereading of an
x-ray If the original x-ray was read by a Board-eligible or Board-certified
radiologist and Is of acceptable quality. Only If there is reason to believe that
a claim has been fraudulently presented would there be an exception to this
prohibition. 'This type of provialon is Inconsistent with sound procedures for
evaluation of vital medical evidence. Such it provision will result in a stibstan-
tal increase in benefit awards, for claims o! doubtflil validity and Increase the
costs of the progrmin. It must also be recognized that unti recently medical
schools did not Include coal workers' inetunoconlosls as part of their curriculum.
Thus, particularly outside the Appalachitn States, even radiologists are not

S always cal)able of making accurate readings of x-rayrs to detect black ltng.
This x-ray rereading provision also sets att unacceptable precedent fozr3vorkers'

compensation adjudicatory processes. Under the bill, the initial field reading
may be the only admissible evidence (it done by a Board-eligibla or Board-
certified radiologist) unless, lit the department'ss Judgment, the x-ray is not of
acceptable quality. lit order for tile Department to make tile acceptability de-
terminaton, It is necessary for the x-ray to be submitted to a quailfled reader.
At the time the reader determines the Acceptability of the quality of the x.ray,
lIe will also know if thie x-ray lit his Judgment shows pelmoeonlosis. Yet while
his decision otn acceptability is ajdmisldle in thp adjudicatory process, his judg-
ment ott penunoconfoss Is not. Thts.a marked anOinaly Is created which seriously
affects tie process by which tile validity of claims for benefits is determined.

Further, sitee the provision would call for reexamination for all denied pert
claimss and reflllng of part B claims, x-rays that had been determined by an
established expert to show no pneumoconlosls would have to be discarded and the
claim might have to be paid oit ,the basis of already Impeached evidence.
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Another provision of the bill which causes us concern requires that the Depart-
meat of Labor entertain claims from miuiers still employed in the mines who
have worked ten years in coal mines, have x-ray evidence of the development of
pneunttoconlosis, or would be eligible for transfer to a position of reduced con-
centrations of resjpirable dust (under section 203 of the Federal Coal Mine Hlealth
and Safety Act). lhe Department of Labor then would notify the miner as to
entitlements to benefits, In effect, the Department would be required to Issue
advisory opinions, which would themselves require virtually a full adjudicatory
process for each claim thus received. This requirement as well as several of the

. other provisions of the bill, would place a serious administrative burden oil a
program which already has an inherently complex and dillicult adjudication proc-
ess to manage.

II summary, therefore, the Department of Labor must oppose this bill. The
creation of a trust fund at this time would be inadvisable, In many respects,
workers'compensation as a whole Is in a period of reexamination and transition.
The ongoing work of the Interdepartmental Workers' Compensation Task
l'Zrce points to the need for a comprehensive and systematic approach to ocec-
putional diseasee as ia whole, and to the larger question of the best way to in-
prove the present workers' c(ntpensatlon systems. A trust fund approach could
not only have adverse precedential impact, inviting similar proposals for hand-
ling compensation problems for other diseases, but would also represent the kind
of fragmentation which would le dilllcult to undo should occupational disease
coverage as a whole move in a different direction.

The relaxed entitlements provisions of this bill represent an undesirable shift
away from the remedial purposes of workers' .ompensation toward a pension
oriented system. The combined Impact of these measures oil future, systematic
improvements to workers' compensation systems could be extremely adverse.
'This bill in tile aggregate desm little to improve the plight of the coal miner who
has contracted pmemnoconiosis; at the same time it requires the payment of
benefits to miners who will not have provided what we presently regard as suffm-
clent proof of disability.

Thankyou. My colleagues and I would be happy to respond to any questions
you may have.

The CIIAJII R.. Next, we will call Mr. Carl Bagge. president of the
National Coal Association.

STATEMENT OF CARL E. BAGGE, PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL
COAL ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN GIBSON, LEGISLA-
TIVE REPRESENTATIVE, NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION AND
ROBPBT BEING, JOHNSON & HIGGINS, -NEW YORK CITY

Mr. BAuoo. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am Carl E.
Bagge, president of the National Coal Association. I am accompanied
this inorning'by'Mr. JoJm Gibson, a legislative representative For e
National Coal Association and Mr. Robert Bein of the actuarial firm
of,Jolmsoll & Iligginsof New York City. -

We lppj ciaite the opl Ortunity afforde(l us by this committee to pre-
sent our views on I.. 10766, the Black Lung Benefits Reform
Amendment of 1976.

I realize that the primary concern of this committee is with the trust
fund and tx provisions of this nmeasure and it is therefore on tlbos
subjects that, I shall focus the major part of my testimony today.

By way of background, I believe it would be helpful to the com-
tittee toy Ine to give a brief explanation of tile coal industry's position

on this. measure. We are opposed to any amendnients.to the existing
black lung law. There is no need for Congress to change the existing
law and there is no evidence that legitimate victims of coal workers
pneumoconiosis are not now receiving benefits. A
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Indeed, as tile report of tile Committee on Labor andPublic Welfarepoints out, over half a million claimants have qualified for benefitsunder the existing program. That figure represents an approval rateof over 60 percent and the total annual black lung benefits paymentsare now about $1 billion annually.Furthermore, under existing law, individual coal companies areresponsible for paying claimants for Which they can be shown to beresponsible. A leading independent actuarial firm, Johnson and Hig-gins of New York City, estimate that this existing potential liabilitywill be about $1 billion, once all claims are settled.This bill proposes to extend benefits of the program to a number ofworkers who are not now entitled to benefits. Any coal miner who isaffected by any pulmonary or respiratory impairment arising out ofcoal mining and who has worked in coal mining for more than 25years prior to 1981 is entitled to benefits.Any survivor of a miner wh6 has worked over 25 years in coal mining.is entitled to benefits provided that there is no evidence that the minerwould not have been entitled to black lung benefits.All workers who come into contact with coal are entitled to benefits,including surface miners. These miners are covered in spite. of thefact that the Appalachian Laboratory,for Occupational RespiratoryDiseases has recently concluded that there is virtually no incidenceof black Illg disease among surface miners. - ,Finally, the coal industry would be liable for retroactive payment ofbenefits to the branches of the Federal Government who were pre-viously liable and who have' already paid these claims. The industryliability would be financed either by individual coal companies or bya fund which is financed by contributions from all coal operators.We believe it is bad public policy to create' a revolutionary newprogram which gives occupational disease benefits to people wio arenot victims of the disease~wad which taxes an industry to finance anobligation which the Federal Goveipment clearly assumed 7 yearsago and iafliriued 5 years ago.The coal industry is opposed to this entitlement concept and believesthat it would create api'unwise' and potentially far-reaching precedent,affecting all American industry.

lWith'respect to the specific concerns of the Finance Committee, H.R.10760 enacts a tax on a single industry and directs that the proceedsof this tax be paid into a rund which will compensate certain blacklung claimants. This procedure raises two serious policy questions.i rst, If this type of program is justified in the coal mining industry,it could be applied to other industries. In a report published earlierthis year by the National Academy of Sciences entitled, 'MineralResources and the Environment, Supplementaly Report: Coal Work-er' Pneumoconiosis, ]Mf ical Considerations, Some Social Implica-tions," the Academy addressed this very issue when it stated:
it either of these alternatives were choe (granting compensation as a rewardfor hazardous woik or compensating any respiratory Impairment suffered bycoal miners), it would be reaonable to sug!et that similar benefits be extendedto workeN in other ocuplatious which may be equally or 'ven nlore hosardousto the lungl than coal mining,...
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A partial list of such beneficiaries might include workers in cotton mills,
asbestos Workers, hard rbkk miners, coke over workers and steel workers; these
workers are subject to a variety of occupationally.related diseases of the lungs:

* silicosis, berylliosls, aluminosis, talc pneumoconiosls, and so forth, in addition
to the assaults of aging and other environmental stress.

If (such benefits) were extended to workers In other industries, the costs
might range from $20 to. $100 billion annually. Undoubtedly, they would force
new and fundamental decisions on society regarding pension and benefit
programs.

- The point made by thii study is that the precedent established by this
tax on the coal industry, if applied to how wie as a nation are going
to handle industrial disease, would cost our society up to $100 billion
annually. That is the precedential effect of our moving in an entirely
revolutionary way in handling industrial disease in this Nation.

While IIR. 10760 does not impose all black lung liability on the
fund, it sets a precedent which clearly has far-reaching implications.
It could be duplicated in the form of a series of potentially costly
single-industry-single-disea.e compenation programs. If these pro-
grams were structured as the one in H.R. 10760 originally was, then
the costs projected in' the NAS report are clearly within the realm
of possibility,

The $100 million figure is not that farfetched.
We think there is another significant implication to this proposal

which should concern the committee. H.R. 10760 is a blueprint for a
series of uncontrolled and unaccountable single-industry income sup-
plement programs. These programs wwould be financed by Federal
taxes but would be outside the scrutiny of the agencies of the executive
an 1 legislative branches whose function it is to scrutinize the collec-
tion and expenditure of Federal funds--this committee, the A ro-
priations and Budget Committees, the Congressional Budget Office,
and the Office of Management and Budget.

These programs would be outside of the scrutiny of the established
irgencies of Congress and of the administration which affect tax
policies.

The trust fund in H.R. 10760 would be such a unique tax funding
apparatus. It is financed by charges on coal operators-these are clearly
taxes, although they are not so labeled. The Federal government will
continue to approve black Iung claims, but will have no financialliability.W . . .

The ndustry, either as individual companies or through the fund,
will have all Ithe financial liability, but will be barred from participat-
int hi the claimsapp roval process.

By separAtink the authority to approve claims ,from the natural
rstraint resulting from the obligation to pay the claims approved,
I.R. 10760 has also removed an essential element in. the system for
controlling the size and cost of the program.,

The bill removes another important element in the control system,
the element of accountability. Although this program is mandated l)y
the Federal Government and financed, in part, by federally raised
money, iL is not subjet to Federal scrutiny due to the fact that it is

entirely paid for by the coa industry.

- - Is8 0
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Although the trust fund is held and managed nominally by the
Secretaries of Labor, I PAW, and Treasury, all costs, including adinin-
istrative costs, are borne by the coal industry.

There is no reason and no incentive for the Federal Government to
supervise the program ad(1 keep it reasonable in size.

Iis result seems to be particularly ufort mate in light of the
congressional budget process which is a laudable attempt by Congress
to control and manage Federal spending. 1I.R. 10760 is a perfect way
to circumvent this elire process.

In conclusion, I believe it important that this committee focus on
those provisions of this proposed legislation whicl, in my View, con-
stitute a form of tax legislation which is both historically unique and
fumlamentally inequitable. The bill proposed the creation of a trust
fiund, to be funded wholly by indust ry contributions and, at the same
time, administered wholly by the Government.

In this respect, this established ne w law, contrary to the report of
the Semate Labor an1d i-b ic f'elfare committeeee which states that
11.R. 10760 does no more than restate "the intent of Congress, both
exl dressed and implied, that accom)anied the 1972 amendment."

I e new trust, fund, contrary to existing law, would:
Impose on the coal industry" liability where no responsible coal

operator can be identified for painlg benefits to claimants.
Impose on tie coal I1l1u81 try liability whether ill the language of

the bill, tIhe "operator liable for such benefits has not obtained a (black
lung insurance) policy or contract, of insurance, or. (has) qualified
fora self-insurance * **.

impose on the coal industry liability where, aa in i the words of
tile bIll, tie coal operator "has not )llid (black Mj) benefit within
30 days of an initial determination by tile Secretary

In short, this new tax on the responsible members of the coal indus-
try would be increased, througho trust fund assesments, in direct
proportions to the failure of some operators to (1) either obtain black
lung insurance, or (2) become a self-insurer. or (3) pay claims
assessed against them by the Secretary within tIhe :30 days.

Additionally, and most inportantly, the bill provides, in the words
of the Labor C7ommittee, that the responsible operators "will have no
right to litigate any questions concerning the assignment of claims
to tile Fund or tile payment of benefits out of the Fund's assets."

These provisions are tantamout to a new method of taxation under
which an individual's effective tax rate is increased if Is neighbor
fails to either pay, or arrnige for the payment of, his taxes. Indeed,
under the proposed bill, the coal industry'woul( be unifible to contest.
the propriety of the Secretary's assignment of such claims to the
fund.

Also, although this measmue would require that all coal jntn6 oper-
ators pay assessments into this trust fund, nowhere does it provide
for paiticipation by operators in time process whereby assessiments
will be Ilade, claims will be paid, or liability assigned to the fund by
the Secretary of Labor. The bill, in effect, would result in action wluie
deprives citizens of their property withOut t prior Ovidentiam y typo
hearing by the Govenment.
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III my vIiew, it is not an overstatement to characterize these aspects
of the legislation as not only inequitable but contrary to the tradi-
tional concepts of due process.

Mr. Chairhin a ,,IA'LJa*.rs of this committee, we hop, you will
recommend to the Senate that the trust fund provisions be stricken
from this bill. For the rvasons set. out above, we believe the taxation
scheme contained in H.R. 10760 would be an infortunate and revolu-
tiomnry pieedent for a comlrehensive and expensive income supple-
ment, program entirely beyond tie control of its congressional creators.

Thank you very much.
The CAIuRn3x. Senator I laskell?
Sector lAsKE:LL. I have one question.
Mr. Bagge, is it your position that fhe industry should not pity for.

black lung?
:01 v. 1;tm. No, sir.
Our position is that miners who have disabilities resulting from coal

worker s pneuimoconiosis should be compensated. In 1969, in the Mine
I healthh and Safety" Act thia set up1) this program ordained that we shall
eliminate the basis for black hng by redi icing dust, to the level of 2
milligrams per cubic inet('r of ai in tile mines. As a iiddustry, we
have been spending hundreds of millions of dollars to comply with
that. requiremnet.

We believe we are, aml the studies of the Government document we
are, complying and we have lminaited the basis for this tragic and
c(ripl)iig disease.

We b, lleve, vith respect to the men who were exposed to the dust
in tile past, they should b compensated. We believe the existing
program, which'is funded at approximatly $1 billion a year1 is
adequately handling in a conscientious and, we think, responsible
way, the legitimate claims of men disabled from the disease.

'We support the objectives of that legislation.
Senator IIsKEL. 11,hlat confuses me, you apparently feel our

industry should pay for this disease which you characterize, , and
properly;, so, as a t tragic and crippling disease, yet the gentleman
from tie Labor Department said that, only approximately 5 percent
of the black hMy claims were being paid by the industry, and the
balance by the Federal Government, which m~neans all tie axpayers.

What we are trying to do in this bill is do what we feel is proper,
have the industry pay for the claims.

Do you follow?
Mr. 'BAGOE. I follow.
Congress, when it set ip"this program, Senator laskell, in its

wisdom, determined that tle American public had benefited from
lower rates, electric rates, when our society had not recOgnized this
problem.

Therefore, they a.sumed, as a matter of public policy, tile economic
consequences of this disease. Thalt WAS tile ralt ioa fe Of this legislattion.

It was reaffirmed witl the amnenhets in 1.972. We think"this was
a responsible position. This is the approach Congress took to it,
providing, however, that we should take the claims of the incidence
of the disease in the future.
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We have assumed this responsibility, and under present law, still
continue to have them.

Senator HAS)C.5L. Thank you.
The CaLJmAN. Senator +annin f
Senator FANNINz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Bagge, on the first page of your statement, you say,
There is no need to change the existing law, and there is no evidence that

legitimate victims of coal workers pneumoconlosis are not now receiving benefits.
Indeed, as the Report of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare points

-k out, over half a million claimants have qualified for benefits under the existing
program.

You heard the comment of the witnesses from the Labor Depart-
ment. I think we are confusing statistics.

Is it not correct we are getting statistics on what is involved, as
far as the Labor Department is concerned, confused with what is
involved as far as the other departments

Mr. BAGO. That is coriect.
Senator FAqiNxK. I think we should clarify that.
As you say, that represents an approval rate of over 60 percent,

and the, total annual black lung benefits total now $1 billion annually.
Mr. BAo0E. $1 billion annually in the aggregate, in the program

today. Our position is sincerely that we believe that the men affected
by this are being compensated today, and see no basis, in terms of
statistics.

If I may take the opportunity to respond to some matters raised
earlier in this hearing--I feel constrained to do this-I think the
focus of this committee is on the tax aspect of the bill. I'would like,
if I may, in response to the discussion of incidence rate, to refer the
committee to my testimony before the Senate Labor Committee earlier
this year and a study by the National Academy of Sciences which,
unlike a study of 400 autopsies, takes the incidence of coal workers'
pneumoconosis across the -board, region by region, and shows how
the incidence occurs based on the number of years worked in the
mines, and then it attempts to show that there are three different
stages of pneumoconiosis, that 2.1 percent is the aggravated and
advanced fitage.

If I could I would like to insert it in the record-it is only two
pages. I think it would illuminate the broader picture of the incidence
of this, by taking, appendix A and appendix B to a study released
this year by the National Academy of Sciences that shows precisely
with categories, 10 to 1) years of exposure, 20 to 29, 80 to 80 and over
40 years, and it does not show anything like a 90-percent incidence
factor, Senator Ilaskell referred to earlier.

The C"rA" . What does it show I
Mr. IA603. Let me, if I may-

'The+ ClAInMAN. I will ask that it appear in the record of these
hearings, because it ought to be in our hearing as well for people
to look at and draw their own conclusion.

[The study to be furnished follows:]
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SALIENT STATISTICS OF LIGNITE MINING, BY STATES--UNDERGROUNO MINES (NO UNDERGROUND EXPERIENCE):
STRIP MINES

1970 1371 3972 1973 1974

Taes:Number of mines .................... 0 .............
Production (net ton) ................ 4,

Avrag value per ton ................................ I...........
Number of s oels and draglinM .....................................
Average number of men working daily ........ ....................
Average number of days worked .................................
Number of man-days worked ........................... .
Average tons per man per day .....................................

3 3 4
045 O 6,044,000 76484,

1 69 96 00050 1 .7 b. so
Shipmnts of lignite from the mine:

Shipped by rail ...................... .. . ..... ....
Slipped by trck................. .... .............. 40, 0" 2.,. . io66
Udsat mines .....................................................Mine-mouth r, nts ....................................geipt00 6,7,000

Total ........................................................ 4,045,000 6,944,000 7,684,000

Total il States:
Number of mines ..........................

Production (net es) ..................
Average value per ton .....................
Number of shovels and draglineas .............
Average number of men working daily .........
Average number of days worked ..............
Number of man-days worked .................
Ave rag tons per man per day ................

22 17 19 17 is
5,3 000 6,402 000 10,9909 0 14,164 15, 478. 00

bi. ' 193 'SIE04 I V2
40 49 41

32 2 547 52 6K6
240 237 262 2 277000 77,000 143, 42,000 19000083.94 76.75 9.70 M.45

Shil rets of invite from the mine:
Shipped by rail ....... .......... 3,587,000 X 411: 3,G 3 4,018000 3,908,000Shippe~d by truck ........................ $70, 000 ., 0 6,

2111 2 W 000 WOOD00
Used at mine I ........................ I,346, 000 000 48,000 12,000Mie-muth generatnlg plants... .. 4,000 2, 7W, 000 962,000 9, 0 172,000

Total........................... 5,963,000 6,402,000 10,999,000 14,164,000 15, 478,000

'Includes coal loaded at mines directly into railroad cars and hauled by trucks to railroad sidings.
'Includes coal used at mine for power and heat, made into beehive ceke at mine, used by mine employees, used for

ill other purpoe a mines, and transported from mine to point of use by conveyor or tram. 1970-73 figures exclude cold
transported from mine to point of u by conveyor or tram.

I Avagl Ye per toe doen sot Indcude Toui tonneCannot be estimated as value per ton is orepoed for Texas and Montapa,
W-Wit teld to avoid diacloeips Individual company dat.
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6&3
7.22
117
8&38
89O
9.51
9.36

967
8,52
7.16
&,is
8.99
8.9
&,35
7.82
8.04
7.94
8,40
&65
.21

7.78
7.15
8,48
9.62

1.83
12.00
13.22
21.57

72.842
71.145

76215
75,377
7?, 624
68,995
65,923
57.862
43,996
33,523
3t 516
30,825
26,540
23294
I 05115,792
14.010
1 498
13,144
11, 132i292
7,750
6, SU
S,927
5,938
4,783
4,083
k 84

269
2711
259
6S195

211
208
201
163
164
197
216
196184
173
176
196
204
216
214
204
203
219
217
232
234
239
216
234
219

12.79
'2.84
42.78
'2.81
28v
2.83
2.97
3.06
3.28
4.02
3.96
4.25
4.18
4.36
5.12
5.60
5.63
5.92
6.27
6.11
6.55

7.21
7.62
7.45
7.09
6.30
6.68
7.15
7.87

751 1,210. 171 ,056.325 13, 927,955
770 123228 2 90 5,619.162
720 1,209,983 12603.54 16.05K,011
745 1,016,757 13,325, 874 15,7 368
560 557,599 10, 376, 08 11,8 088
597 611,734 11,833,934 12,35650
618 496,085 1135, 990 10,847,787
615 386,128 10,696,705 1,034,464
535 318,699 8,606,482 6,838,769
659 381,424 7,I,680 6,978,035
780 393932 7,7 07 6,668,9
918 4w0V2 8.,354,230 7,30 110
81 292 307 7.543,157 6,657,479
798 184.028 6,877,761 5,332,043

86 260,502 7,696343 4.700X.542
S 225,520 7,11 2,28 4,044,392

1.103 236,166 7,246,646 3.377,778
1.208 277,537 6,122,207 3,065,364
1, 354 240,427 7,467,.$2 3665,962
1, 308 417,080 7, 177, 3 455,034
1,336 329,328 5,938,982 3246.034
1,395 24,658 56M408 590,547
1,579 146.0 4,740,187 1,997,806146. O981,654 6125 4,696,16 1,i.475,000

1,6 12779 4,541,46 1,150,56
1,505 6,018 4,47,350 66691
.486 -3483,076 53,997

1,673 ----------- 3,278,977 421,202
1, .72o------------2 . 783 307,475

51,600 3,691,247 149
53,900 6,497,245 9,555
48,200 8,569,995 10,350
50,200 6.675,914 945
37,70 4,942,670 ..
3A,900 3.191,569 14219
37,000 5,95,53 26,812

3300 4,592,060 29,370
28,088 2.724,270 31,441
26.900 2,851,239 k8131

26 3S2,313 170
24.000 5,.244,349 46

2800 4,331,735 1,138
1900 2, 279,85 4,363

18,80 1,737,558 2,633
17.60 L4L3 1 476

'15,900 1,435,335 7
14,300 L.801,724 7,53
14.100 3,357,340 '4,425
14,400 1,575,097 NA
12,900 850630 "A
11,400 766,025 RA
to, =0 59797 "A
10,160 51t,159 A
8,10 627,492 NA 08,24B 739,499 %A
7,338 671,024 KA
5.915 743,451 RA
5,671 716, 56 NA
5.448 735,173 RA

N.
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resces for 1951 and ler yearses an 6 a tt cmeparabk with hOme for wvmewos ear (-e appmet coesptiasqiua pmcon inu experts ad sbpmn lo hS Armed V ei

2 U.S. OPeime of Comee, deal adt hiclud tastes to U.S. military "al.es WestGernmay.)
3 Iludes some buUtwl ",= = Ie b auhioizd operators ad prepared at twhei makers. 6 1963 daba includes January to AugusL Beginning with Septembe 196i, eab-acibimo dat we
4 Output pear emwi --z in g es o*:y I bc olegurbam aesncded, included *0f bdammnou coal and wve sot reportd separetdy.
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FUEL AND POWER CONVERZoIN FACTORS
A British thermal unit (Btu) Is the amount of heat required to raise the tem-

perature of one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit.
The Btu value of the various components within any one general class of min-

eral fuel, e.g., coal, oil and gas, can vary considerably depending on the physical
properties In each component. For example, the term "bituminovy coal," with an
accompanying weighted average Btu value per ton, is often employed to include an
overall weighted average Btu for bituminous coal, sub-bituminous coal and lig-
nite. The heating value of these coals can vary from some 0,000 Btu per ton of
lignite to over 14,000 Btu per ton of bituminous coal. The Btu values of the
various components which make up the general categories of crude oil and na-
tural gas can vary from one producing well to another.

The U.S. Bureau of Mines (BOM) has revised some of the weighted average
Btu values previously used in estimating the annual Btu value of U.S. production
and consumption of mineral fuels, hydroelectricity and electricity from nuclear
power. In some instances, for the period 1965-1971, the Btu values vary annually.
The following data show the weighted average Btu values used by BOM in com-
puting energy values in Btu equivalents, for the years 1068-1975 (for 1967 and
prior years see Data Book, 1072 Edition)



1W 1969 197O W92 h 1973 114 17

25,060.000 24969,06 24.5IOW0 24,244,=0 24.V0.O 240010,=0 23.3,0 234730.X=(amihot 0kW 24,660,000 24,220,0 239KG 27A000 360000 23,W0,A 23,07.0-tmo(etujrsne ... 25,009W Sk40t OW 25,4K0,W 25.400,000 25,40000 25,40000 Z5,40,01 2!kuo,$MONoi A~oom atoo 5,o0ooo 5,S. D 00 5,.Oko 5,uoo SAMODam,513,000 5---500,100 w 5,506,00 5,0560 550kN 3, 200 %,517.000 5,506,100 5, 490,500'U . -------- ,15 1.103 1.102 110 1100 1093 1.097 1.106
--------- 10396 10,447 1MA49 10.478 10,379 10339 10.33 10,33910,396~ 1047 049 0,6 10,660 1066 10,660 10,660
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Petroleum products: Btulbarrel
Natural gasoline ..... - .... 4, 020, 000Jiquetited . i,Lq eid gases ------ --------------.*.... , . ................ 4. 011, 000
Gasoline (including aviation) ......... 5,248.000

- Special naphtha .................. 5, 248, 000
Jet fuel, naphtha-type --------------------------------- 5, 855, 000
Jet fuel, keroslne-type .. . ---------------------------- 5, 070. 000
Kerosine ---------------------------- 5, 6070, 000
Distillate fuel oil ----------------------------------------- , 825, 000
Residual fuel oil -------------------------- ----------- 0, 287,000
Still gas ------------------------------------------- ,000,000
Lubricants -------- --------------------------------- 6, 005, 000
Waxes -------------------------------------------- 5, 537, 000
Petroleum coke -,0-------------------------------------0 24, 000
Asphalt and road oil ---------------------------------- 6, (84, 000

lituminous coal and lignltc.-Weghted average British thermal unit values are
based on exports and consumption in'the electricity generation and industrial
sectors. Prior to 1965, 20,200,000 Btu/short ton is used.

Crude petrolcum.-The average Btu value of crude oil Is based upon an approxi-
mate API gravity of 36", which is generally accepted as the average gravity of
crude oil produced In the United States.

Natural uas, wct.-For 1964 and prior years the gross production Is multiplied
by 1,075 Btu per cubic foot minus the volume of gas used for repressuring, vented,
or flared multiplied by 1,035 Btu per cubic foot. The new basis consists of tile dry
natural gas production which excludes gas used for repressuring, vented, or flared
multiplied by the Btu rate for each year shown to which is added the computed
energy equivalent of the heat value of natural gas liquids production.

Natural pu(1s, dry.-For 1964 and prior years, the conversion factor used is
1,035 Btu per cubic foot. Data for 1905-74 Is based on information obtained from
the American Gas Association.

Natural gas liqulds.-For 1904 and prior years, a weighted average Btu based
oi production Is used, derived by converting natural gasoline and cycle products
at 110,000 Btu per gallon and IP-gasi Including ethane, at 95,000 litu per gallon.
The new procedure differs by converting the ethane production separately at
73,390 Bitu per gallon.

Mr. B~xiE, I did not know the committee was going to get into the
substance of the issue.

The CHAmIR AX. Give us your interpretation of it.
Mr. BIoop. What this study shows, and the chart shows, Senator-

let us take the 20- to 9-year category here, because in the House
bill, that provides an absolute entitlement for 25 years, period. That
has been moderated here in the Senate somewhat in the Labor
Committee.

Let's take the 20 to 29 category because that seems to be the focus
of the committee because of the 2 -year entitlement concept.

What this study shows is that the highest incidence for miners
working up to less than 30 years in the mine, in anthracite, where we
have tlie real problem-

The CJIAIRM3AN. Twenty years in the mine?
Mr. Bi4 not:. Twenty to twenty.ninei appendix B of the National

Academy of Sciences report. This national study indicates that the
incidence rate is highest in the anthracite region of Pennsylvania
where for miners working between 20 and 29 years, the incidence rate
is up to Co to 63 percent. In the Appalachian area, udlelgrund Ap-
palachia, area, the incidence is about 40 percent-I am reading here
across; T cannot be that precse,-4about 43 percent.

In the-Midwest, the incidence factor for the same men working up
(o less than 30 years imi the mine, o&er 20, but under 29, is approxi-
mnately 29 percent. In the MidweSt it is 29 percent.
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In the West, tile incidence-it looks like it is 19 percent.
Keep in mind, Senator, that the incidence is different region by

region. Appendix A shows the incidence, with respect to Anthracite
in Appalachia, Midwest and the West, for progressive massive fibrosis
which is category three, which is the disabling form of the. disease.
For anthracite it is 14.3 percent of the total incidence in a disabling
form.

In the Appalachia region, it is 2.1 percent. In the Midwest it is
2.9 percent. In the Vest, there is no incidence at all of the progressive
massive fibrosis, which is a disabling form of the diseasee, and I think
this will give a broader perspective, Senator, on the total incidence
of the. disease, regionally and also with respect to the various
categories.

Categories one and two are an entirely different sitlattion than
)rogressive massive fibrosis where the man is totally disabled.

As I say. we cannot legislate coal policy based on anthracite, because
anthratite is not, unfortunately, a significant factor in our total coal
l)ro(lucion today.

The CHAIR-MAN. Would it be a higher or a less percent with regard
to bitunlinois?

Mr. BA;r. In bituminous, it is substantially lower. The I)roblenl
is, based on these statistics, that in the bituminous mines, in the West
and the Midwest. even in Al)'alachia, we do not have anywhere near
tile incidence that there is in tie anthracite region. It (rops down.The PMFcategory goes down to 2.9 in the Midwest. I say we cannot
legislate social policy based on one form of coal in one region from
a sector of the inlust rv that today is not that significant.

We are not l)roducing much anthracite coal in Pennsylvania today,
Senator. All I am pleadinr for is do not make social )olicy based on
anthracite and on the incidences of black lung in the past.

We, as an industry. have cleaned ul) our mines. You legislated that
in 1969. If the mine is not clean. MESA shuts us down, as they
should.

They should shut down mines that are not complying. We think
any i:resl)onsible oerator who today is violating the Federal law
should be shut down.

It is our contention simply-I apologize.; maybe I am being rel)eti-
tive here-it is our position, No. 1, that, disabled miners, should be
compensated. We are willing to pay our fair share of that.

No. 2, we think the )rogram is working effectively today, that there
is nb need for an amendmenit, certainly not to iml'ose the concel)t as
)resuml)tuous as a 25-year entitlementthat has such a )rofound prec-

edential effect on how we, as a nation, handle industrial disease in
this country, which is revolutionary.

I do not. think that that is being irres)omsihle, or that my industry.
in responding to this bill, is being irresl)onsil)Ie in taking that position.

Senator FAIN.,. Are you familiar with this national occupational
safety study? Are you familiar with that organization ?

A l. BMIO. Senator, I am not acquainted with the chart that Senator
laskell referred to.

Senator FANNIN. Are you familiar with the organization?
Mr. B.AoMo. NIOSHI? I assume it is in NIH, yes, sir.
Senator FA.-NVIN. You are familiar with that?
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Mr. BA or. Not really. I say yes only because I think I am and that
it is some Federal program.

Senator FANNie. Is that a Federal organization ?
Mr. BAooE. I do not know, sir. I assume it is created by the Con-

gress. Yes, sir, that is what Iam informed.
Senator FANIxN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hansen
Senator HANsE,. I ask that there be included in the record a

study-it is just a 2-page letter.1 I am very frank to admit that I have
not read it all.

The letter is written by a Dr. Gerald L. Abraham. Two points catch
my eye.

The first is the NCWAS population of miners is different from that
of a controlled epidemiologic study of working miners or retired
miners.

He says there is no way I know of-I am skipping some-to re-
liably extrapolate the NCVAS data to the whole population of coal
'llllers.

On the second page, I will read this last concluding paragraph:
As I mentioned, I have Just received some further data from the autopsy

study regarding analysis of 1,299 eases, of which the 400 you have had refererwe
to are a part.

At autopsy, CWI' was mentioned 1,175 times and was considered to be the
primary cause of death in 38 of those cases. On the death certificates for these
patients, CWP was mentioned 614 times and was listed as a primary cause of
death 132 times.

That discrepancy indicates lack of criteria at present for determining at
autopsy when death Is due to (,WP.

I would like to ask our witness two questions. One, when we were
talking about surface mining legislation, we tried to clear up some of
the problems that linger over from outr earlier single-sided attempt to
produce things as quickly anid as cheaply as l)o llle. WVe recognlized
that we have left a lot of environmental destruction which is clearly
in evidence, yet, the surface mine operations, what is left of them,
constitute a part of that, and another part is the undergroun(l mine
operations, where the roof is caving in. At that time, we talked Sena-
tors Haskell and Fannin will recall, both being members of the
Interior Committee-about how that burden should be borne, and I
think that it would be fair to say that there certainly was no una-
nimity iii the belief that presently today the industry should be taxed
completely to correct the deficiencies of the past. I suspect that if
we want to assume a social obligation or a governmental obligation
for ill-health as a part of our concern for people everywhere, that
that properly ought to be an obligation that is undertaken by all of
the taxpayers, and that we should not single out the industry, if that
is our (esire.

Is that what you are saying?
Mr. BA ;M. Yes indeed, this progriam reflects that same attitude,

Senator Hlansen. Congress, reognizing that the public has benefited,
decided that the existing generation of coal operators should not bear
the burdens of the sins of the past. because society benefited during
that peri(KI of time from cheaper coal prices. It was-reflected through-
out our entire economy, and that is precisely the point. We are. not

1 See p. 87.
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saying now that we should not bear our fair share of the burden.
Indeed, present law requires that we pay the price for the existing
generation of miners. That is correct.

So thastatement you made, I agree with. That is essentially our
position, Senator Hansen.

We think it is a responsible position, a position that Congress has
taken two times reflecting it. Now, we say you are retroactively placing
it on us in midstream. You are retroactively imposing upon us an
obligation which society assunued, through legislation, before, and we
think that t 1h"rwimig.

You are not permitting us even to participate in the administra-
tion of that program. We. have no right to participate in that under
this bill.

We think that this is inequitable; we think it is wrong policy. It is
wrong to tax a single industry.

What it boils down to is to tax a single industry for a social problem
that Congress has assumed in the past and is now retroactively shifting
back to us without a chance to participate in the decisional processes
which determine the incidence of the liability.

We thiink this is wrong social policy, and we think it will be a
precedent, Senator Hansen, applied to how our society handles indus-
trial diseases in other areas.

Indeed, the National Academy of Sciences documents that this can
be as high as $100 billion of additional single industry taxes, keeping
in mind that Congress and the Executive will have no control at all
over its administration.

Senator HANSF..s-. When you testified on that point, if I understood
what you were saying, I gathered that this same concept could include
every other segment of industry.

Mr. BAGO P or example, the brown lung problem in the Southeast
in the textile industry.

Senator HANSEN. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CuwRis. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator Cuirris. Mr. Bagge, there are not many of the 50 States of

the Union that have absolutely no mining at all, but Nebraska is one of
them. I do not think we have a single citizen who goes below the earth
to mine.

There may be some rock quarries; other than that, there is not any.
Therefore, if my questions are quite elementary, it is because I need

information on the basic problem involved here.
How much money is being spent now' for the victims of black lung?
Mr. BAwoE. A billion dollars a year.
Senator Curns. A $1 billion a year.
Mr. BAGoE. A $1 billion annually is being paid out annually

right now for the claims of black lung. Our industry, additionally, has
a liability of $1 billion, which it is obligated now to pay out over the
lifetime of the program under the existing law.

Senator Crrns. I am asking about the existing law.
Mr. BAoOE. That is right..-
Senator Currris. How old is that law?
Mr. BAooE. It was enacted in 1969. It was part of the Mine Health

and SafetyfAct.
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Senator CuRTIs. It has come of age since 1969.
Mr. BAG0E. 1969.
Senator Cumrrs. How much was being paid out, say, about the

second year?
Mf r. BAGGE. I cannot answer that question.
Senator CuRis. Initially.
Mr. BA GO. The l)eo)le from Labor would have to answer that. I

would not have that information. I would attempt to supply that for
the record.

[The information referred to was subsequently supplied:]
NATIONAL COAz. ASSOCIATION,

W1ashington, D.C., September 28, 1976.
Mr. MICHAEL STERN,
Staff Director, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate,
Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR MR. STERN: In his testimony on Tuesday, September 21, Mr. Carl E.
Bagge, President of this association, agreed to supply the Committee with
information relative to State workers' compensation law coverage of victims of
coal workers' pneumoconlosis. I enclose a chart from the Analysis of Workcr*'
Compensation Laws published this year by the United States Chamber of
Commerce.

This chart shows that forty-nine states cover "all occupational diseases." In
addition, the Department of Labor informs us that all coal-mining states except
Oklahoma cover black lung victims under their state workers' compensation laws.

I hope that this information is helpful to the Committee. If we may answer
any other questions, please let us know.

Sincerely yours,
JonN A. C. GiBsoN,

Legislative Representative.
Enclosure.
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Senator Cuwrris. Has it gone upI
Mr. BAGO1. Yes, sir, it has gone up markedly.
Senator CuRTIs. Under existing law, where does that money come

from?
Mr. BAGoE. Under existing law, the money comes from the Treas-

ury." The Federal part of it comes from the Treasury, under existing
law.

Our $1 billion obligation has to come from the price of the coal,
hopefully, but in some cases, Senator, we cannot pass it on, because
some of our long-term contracts do not have provisions in it for this,
and we have to bear it ourselves.

Senator CuRTis. Part of that obligation is on the industry, part on
the Treasury?

Mr. BAGoE. That is correct, under existing law.
Senator CuiRrs. The Treasury assumed the burden there because of

the policy that they were taking care of cases that arose prior to the
enactment of the law?

Mr. BAOGE. That is correct.
Senator Cuirs. What is the burden now on the industry in relation-

ship to existing law?
Mr. BAGGE. Our total exposure now? Our actuarial consultants ad-

vise us, based on the incidence rate that we perceive, is $1 billion.
Senator Currs. $1 billion, over what period?
Mr. BAooE. Over the lifetime of miners in the program. $1 billion is

our actuarial estimate.
Senator Cuirris. An accrued liability?
Mr. BAGoE. A projected liability, not accrued, for accounting

purposes.
Senator COmTY. Has any of that been raised ? You say it is a lia-

bility, have you paid any of it?
Mr. BAW'. We are paying" it. by either self-insuring or by buying

black lung insurance, commercially.
I have been before this committee before, asking for equitable tax

treatment of these trust funds. You see. we are not even clear with the
IRS whether our payments into a black lung trust, our own company
trust, is even deductible for income tax purposes.

The last time I appeared before this committee, I asked for an
amendment that would clarify that issue. One of the tragedies for my
people who are trying to comply with the law, is IRS is not permitting
us to deduct the payments that we make into a fund, irrevocable, ir-
refutable fund for black lung, and we are denied the right to deduct
that as a business expense in the year in which it has accrued.

This is another problem.
Senator Curais. This fund that you have set up, do you pay that

direct to -the victims of the disease, or is it general 'through the
Government?

Mr. BAGGE. Paid directly, sir. We pay that directly through our
individual corporate black lung trust fund.

Senator Cumrrs. Are there any figures as to how much you have
paid out in a given year ?

Mr. BAoGGE. I am not privy to that, Senator Curtis. I am not privy
to the individual company accounts. As a trade association, we are not
privy to those numbers.
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Senator Cirris. Is it a sizable figure?
Senator IASKELL. If the Senator would yield for a moment, if the

Labor Department ian is still in the room, I think he told me that
something under 10 percent of the claims were being paid by the com-
panies, the balance by the Federal Government.

If he is in the room, I would like him to verify that figure. I guess
he is gone. The record will show it.

Mr. BAGGE. I am told, because of the uncertainty with respect to
this, that the individual member companies, my member companies,
are putting away substantial dollars in order to make a trust viable,
and it will never come back to them.

This is our contention with IRS.
Senator CURTIS. 1What the industry is now struggling with is a pro-

gram that would take care of those cases that are being caused now
and in the future?

Mr. BAGE. That is correct, sir.
Senator CURTIS. That is a sizable item in the company's budget?
Aur. BAGGE. Indee(i it is, sir. I am also told in addition to the IF federal

program and in addition to our own trust, individual trust, we are
paying out millions and millions of dollars into State programs as
well. In addition to the Federal program, we are also paying millions
into State programs for black lung.

Senator CUrIs. For the record, would you supply the States that
are requiring that?

Mr. 1AGO.. I am told almost all of them. We will supply the States
for the record, Senator.*

Senator Cuirms. Now I want to ask some questions about the pro-
posal that is before us.

This tax, how would it be levied, if this proposal were to be
enacted?

Mr. BAooEg. The tax would be levied by the Secretaries of tIEW,
Labor, and Treasury.

Senator CURrrs. A tax on what?
Mr. BAGoE. The tax would be on tonnage. It is supposed to be on

tonnage. According to the bill, it is a tonnage tax, but then it provides
for categories which the Secretaries of Labor, HEW, and Treasury
can make. Categories, it is not too clear to me, which would have the
incidence of the tax fall differently, either by region, the nature of
the coal, whether it is subbitumninous or bituminous. It is not too clear.

There is a considerable latitude and discretion given to them to
determine the formula by which the tax would be generated.

Senator CURTIS. You mean, unlike our present IRS Code that the
Congress would not determine the category and the rates of tax to be
imposed in the various categories?

Mr. BGmEr. That is correct; that is right.
Senator CURTIS. Who does the Congress delegate that to?
Mr. B.xrc.E. If vou pass this bill, you are delegating it to the Secre-

taries of 1EW, Treastiry and Labor.
Senator CURTIS. Does t lie proposed act fix any maxinium tax?
Mr. BAGaOE. No, sir.
SnAtor CrRTIS. No maximum?
Mr. BAirE. No, sir.

*see p. 107.
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Senator CURns. Does the proposed bill authorize these agencies to
levy a tax on an operation to take care of cases that have arisen in
the past for individuals who are no longer employees?

Mr. BAGGE. Yes, sir.
Senator CumrTs. Without any limits?
Mr. BAGOE. Yes, sir.
Senator Cuwris. Now, does it do away with the existing program

where the Federal Government does put the sizable fund of N1 bilIoii
a year into the program?

Mr. BAGGE. In part, because it takes claims where there is no known
last responsible operator, which are now the obligation of the Federal
Government under existing law, and puts those claims into the fund
generated by the tax.

Senator CURTIS. All righit..
Now, when these agencies are delegated the power by Congress to

fix rates in categories, then to whom is the tax paid?
Mr. B,;aGE. It is paid to the fund.
Senator CURTIS. Who runs the fund?
Mr. BAc.OEF. Labor, IIEW and Treasury.
Ve have no participation in the, fund whatsoever

Senator Cut-is. I)oes it go to the Treasury of the United States,
as do other tax receipts?

Mr. BAGG;. No. sir. It goes to the fund.
Senator CURTIS. Who runs the fund ?
Mr. BAGGY. IEW, 'lreasury and Labor. That is why I make the

point that this is totally outside of the scrutiny and control of Con-
gress and of the executive department, on issuing the funds, how far
you can go on this. You are writing a blank check to the Secretaries
of Labor, HEW and Treasury to tax an industry. a single-industry
tax, to (10 what they want. to with us. to set up their ownl categories.

We have no participation either in the administration of the fund.
We cannot appeal the decisions made.

This, we say, is revolutionary.
Senator CITTIS. The Congres s has levied taxes for special purposes

in the past. The social security tax, a tax in reference to the conser-
vation of birds and game, unemployment taxes. I believe that all of
those receipts go to the Treasury and to the Treasury alone. I think
that is correct.

Mr. B. c~o,. Not this tax.
Senator CTT-Is. This one is different?
Mr. B.fcrc. This one, as I say, is a departure.
Senator CirmrrS. flow do they get money out, of this fund? When

money flows out of the social security tax, it. flows out according to
an exact benefit formula enacted by Congress.

how would money flow out of this funld if this proposed legislation
were enacted ?

Mr. Bcm,. I think this is delegated to the discretion of the Secre-
taries of IIEW. Treasury and Labor.

Mr. Gumsonx. Senator Curtis. the fund would pav these claims for
which there was no last responsible operator which'would l)e assigned
to it by the Secretary of Labor.
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The benefits levels are set by the Black Lung Benefits Act. I believe
they are 50 percent of the Federal GS-2 pay level. That is an arbi-
trary figure. 'hey ra:ige from about $150 for a single claimlant to a
little over $300 tor a family for the life of the claimant. That is a
monthly check.

Senator Cunrris. Monthly
Mr. BAGGE. Yes.
Senator CUJRTIS. So the existing law does, by law, set tile schedule

of benefits.
Mr. BAGGEL. Sets the schedule of benefits.
Senator CuRTiS. Would this proposed law in any way change this?
Mr. BAGOE. No, sir. Not to my knowledge.
Senator CURTIS. It would be paid out by this fund operated by

three a,,pncies?
Mr. JiBso.v. That is right.
Senator CunTis. After the tax is collected, what part, (toes the Con-

gress play?
Mr. BAGGE. None. Absolutely none. That is why I am saying it is

wholly outside the scrutiny of the Federal Government.
Senator CURTIS. I thought that I had my answer to this situation

in respect to collecting the tax. Congress would neither fix the cate-
gories nor the rates.

Mr. B.U;E. NO, sir'.
Senator CURTIS. What is anthracite coal used for primarily at, the

present time?
Mr. BA(;G. 1 (10 not rel)resent the anthracite producers. I know its

production is very low. I know it is used in the anthracite region in
the retail market, I am sure. It is used in the industrial market. It
is such t highly desirablee coal that I doubt its market is in the utility
industry, although there may l)e some instances where sonie smaller
plants would be using it for steam generation as well.

Senator Cuars. Of the total coal consumption in the United States
at the present time, how much of it is anthracite.

Mr. BAGGE. Practically none.
Senator CURTIS. Would you guess it is 5 percent, 10 percent, 20

percent?
Mr. BAGoE. I cannot believe that it is more than 1 to 5 percent of the

national production.
Senator CtrTIS. One to five percent ?
Mr. BAoonL. Total national production, I would guess.
Senator CURTIS. Am I to understand-
Mr. BACe. Two million tons, I am told.
Senator Crns. Two million tons?
The total production is 647 million.
Mr. BAGL'. Last year. We have 2 million tons of anthracite, I am

advised.
Senator CURTTS. Is the acute and severe difficult problem in reference

to black lung clearly greater in the anthracite than the rest of the
coal industry?

Mr. BAGeO. Yes. sir.
The study bv the National Academy of Sciences. which was a na-

tional study, clearly evidences that it has to be four to five times
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greater, if not more, in anthracite compared to other coal production
in all other regions, and also, the incidence of the most severe form
of black lung, which is the disabling category.

It is proportionately higher by a actor of 14.3 percent compared
to 2.9 percent, the next lughest category, in the Midwest.

Senator Cuars. Would the midwestern coal producers pay the same
price as the anthracite people?

Mr. BAGOE. Under this proposal we do not know for certain what
the answer is to that question, because we do not know, if this bill is
passed, how the categories under the formula would be applied. We do
not know the answer to that.

Senator CuRTIs. Nor do you know how much difference there would
be in the tax after the categories are established ?

Mr. BAooz. This is correct.
Senator CURTis. And the bill does not set down any guidelines for

that?
Mr. BAGGE. No guidelines. There are no guidelines, just categories

that the bill provides that can be used as a means of classification.
Senator CunTis. Does anybody dispute the fact that collection of

this money is a tax?
Mr. BAGGE. Not to my knowledge. I do not see how you can, with

any degree of integrity, even call it something else. It remains a tax.
Senator CURTIS. '7hat is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HASKELL [,presiding]. Senator Byrd?
Senator BYRD. Mr. Bagge, you mentioned that the decision of the

three Secretaries could not be appealed under the new legislation.
I-ow does that differ from the present situation in regard to appeal?

Mr. BAGOE. I do not think I understand the point. Mr. Gibson will
answer it.

Mr. GIBso.. Mr. Bagge was referring to the fact that a decision by
the Secretary of Labor to assign a case to the fund is apparently not
appealable. That is the way the bill seems to read.

Under existing law, plresuably as the law would continue under
this bill, an individual operator has a full right of appeal of assign-
ment responsibility for an individual black lung claim.

What we are co'icerned about is that, although all coal companies
would pay into this fund, there is no mechanism that we have to say
that this'claimant should be the responsibility of Operator X and
not the fund. The problem would become particularly acute where
you had an irresponsible operator who, for whatever reason, would
not pay the claim.

The Secretary of Labor would have no incentive to go out and
pursue that operator. The case. would be assigned to the fund, and
that would be the end of that. We would end up paying for it.

Mr. BAGGE. We have no appeal of that decision. That is a final deci-
sion. We have no appeal.

Even if there is an irresponsible operator, that is a final deter-
mination.

Senator Ban. From your point of view, is there a change or two
that could be made that would be acceptable?

Mr. B.AME. No, sir.
Our basic position. Senator Byrd, is that there is no need for legisla-

tion in this area. T do not see any amendment here that would make
the bill acceptable. or even workable.
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Senator BYD. Thank you.
Senator IIAsKEIL. Thank you, Mr. Bagge, very much.
I ani in formed-I did not know, I could not remember, but the I)e-

partment, of Labor gentleman testified that 101 claims are now being
paid by the industry out of 3,500, the balance being paid by the tax-
payers genera lIly out of the Federal Treasury.

just wanted to mention that. for benefit, since you did not know
the figure.

Mr. B.%oo.. Thank you.
Senator IIsK.li,. Thank you very much.
I am going to call out of order. now. since the batting average here

has been sort of in favor of the industry so far. T think maybe rather
than have the 'entleman from the Independent Coal Operators whom
I assume will take the same position. I am goinq to ask. out of order,
Gail Falk. who is a consultant to the Vnited Mine Workers on black
lung benefits to come forward.

STATEMENT OF GArL FALK, CONSULTANT TO THE UNID MINE
WORKERS ON BLACK LUNG BENEFITS PROGRAM

Ms. FA K. Thank vot, Senator.
M name is Gail Falk. I live in Charleston. W. Va.. and for approxi-

r, lately 5 years I have sent a substantial amount of my time as an
attorney representing victims of black Jung disease on Federal and
State compensat ion claims.

For : years. I was staff attorney for the United Mine Workers of
America and their legal expert in the area of black luna.

My prepared testimony today does not deal with the issues of en-
titlement that have been the subject of a number of the quiestions here
today. Before referring to my prepared testimony, which I will try to
summarize, I would just like to address myself to some of the things
that have either been misstated or confused on the record.

First of all, with respect to Mr. Barge's statement about the burden
upon the industry of insuring themselves against both State and Fed-
eral labilitv for' black lung benefits, the law at present. and the bill
which is before you, both specifically provide that any State benefits
paid on pneumoconiosis are subtracted from Federal benefits, so there
is not. in fact. double liability, just an attenpt to make sure that some-
one will qualify for one or the other if he is disabled by the disease, not
double liability.

Second, as "Senator Haskell mentioned, it is very unclear to me.
what tle industry means by a $1 billion responsibility. T suppose that
means through eternity.

The fact is that at the present time. the only black lung benefits being
paid under the Federal program by the coal industry are 101 claims.
That was the statement here by the Department of Labor.

Senator HANSEN. What was that number again I
MIs. FALK. 101.
Senator HANSEN,. Only 101 persons who qualify for claims under

black lung?
Ms. FALH. Let me make it clear: the Federal black lunt program is

in two parts, the coal miners who applied before July 1, 1973, had their
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claims adjudicated by the Social Security Administration. Those bene-
fits were l)aid an(1 are continuing to be aid from the U.S. 'reasury.

This bill would not change those claims that have already been
approved. It is those claims in the neighborhood of 350,000 claimiis that.
have been approved. That is the body of claims for whom benefits
amount to about $700 million a year.

What the Department of Labor has told you, since July 1, 1973, in
wharit called the part C program, they have received 90,000 claims.
They have approved less tian 4 percent of their claims. That is what
they told you thismorning.

They have only approved benefits in about 3,500 claims. Out of
those 3,500 claims that they have approved, the Federal Government is
paying and continues to pay most of those claims, and the coal oper-
ators are only paying 101. T hat 101 is the total number being paid at
the present time by the coal industry.

It is because of that inbalance that the Iouse committee which orig-
inally considered this bill, felt that some mechanism for shifting more
of the burden to the industry was necessary, and the mechainisn de-
cided on was the present legislation.

Senator HLxsEN. To be sure I am following the witness-I appreci-
ate her testimony-you conclude that the House committee's feeling
was, when it examined the number of claims and the number of per-
sons who were receiving help for the effects of the disease, an inordi-
nate burden was being borne by all of the taxpayers, and less than a
fair amount of that was being paid by the industry, since only 101
persons were receiving help directly from the industry?

SMis. FALK. That is correct.
The congressional intent, when this bill was passed in 1969 and

amended in 1972 was to have a two-phased program, the first phase
being borne by the taxpayers in general, the second being paid by the
industry. But in fact, for a variety of reasons that are technical and
substantial, in fact, the Federal Government has been stuck with the
major responsibility for those smal number of claims that have been
ap roved under the part C program.

think I can clear up a little bit about this national autopsy study.
It is not something that Senator Ilaskell just pulled out of his hat.

I do not know why the Department of Labor or Mr. Bagge said it was
a surprise, or new to them. It appears as an appendix to the House
report that accompanied H.R. 10760.

It is based upon a national autopsy study that was authorized by
Congress. What that national autopsy study provides is when any
coal miner (lies his survivors have a right to have an autopsy, a fairly
thorough autopsy, paid for with Federal funds, by NIOSH on the
condition that that the results of that study can be reviewed by, a Gov-
ernment pathologist and the results can be used for epidemiological
purposes.

What the letter you referred to front Dr. Abraham said is that there
is a manner of chance in who selects that study. My personal experi-
ence, and also just logically, what you would expect, is that the families
who choose to have an autopsy tend to be families where the miner,
during his lifetime, has been denied benefits.
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In other words, if the miner was granted benefits during his lifetime,
the widow or the orphan will automatically receive continuing black
lung benefits, so that family really has no particular interest in re-
ceiving an autopsy, unless there is some separate reason why they
"wanted one.

The main reasofi why somebody would want to participate in the
autopsy study would be if the claim had been denied. If anything, the
bias in participation in that study would be from people who are
slightly less sick with the disease during their lifetime.

That is why the results of that study is so astonishing.
Senator HANSEN. I know a number of miners, I know families of a

number of miners in Wyoming, and as a consequence of knowing
those fine jp-ople, I would'have to say that my guess is that a majority
if they were to have participated in this sort of autopsy to which the
report alluded, would honestly feel that their deceased indeed suffered
from black lung.

I know a lot of people who have not contended that they have black
lung, who live perfectly normal lives a long time after retirement. I
do not think you would find those.

Ms. FALK. It is a disturbing thing for a family to approve an
autopsy. Ordinarily, a family would not want to 'have an autopsy
unless there was some purpose .for it, sifch as for a claim purpose.

Senator HANSEN. I would think that a far greater number of'those
families would honestly be motivated to participate because of the
strong conviction that indeed their deceased suffered from the disease.
At least, that is my feeling.

Ms. FA.LK. An abstract of the participants in that study was done,
and I could provide that to the committee. Even though the study
was not selected in a random way. it profile of the participants in the
study indicates that it was really, quite representative of the working
and deceased coal miner population in terms of what we consider to
be the significant variables in terms of age, in terms of type of coal
mining, smoking history, and so on.

The participants in the national autopsy study ire fairly
representative.

Senator HANSEN. That was the question I was asking Senator
Haskell about. I was not trying to impugn the conclusions reached by
the doctors who had performed the autopsies, but rather, I was
wondering about the total objectivity of accepting the process.

Ms. FLK. I would like to say a couple of words about the National
Academy's study, which Mr. "Bagge referred to. If you are going
to put into the record, anything from that study, I hope that you will
also give us an opportunity to submit for thie record some of the
numerous critiques which have been written of that study.

It has been subject to criticism from a wide variety of professionals
for some reasons.

First of all, the figures he referred to are only studies of working
miners. Anybody who has become too sick to continue to work is not
in that prevalent study that he cited, so that in itself puts a very sub-
stantial bias into the prevalence.

He said that nobody in the West had PMF, progressive massive
fibrosis. Basically, we know that there are cases of PMF in the West.
What that evidently means is that anybody in the West who works in
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a hig:hIitude area just had to quit working long before his disease
reached the PMF level.

Second, the NAS study of prevalence is based solely on X-ray.
That is exactly the point that is made by that autopsy study and Is
embodied in some of the judgments in House bill 10760, at least the
form that the Senate committee reported out, we feel-and it is our
experience--that the X-ray also misses pnemnoconiosis. When the
miner dies and the autopsy is performed-

Senator HtxsF~x. If I may interrupt the witness once more, Mr.
Chairman. I may not have understood what Mr. Bagge said. He was
making the comparisons of the prevalence of PMF in the eastern
anthracite mines and other mines in the West. I thought he said that
the bill is written, so anyone who is exposed to the mines at all, in any
way, would fall within the legislation.

I thought that he said that there was no indication that strip mining
operations or surface mining had resulted in this disease.

Maybe that is not right. That is what I thought he said.
Ms. FALK. He made that statement as well.
Senator HAISNFX. He is saying that there is no PMF of anyone in

the West?
Ms. FALK. He summarized the National Academy study in that way,yes. - /
In any case, without getting into a great debate on the methodology

used in that study, I just want to point out to the committee that there
are serious questions about exactly what the study does and does not
prove.

At the conclusion of my testimony, if you would like more informa-
tion on the whole iisue of rereaders and X-ray reading, I would be glad
to answer questions on that.

I would like to briefly go through my testimony, skipping over sec-
tions that have been covered today.

I think that it is obvious on reflection that this bill comes to this
committee after extensive hearings, debates and revisions during the
past 3 years in the House Committee on Education and Labor on the
House floor, and most recently in the Subcommittee on Labor and the
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.

At every stage, a debate similar to the debate here today has
taken place, and 'at every stage, the body involved has again re-
affirmed the underlying principles that coal workers disease
continues as a disease of the present, and not just as a disease of the
past; that the present black lung benefits programs contain serious
inequities; as a result of these inequities, thousands of coal miners
and their survivors are unable to qualify for benefits, and will be
unable to qualify in the future, even though they are precisely the
victims_ o- the disease whom Congress intended to assist by this
program.

Again, the statistics are statistics, but when you have a program
where 97,000 people are applying, feeling that they are entitled to
benefits and less than 4 percent of them are being approved, I think
that something is off there.

Continued congressional action is needed in this area because no
State has acted to bring its workers' compensation law into compliance
with the Federal stndards for the black lung benefits program.
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Our purpose here this morning is not to rehash these principles or
to discuss the reasons for the changes in certain entitlement provi-
sions which were tile focus of the deliberations by the Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare. Rather, our testimony is limited to the
new black lung disability insurance fund which would be created
by the bill, and to the tonnage tax which would be imposed to support
the fund.

The CHAIRMAN [presiding]. If I might interrupt at that point the
committee, of course, did conduct hearings and they certainly" have
a right to reach their opinion. It is my imlpression, however, that that
committee-I know from the point of view of )emocrats is very much
labor oriented. So much so that the conservative Democrats fight like
fury to stay off the committee, feeling that if they get on there, they
tre goinr to0 make the labor unions feel that they are stepping On the
other fellows' toes. and they are out of place; and therefore, they
prefer not to be on the committee.

I honestly think that an adversary hearing betweenn two competing
sides, that this committee is better qualified to pass on it. I like to think
that we. have some very good liberal representation on our committee,
some of whom are on the Labor Committee, by the way, and we have
our share of conservatives and moderates.

I personally have tried to see that we-do have a pretty balanced'
committee, and I think it reflects about the same balance as the Senate
itself, so while when we get out there on the Senate floor on this issue,
we are all the same, every Senator is going to do what he thinks he
ought to do, because no matter what committee he happens to serve
onin the Senate. when we are looking at something, a costly program,
we certainly-I know I feel like asking relevant question's, such as,
for example, what is the point in not taking a look to see, what these
X-rays show, as testified to by the Labor D)epartment?

What is the point in that?
Here is an estimate of first year costs, $63 million, just rereading of

X-rays. First-year costs, $78 million. Thereafter, about $33 million
or $34 million.

What is the point in saying that you will not let one of these people
reading these X-rays express an opinion as to what that X-ray reveals?

Ms. FArx. Again. this issue was debated a good deal in the Labor
Subcommittee, and there were radiologists that testified there-of
course, I am not a radiologist, but I will indicate my layman's under-
standing of the issue.

The issue is not whether medically competent evidence should be ac-
cepted or not, but first of all, trying to set some limits.

Well, the situation right now is that claims take 2, 3, 4 years to be
decided, and one of the tremendous bottlenecks is that the Department
of Labor has concluded that only a certain kind of doctor called a
rereader can be a final arbiter of what an X-ray says.

These rereaders have taken a certain kind'of test, but they are by
no means tle only, or in many cases, even the most prominent radiol-
oists in the country who are experts in coal workers. pulmonarydisease. -

Because of the Labor Department's insistence in using only these
special rereaders, first of all, there is a great delay in the claim, second
of all, we did an analysis of the rereaders and found that nearly all
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of them were. located outside of the coalfields. That meant that they
have a practice that does not involve treating coal miners.

The whole system of having a very well-trained and well-qualified
radiologist in the coalfields look at an X-ray and say. in my opinion,
this miner is suffering from pneumoconiosis and then have the X-ravs
sent to Maine or California and have somebody out there say. look at
a picture. and say. I do not think he does. for the doctor in Maine or
California, for his opinion to be accepted. even though the original
doctor was a Board-certified radiologist with a practice in the coal-
fields, creates, first of all, huge resentment among our coalfield doctors
and furthermore, it has created a great'deal of suspicion among all of
us associated with the program.

I think what the bill before you says. if the opinion of the first
doctor, if the first doctor was a ioard-eligible or Board-certified radi-
oloaist, his opinion would be accepted.

The CH.AInrA.x. It would seem to me that if a doctor who worked
in the coalfield area and he were more or less favorable to miners,
claims than some other doctor and was called as a defense witness
from time to time. just because he was less favorable to the coal miners'
claim, it may he the local coal miners would run him out of town.

Ms. FALK: Our coal miners need doctors too much. The coal miners
are desperate for medical care. One of the purposes of this bill is not
to have our doctors' time entirely taken up in legal battles, but to free
some of the, doctors' times for providing medical care.

The coalfield areas are seriously affected. The coal miners will not
run any doctors out of town.

The rereading l)rocedure has greatly increased the cost of the pro-
gram. Each of these r('readers is paid'a substantial fee for rereading
the X-rays. It causes greMt delay. It means that many of them have to
be preceded by depositions. We have to get doctors in to look at the
X-rays.

Oui" feeling, and the feeling of the committee, was that we are not
saying any doctor. we are saying a trained radiologist. When you
have a trained radiologist. let, us take his opinion unless there is some

-reason to think that either the X-ray is of not adequate quality-the
bill provides an exception in that case-or if the Secretary believes
there is some reason for fraudulent representation of claims. lie also,
in that case, has the authority to question the opinion.

Part. of the reason for that. in 19'2, Congress provided that no claim
should be denied on the basis of a negative X-ray. There was an inten-
tion to shift attention away from the X-ray as primary focus for deci-
sions. and that is because 1 think general agreement in'a large segment
of the medical community that the X-ray is a toll, but a very limited
tool, in detecting disease among coal miners.

Nothing in here says that it is trying to place greater weight on
the X-rays. In fact, our emphasis hals been the X-rays should be one
of inany things considered. In light of that general goal, we think that
taking the original radiologists' opinion, if lie is a qualified radiologist.
is one way to cut down on the great delay, expense and litigation of
these cases.

Of course, in the bill before you. the United Mineworkers does not
agree with this aspect of the bill. Where a responsible operator is in-
volved, that responsible operator has every right to send the coal miner
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to a radiologist of his choice, and a hearing officer, if there is a disagree-
ment will make that judgment as to which radiologist to accept.

It does not mean you may not have still conflicting opinions. You
will not have this process we have now of sending the same X-ray to
five or six doctors and none but the first has even seen the coal miner,
but each of them is giving an opinion about what the X-ray shows.

Shall I continue now?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Ms. FALK. I am on page 2 of the testimony.
When Congress first enacted the black lung benefits program, it

established a two-phase program. This is what I have already de-
scribed, and I will skip over that aspect. .-

Despite this intended scheme, however, the Federal Government-
and ultimately the American taxpayer-continues to bear a substan-
tial financial burden for part C claims. According to the second annual
report of the Secretary of Labor on administration of Black Lung
Benefits Act of 1972, for calendar year 1975, submitted to Congress
in July 1976 a responsible operator had been found liable for pay-
ment in only one-third of the cases initially approved for payment.

The testimony of the Department of Labor today indicates even
fewer numbers of cases are actually being paid by the operators.

When the House Committee oil Education and Labor began the
deliberations which resulted in the House version of H.R. 10760 the
committee's paramount concern was to terminate continuing Federal
liability for part C claims. This concern is reflected in the caption of
IH.R. 10760, which describes the purpose of the amendments as being
"to transfer the residual liability for the payment of benefits under
such program from the Federal Government to the coal industry, and
for other purposes."

Because of the insuperable practical and legal impediments to hold-
ing companies liable which were no longer in existence, it was deter-
mined that responsibility for these claims in which no responsible
operator could be located should be shared by the coal industry as a
whole.

As a mechanism for meeting this shared responsibility, the drafters
of the black lung bill in the House proposed to establish a national
trust fund to which all coal mine operators would contribute. This
fund was named the black lung disability insurance fund.

It is worth noting that, in the House, both the UMWA and sub-
stantial segments of the coal industry supported the concept of a
national trust fund to pay for part C claims.

I will skip over the aspects of the testimony on pages 3 and 4 that
simply describe the operation of the fund, ana start again on page 5.

If the Secretary of Labor is vigilant in carrying out his responsi-
bility to see that all currently operating coal mines insure their poten-
tial liability mder the act. the- number of new claims for which the
trust, fund 'will be liable will decrease sharply within 2 or 3 years of
enactment of these amendments.

As it appears in both the House and the Senate versions of H.R.
10760, the fund is of importance basically to provide a mechanism for
payment of claims of miners who left the coal mine industry in the
Past mid for whom no currently existing coal mine operator can be
held liable.
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Future claims of miners who are employed now should be ade-
quately, insured, and the trust fund should be of minimal importance
in paying the claims of these miners.

In this respect, the version of the fund which is before you repre-
sents a substantial compromise between the previously expressed
I iTeferences.of both the UMWA and the National Coal Association
or a trust fund which would have paid all part C claims and the

preference of other segments of the coal industry for continuation of
the present system for payment of claims.
- Despite broad agreement that it is desirable to impose upon the
coal industry total financial responsibility for part C claims, there
has been bitter disagreement within the industry about the best
method for allocating this responsibility. This is natural, since there
are a wide range of interests within the industry, depending upon
whether a company is large or small, young or old, and whether its
workforce is young or old; depending upon the grade and market
value of the coal it produces; depending upon whether it is labor
intensive or capital intensive; depending upon the proportion of its
employees who develop pneumoconiosis and the conscientiousness with
which it has implemented measures to prevent pneumoconiosis. -

As a national union, with members in every type of coal mine in
the country, we feel that the tonnage basis for the assessment in the
bill before you is the best basis for assessment. Tonnage has served
well for 30 years as the basis for payments into the UMfWA Health
and Retirement Funds, the joint industry-labor operated trust funds
which provide pension and health benefits to employees under the
National Bituminous Coal Wage-Agreement.

This long experience in imposing and collecting a tonnage assess-
ment from a significant portion of the industry will provide an invalu-
able source of experience to the Secretary ol Labor, and since a sig-
nificant proportion of the industry is already making payments based
on tonnage, accounting will be simplified.

Furthermore, tonnage is more readily determinable than many of
the other potential bases for assessment. Finally, as a union dedicated
to improved safety, we prefer a tonnage assessment to a payroll assess-
ment because we would not like to see any further encouragement to
the industry to cut corners on personnel.

We recognize however that a uniform tonnage tax could just put
an undue burden upon certain classes of coal mines where the market
value of the coal is low and where the incidence of pneumoconiosis is
also low.

An example of this are the lignite mines. Pneumoconiosis does ap-
pear among lignite miners, but its prevalence is far lower than aniolg
bituminous or anthracite miners.

At the same time. lignite sells for many dollars less per ton than
bituminous or anthracite coal. Thus, a uniform tonnage tax would be
substantially more burdensome for the lignite mines, and the burden
would have'no relationship to the problem Congress was intending to
solve.

In recognition of this type of problem, the bill before you gives the
Secretary of Labor authority to classify coal mining operations and
to impose different assessment rates upon different classes. The com-
plex factors involved in establishing such rates and the probable need
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for frequent revisions of tile rates in light of experience and changing
circumstances makes tile broad legislative delegation of this function
to the Secretary reasonal)le. and. in fact, v'irtu, lly necessary.

Tile 7M3VA'believes, however, that the Secretiry should have been
instructed explicitly to consider a coal mine's record of compliance
with the Federal dust standards, as well as other factors, in deter-
mining the rate of assessment. The broad delegation of authority to
the Secretary makes an amendllent for this purpose unnecessary.

Tie Secretary, if he wanted to. could take that factor into con-
sideration, however, we do request that the committee make particular
note of this factor in any report that it may make on the bii!.

Finally, although the issue of constitutionality has not been ad-
(lressed this morning, I think that it is inhl)ortant to call the com-
Inittee's attention to a very recent decisionn of tle U.S. Supreme Court
in 78/ery et al. v. Turner .'lkhorn Mining ,o. et al., decided July 1,
1976. The Supreme Court issued a major opinion containing a broad
discusion of the constitutionality of the congressional scheme for
providing benefits to black lung victims.

In addition to upholding the constitutionality of all eligibility
provisions of tie act which were challenged by the operators in this
suit, the Court dealt at length with those aspects of the law which
ifiposed liability upon the operators for miners who left coal mine
employment prior to passage of the act. A large proportion of the
beneficiaries of the black lung disability insurance fund would
l)resumably fall in this category.

I do not need to read the Court language. The Court basically said
that it is perfectly constitutional for Congress to impose liability for
coal miners who became disable(] in the past. It is very significant, in
terms of what has been said here this morning,, in that suit that a tax
on all coal mine operators presently in business would have been a
more rationale way to allocate responsibility for claims arising out of
the past. and the system of imposing liability upon individual opera-
tors. Either method of imposing liability is constitutional, said tile
Court, an( it is up to Congress to decide which method is wiser.

Thank you.
The CTA.TR.\x. Thank you very much for a very thoughtful state-

ment. We will give careful consideration to it.
Is Mr. James L. Kilcullen here?
Mr. Kilcullen, I want to hear your testimony. Perhaps the other

Senators want to hear it also.
I would like to suggest that we take a brief, 10-minute recess so we

can go over to vote, and then we will )roceed to hear your testimony.
1We will stand in.recess for 10 minutes.
-A brief recess was taken.]

Senator IAsKm.. I wonder, Ms. Falk, if you could come up again.
Probably Senator Long asked you these questions while I was over
voting . but I would like to get more of your comments on that Na-
tional Academy of Science study that 36. Bagge was talking about.
We always have studies coming oit of our ears around here. Perhaps
you could comment on that a little bit.

Then perbaps there are other places that we can go which would
indicate the incidence of black lung disease, working in tit under-
ground mines.
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You might comment on any additional studies that you know of.
Ms. F-mic. I did make some comments on tie National Academy

report.
Senator I [.%smE. WVollld yoil mind repeating themmI for my benefit ?
Ms. RuxL. The primary objection of those figures is that tie survey

includes only wmprking miners, which means that any miner who has
become too sick to consider working in the miines is not included in
I hat survey.

Furthermore. the figures a based only j mpon X-rav studies. I think
"ioliodv wold dispute that there is a far higher imrevalnce of pliemo-
coniosis discovered b" aiitops\" than revealed b" X-ray.-so we think
that by definition, by. limiting the figures to X-ravs,'tley seriously
Innderrepresenit the aiounit of pleIIoconiosis.

Furthermore. wo have more technical criticisms of the ways in
which the X-rays wer. interpreted that are embodied in some critiques
that. have beeen presented by the U united Mimin Workers and( a number
of physicians to the Nationll ..kcadeviy, which I offered to make avail-
able to the committee.

Senator I[AsmI':rr. )oes the National Acatlemv recognize those
shortcomings ? They acknowledged that t lhat was a shortcomming?

Ms. F.x. 1 (1o not think so. They based their findings, their medical
coniclusions, almost entirely upol'i)iformation preselited to them by
Dr. Keith Morgan. )r. Morgan is an extremely controversial doctor
in this area. lie has testified in opposition to black lung legislation.
both on a State and Federal level on many occasions. That is one of
0r critiques of the study, that they placed so much reliance upon
his conclusions, which I afm sure are his own good faith opinions, but
they represent one particular spectrum of medical opinion, but they
represent one particular spectrum of medical opinion in this country.

There is a greal (heal of opinion-
Senator .1s[mim.i. Opinion on the other side?
Ms. Fimi. Right.
Senator H.sxrrLu. Thank vou very much. I think that is all I need.
[The )repared statement of Ms. Falk follows:]

TESTIMONY OF THIE UNITED MINE WORKERS OF AM'tRIC

The Black Lung Benefits Reform Act of 1970, HI.R. 10760, comes to this
committee after extensive hearings, debates and revisions during the past three
years Ill tile House Committee on Education and Labor. on the louse floor, and,
nmost recently, li the Subcommittee on Labor and the Committee on Labor and
I'ublie Welfare.

At each stage i the legislative Journey of this bill the underlying reasons
for the amendments have been reaffirmed:

1. Coal workers' lmeunmoconhosis is a disease of the present, and not Just of
the past. It is an Insidious and devastating disease which continues to cripple
coal miners despite Improvements in efforts and techniques" to control coal (d1st
In the mines.

2, The present black lung benefits program contains serious Inequlitis. As a
result of these inequities thousands of coal miners and their survivors are
unable to qualify for benefits and will he unable to qualify in the future even
though they are precisely the victims of the disease whom Congress intended
to assist by this program.

3. Continued Congressional action is needed in this area because no state has
acted to bring its workers' compensation law into compliance with the federal
standards for the black lung benefits nrogra in.

Our purpose here this morning i% not to rehash these princlples or to discuss
the reasons for the changes in certain entitlement provisions which were the

18-152 0 - 78 - 9
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focus of the deliberations by the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. Rather,
our testimony Is limited to the new Black Lung Disability Insurance Fund which
would be created by the bill, and to the tonnage tax which would be Imposed
to support the Fund.

REASONS FOR ESTABLISHING THE FUND

When Congress first enacted the black lung benefits program as part of the
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, it established a two-phase
program. Claims filed during the first years of the program are paid in full
from the U.S. Treasury, and are a federal responsibility throughout twe lifetime
of tue disabled miner and even after his death, so long as he has eligible
dependents. Claims iled during this initial period of full 'federal liability-
that is, claims filed before January 1, 1974-are referred to as Part B claims.

Both in 1969, and again in 1972 when the law was amended, the Congress felt
strongly that, after the initial period, financial responsibility for black lung
benefits should shift to the coal industry. Thus, the law now provides that claims
filed on or after January 1, 19741 should be paid by the operator or operators
who are determined to be liable for the development of the miner's disease, when-
ever a responsible operator can be located. These claims are referred to as
Part C claims.

Despite this intended scheme, however, the federal government-and ulti.
mately the American taxpayer---continues to bear a substantial financial burden
for Part C claims. According to the Second Annual Report of the Secretary of
Labor on Administration of the Black Lung Benefits Act of 1972 (for calendar
year 1975), submitted to Congress In July 1970, a responsible operator had been
found liable for payment In only one-third of the cases initially approved for
payment.' This means the federal government is paying the total bill for two out
of every three Part C claim.

When the House Committee on Education and Labor began the deliberations
which resulted in the House version of H.R. 10760, the committee's paramount
concern was to terminate continuing federal liability for Part C claims. This
concern is reflected In the caption of H.R. 10760, which describes the purpose
of the amendments as being "to transfer the residual liability for the payment
of benefits under such program from the Federal Government to the coal
industry, and for other purposes." Because of the insuperable practical and
legal impediments to holding companies liable which were no longer In existence
it was determined that responsibility for those claims In which no responsible
operator could be located should be shared by the coal industry as a whole. As
a mechanism for meeting this shared responsibility the drafters of the black
lung bill in the House proposed to establish a national trust fund to which all
coal mine operators would contribute. This fund was named the Black Lung
Disability Insurance Fund. It is worth noting that, in the House, both the
UMWA and substantial segments of the coal industry supported the concept
of a national trust fund to pay for Part C claims.'

HOW TH[E TRUST FU&1D WOULD OPERATE

In the version of H.R. 10760 which was reported by the Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare, and which Is before this committee for its consideration,
the Fund would have three trustees: the Secretary of Labor, the Secretary
of the Treasury, and the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare. To cover
the initial months of operation of the Fund, a loan would be made from the
general fund of the Treasury In such amount as was requested as necessary by
the Secretary of Labor. This loan would be repaid to the Treasury over a five-
year period, with interest.

The Fund would be supported on an ongoing basis by an assessment against
every coal mining operation in the nation. The assessment would be a rate per
ton of coal mined. The rate would not be uniform for all coal mines but would
be based upon classifications established by the Secretary of Labor. Any assess-
ment paid by a coal operator would be considered an ordinary business expense
under Section 162 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code.

2 As of Jan. 1, 1974, responsible operators also became liable for claims of miners filed
between July 1, 1978 and Dee. 81, 1973.

'Second Annual Report, p. 12.1
'Statement by Carl Bagge, president. National Coal Association, before the House

Subcommittee on Labor Standards, Mar. 13, 1975.
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The Secretary of Labor would be the managing trustee of the Fund. ie would
have authority to hold, operate and admitiister the Fund anai would be respon-
sible for determining and collecting the assessment from all coal operators.
lie would be authorized to employ such personnel as were necessary to theoperation of the Fund, and to charge the compensation of any personnel he so
employed to the Fund. He would also be authorized to contract for the servicesof any federal, state, or local agency. The Secretary of the Treasury would beresponsible for investing the assets of the Fund not needed for current
withdrawals.

Determinations of eligibility and liability would be made as they are now byclaims examiners in the Department of Labor. Not all Part C claims would bepaid out of the Trust Fund. If a responsible operator were located, the operatorwould be liable. Payments from the Fund would be paid to two classes ofeligible miners and survivors: A) Cases in which the operator had failed toobtain insurance to cover his liability as required by law, or had not begun pay-ment of benefits within 30 days of an initial determination of eligibility by theSecretary of Labor; and B) Cases in which no responsible operator could belocated. In the first category of cases the operator would retain his rights underlaw to protest the initial deterniinntion by the SeRretary of Labor of eligibilityand liability: he would be liable to repay to the Fund, with interest, paymentslawfully made by the Fund to his former employees. In the second category ofcases the Secretary of Labor's initial determination of eligibility and Fund
liability for payments would be final.

If the Secretary of Labor is vigilant in carrying out his responsibility to seethat all currently operating coal mines insure their potential liability under the
Act, the number of new claims for which the Trust Fund will be liable will de-crease sharply within two or three years of enfactment of these amendments. Asit appears in both the House and Senate versions of It.R. 10760, the Fund is ofimportance basically to provide a mechanism for payment of claims of minerswho left the coal mine industry in the past and for whom no currently existing
coal mine operator can be held liable. Future claims of miners who are employednow should be adequately insured, and the trust fund should be of minimal im-
portance in paying the claims of-these miners. In this respect, the version of theFund which is before you represents a substantial compromise between the pre-viously expressed preferences of both the UMWA and the NationalCoal Asso-ciation for a trust fund which would have paid all Part C claims, and the pref-erence of other segments of the coal industry for continuation of the present sys-
tem for payment of claims.

JUSTIFICATION OF THE METHOD OF ASSESSMENT

Despite broad agreement that it is desirable to impose upon the coal industry-total financial responsibility for Part C claims, there has been bitter disagreement
- within the industry about the best method for allocating this responsibility. This
is natural since there are a wide range of Interests within the industry dependingupon whether a company is large or small, young or old, and whether its work-force is young or old; depending upon the grade and market value of the coal itproduces; depending upon whether it is labor intensive or capital intensive; de-pending upon the proportion of its employees who develop pneumoconiosis andthe conscientiousness with which has implemented measures to prevent
lneumoconiosis.As a national union with members in every type of coal mine in the country, wefeel that the tonnage basis for the assessment in the bill before you is the bestbasis for assessment. Tonnage has served well for 30 years as the basis for pay.meats into the UMWA Health and Retirement Funds, the Joint industry-labor
operated trust funds which provide pension and health benefits to employeesunder the National Bituminous Coal Wage Agreement. This long experience inimposing and collecting a tonnage assessment from a significant portion of theindustry will provide an invaluable source of experience to the Secretary-of
Labor, and since a significant proportion of the industry is already makig pay-meats based on tonnage, accounting will be simplified. Furthermore, tonnage ismore readily determinable than many of the other potential bases for assessment.Finally, as a union dedicated to improved safety, we prefer a tonnage assessmentto a payroll assessment because we would not like to see any further encourage.
meant to the Industry to cut corners on personnel.
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We recognize, however, that a uniform tonnage tax could put an undue burden
upon certain classes of coal mines %%here the market value of the coal Is low and
where the incidence of )neunioconiosls is also low. An example of this are the
lignite mines. lneunmoconioslis does apear among lignite miners, but its prevalence
Is far lower than among bituminous or anthracite miners. At the same time lig-
nite sells for many dollars less per ton than bituminous or anthracite coal. Thus
a uniform tonnage tax would be substantially more burdensome for the lignite
mines, and the burden would have no relationship to the problem Congress was
intending to solve.

In recc., ,Itton of this type of problem, the bill before you gives the Secretary
of Labor authority to classify coal mining operations and to impose different
'assessnment rates upon different classes. The complex factors involved in estab-

lishing such rates and the prolbale need for frequent revisions of the rates in
light of experience and changing circumstances makes the broad legislative dele-
gation of this function to the Secretary reasonable, and, In fact, virually neces-
sary. The UMWA believes, however, that the Secretary should have been In-
structed explicitly to consider a coal mine's record of compliance with the fed-
eral dust standards, as well as other factors, in determining the rate of assess-
ment. The broad delegation of authority to the Secretary makes an amendment
for this purpose unnecessary. However, we do request that the Committee take
particular note of this factor in any report It may make on the bill.

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE FUND

We are fortunate to have a very recent decision of the United States Supreme
Court for guidance in answering questions which have been raised relating to
the constitutionality of the purposes and( operation of the Fund. In Usery et al.
v. Turner Elkhorn MIining C(o. e al., decided July 1, 1976, the Supreme Court
issued a major opinion containing a broad discussion of the constitutionality
of the congressional l scheme for providing benefits to black lung victims.

In addition to upholding the constitutionality of all eligibility provisions of the
Act which were challenged by the operators in this suit, the Court dealt at
length with those aspects of tile law which imposed liability upon the operators
for miners who left coal miine employment prior to passage of the Act. A large
proportion of the beneficiaries of the Black Lung Disability Insurance Fund
would l)resumably fall in this category.

With respect to the underlying argument that Congress lacked power to im-
pose liability for disability which was not anticipated at the time of employ.
ment, the Court said, "Our cases are clear that legislation readjusting rights
and burdens is not unlawful because It upsets otherwise settled expectations."
Slip opinion, at 12.

The Court's rationale for upholding the retrospective application of the
present law applies directly to the Fund under consideral'on here: "We find,
however. that the imposition of liability for the effects of disabilities bred In the
past Is Justified as a rational measure to spread the costs of tile employees' dis-
abilities to those who have profited from the fruits of their labor-the opera-
tors and the coal consumer." Id., at 13-14

Most significantly for this committee's deliberations, the operators argued in
Turner Eikhorn that a tax on all coal mine operators presently in business would
have been a more rational way to allocate responsibility for claims arising out
of the past than the system of imposing liability upon individual operators

either method of Imposing liability is constitutional, said the Court, and it is up
to Congress to decide which method Is wiser. Slip opinion, at 14.

Senator HIASKELL. %fr. Kilcullen, could you come up, please?
The CHAIRMAN [presiding]. Now we will hear from Mr. John L.Kilcullen.

STATEMENT OF JOHN L. KILCULLEN, GENERAL COUNSEL,
NATIONAL INDEPENDENT COAL OPERATORS ASSOCIATION

Mr. KILCULLE".. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I am here on behalf of the smaller coal producers,

of which the National Independent Coal Operators association repro
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sents about 1,000 small and medium-sized coal producers, mainly lo-
cated in the Appalachian States of Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ken-
tucky, Virginia, Ohio and Tennessee.

We feel that this legislation, as proposed here now, is absolutely un-
necessary. The black lung program has been in effect for almost 7
years.

In the first 3-year period, the first 31/2 years of that time, about
600,000 applications for black lung benefits were filed. At the time that
the dtttute was passed in 1969, there were fewer than 100,000 under-
ground coal miners.

The original estimates were that out of the entire reservoir of oldei
coal miners who had left-coal-mining employment there would prob-
ably be 50,000 who would qualify for (lisablility. who would be dis-
abled and qualify for disability 'benefits under the statute.

Three years later, there were some 350,000 claims that had been ap-
proved. The cost of the program had multiplied by 10 times the orig-
inal estimates.

It is hard to conceive, really, that any miner who is totally disabled
by pneuinoconiosis has not filed and has not been approved for benefits
under the liberal standards, the liberal medical standards and the
multitude of presumptions that are contained in the legislation.

Every benefit of the doubt is given to the claimant.
It would be hard to conceive of any benefit program that has been

more liberally applied than this one. Yet here we are 7 years after
the initial legislation, and Congress is now again proposing to change
the whole structure of the program and to reopen, to permit the re-
opening of all of the claims that were previously considered by HEW
and were denied.

Some 200,000 denied claims could be refiled under this legislation,
as well as many other additional claims of widows whose husbands
died years and years ago, many years prior to the enactment of this
law.

Like many other Federal welfare programs, this program has been
carried to excess. Its original intent was to reach those men who were
genuinely disabled by the coal miners pneumoconiosis, but
it has now been stretched and expanded to the point where it is pur-
porting to reach people who are not disabled, who would be qualified
simply because they were employed in the coal mines for a certain
number of years, and they could still be working.

This makes a travesty of this kind of benefit program. In effect,
the bill would give a healthy coal miner with 25 years of employment
greater disability compensation than the compensation of a miner
who had lost his legs in a mine accident, or suffered a broken back,
who would be only entitled to draw the standard workman's ccu
pensation that is allowed under State law.

As I say, these would be healthy miners, still employed, drawing
their full pay, and would still be'entitled to (raw lifelong benefits
on some theory that they have some partial disability due to
pneunioconiosis.

We think that this is stretching the statute way beyond its original
intent, and the cost of it to the small coal mine operator will be
tremendous.
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At the present time, the small coal operator in the State of Ken-
tucky, for example, pays $57.37 per hundred dollars of payroll for
workman's compensation coverage. Approximately $25 of this is the
cost of the Federal black lung coverage.

In other words, 25 pei'cent of his total )ayroll already goes toward
the insurance coverage for black lung. In addition to that, of course,
he has had the cost of meeting the dust standards of the act which
imposed a limit. of 2 milligrams of dust Ver cubic meter of air, which
is the tightest standard of any country in the world. The finding of
Congress at the time that they enacted this standard was that this
stringent standard would abolish black lung or coal workers pneumo-
coniosis for the future.

So what we are concerned with here now are miners who left the
industry many years ago and whose claims would now be considered
on the basis of the number of Years of employment, without. any gen-
eral evidence of disability.

Senator Haskell inquired of the Labor Department representatives
regarding the number of claims that have been filed since July 1, 1973,
mder the so-called employer liability sections.

It was pointed out that there were 97,000 claims filed, and only
3,514 claims have been paid. I think, however, that the Department
representatives neglected to point out that of these 97,000 claims that
have been filed, the great majority of them are claims that were pre-
viously denied under the HEIVT program. These are refilings, these
are people who had their claims denied.

Senator HASKELL. Do you know this of your own knowledge to be
a fact

Mr. KILCULIXN. I have been told this by the Department of Labor.
Senator HASKELL. W hy do you not get the Department to send in a

supplementary letter over the signature of the same gentleman who
was here, if this is in fact a fact.

Mr. KILCULLEN. I assume that they have not inisrepresented the
facts to me.

Senator HIASKELL. We would just like not to hai e to depend on
hearsay.

The CAIRM AN. I will instruct the staff to contact the Labor
Department.

Mr. KJLCUIEN. In addition to these claims that have been refiled
that were previously denied for lack of adequate medical evidence
of disability, another large group of those 97,000 claims are claims
of widows whose husbands may have died 20 years ago.

Under the act, a claim of a widow must be filed within 3 years from
the date of the miner's death. Among these 97,000 claims are many
claims of widows whose husbands died 20 to 25, 30 years ago.

I have been involved in some of the black lung hearings on indi.
vidual cases, and many of these claims-in fact, I know specifically
of claims of miners who have left the mines 50 years ago.

I handled one case recently where the miner left the mines in 1926,
and in 1958, when he was 65 years old he applied for social security
benefits and retired. He did no work after that.

In 1974, when he was 86 years old, lie filed a claim for black lung
benefits. The Department of Labor approved that claim, and the em-
ployer, in that situation, who has gone out of business in the mean-
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time but still had an active company in another field, contested the
claim.

Now this is the reason why so many of these claims are contested.
The Department of Labor has taken an extremely liberal attitude
toward approving claims. I cannot conceive, for example, that a man
who was 86 years ol and left the coal mines 50 years ago can
legitimately come in now and make a claim for tQtal disability due
to pneunmoconiosis, but this is an example of the manner in which
this law has l)een applied by the Department of Labor.

I give you this example because anyone who contends that the
I)epartment of Labor has applied this act in a manner to the dis-
advantage of the claimants does not know what he is talking about.

They have applied this thing in such a ridiculously liberal manner
that the vast, number of their claims, of their determinations, are
being contraverted.

You cannot blame the coal industry for contraverting these claims,
because, as I say, the situations are so absurd that anybody in his
right mind could not accept that kind of determination.

The Department of Labor here has estimated that the cost of the
trust fund arrangement that would be provided for under H.R. 10760
ranges from 11 cents to 33 cents a ton, which, as Senator Haskell
points out, is a fairly small amount of money in relation to the sell-
ing price of coal, which today I think is in the range of $15 a ton.
But this estimate, I believe, like all estimates that have been made
in the past, falls far short of what the actual costs would be.

The original estimate of this program. I think, for the whole life
of it, was supposed to be about $250 million, and so far it has now
exceeded $4 bill ion.

If these 200,000 claims that have been denied are refiled, and they are
approved under the standards that this act would provide, I feel' that
the cost could go up to $1.50 a ton. or better.

The estimates, all estimates in the past have been so low that
experience has proved that they were way out of line.

Again, as I pointed out, thle cost o.f this assessment would be only
a small part of it, because the mine operator is paying into the State
p rogramn as well and, in Kentucky. as I say. he is paying $57 per
100 of payroll, so that the cost burden that is being imposed right

now is, I think, probably higher, undoubtedly higher than any other
industry experiences.

We feel that there is no necessity for this bill, this legislation, at
this time at all. I am personally convinced that any miner who is
genuinely disabled by pneumnoconiosis has long since filed his claim
and has been receiving benefits.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator HASKELL. Thank you,.Mr. Chairman.
I assume that you would share Mr. Bagge's view that it is proper

for the coal industry to bear the burden of benefits when the disease
is proved. 1Would that be correct or would you not share that view?

Mr. KILcrJLLN. We are talking about a number of factors, Senator.
We are talking about whether the industry now should be liable for
payment of benefits to miners who left 'coal mining many. many
years ago.
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Senator H,i mS,1:L,. Let me give you a supposition, all example. Let
us assume that I worked iii a number of mines for 40 years, varying
coal mines, and now I claim that I have black lung my claim to be
paid out of general revenues. or should the industry pay it?

M r. KILCULLEN. You are talking now about a current niner, a man
who is currently-

Senator H.SiEL. Me. For 40 years I have worked in the coal mines,
and now I claim I have black luhg. I go and make a)plication for
benefits. Assuming my application is meritorious, who should pay ?

Mr. KILCULLEN. You are a current coal miner? You are employed
now in the coal mines?

Senator HASKELL. That is right.
Mr. KiCULLEN. The current law takes care of you.
Senator HASKELL. Who do you think should pay?
Mr. KILCULLX. 'he employer. That is what is provitled in the

present. law.
Senator HASKELL. Let me pursue this a little bit, because I really

wonder if the present law does. The testimony of the Department of
Labor was that of the current :3,500 claims it found only 101 claims
were being laid by industry. the balance out of general revenues.

Does that square with our assumption?Mr. KILCxLLEx. I can explain the reason for that.

The claims began to be filed in July of 1973. It takes approximately
2 years for the Department of Labor to process the claims and to,
notify the claimant and the responsible operator as to what determi-
nation has been made.

There are thousands and thousands of cla tins that are backed up in
that manner.

I think that of the 97,000 claims that they have received only about
thirty some thousand of them have actually been processed, so you
have'to change the numbers when you get down to those.

Then they make the determination, and they notify the coal mine
operator that he has been determined to be the responsible mine opera-
tor, and again, most of these cases-I would say 90 percent of these
cases, are miners who have left the industry befor-e the act was passed.

I have handled literally hundreds of these cases. h-id I have seen
them. I would say that much more than 90 percent of these claims are
claims of miners who have left the industry, or widows of miners who
died years ago.

Now, the Department of Labor takes one of these claims like the 86-
year-old man, as I say, who left coal mining in 1926, and they find out
he has some evidence of disease and X-rays that show some evidence
of penumoconiosis. They notify the coal mine operator that he is obli-
gated to pay benefits.

The operator files what is known as a controversion of the claim.
The case is then sent over the Office of Administrative Law Judges to
l)e assigned for a hearing, and it may sit over there for 6 months, or
a year. before it is assigned for a hearing. And then I have had hear-
ings that were completed a year ago, and we still have not received a
decision from the hearing officer.

So that there is a whole pipeline full of these cases where the coal
mine operator will ultimately have to pay the benefits.

Senator HASKELL. Let me ask you one more question. Do you think
that this idea of a tonnage tax is'a good way for the industry to pay?
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Mr. KILCULLEN. I do not think so, at this point. I think that-
Senator HASKELL. Did you ever think so?
Mr. KILCULLEN. It might have been originally, if this is the way

that the program had originally been set up, I think that it might have
had some merit, but at this stage of the game--

Senator H.ASKELL. I am told, sir, that you argued before tie
Supreme Court of the United States and said that this is the way that
the industry should pay the tax. I may be misinformed.

Mr. KILCULLEN. I did not argue this case before the Supreme Court.
Senator HASKELL. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAMIRAN. Let me get a thing or two clear in my mind.
You make reference to this 2 milligrams per cubic meter of air as

-beifg the standard that you say is the most stringent requirement
ever imposed on any coal mining in the world.

Wliat was it prior to the time that these standards came in? What
degree of air pollution did we have in an earlier period? I would
just like to get some relative feel of the thing?

Mr. KILCULLEN. In 1969 when this act was passed, there were no
dust standards in the United States. Great Britain had more expe-
rience with coal dust and pneumnoconiosis. All the original work in
this field was done in Great Britain by the medical profession there.

They had come to the conclusion that a dust level of 4.5 milligrams
was about the tolerable level of dust in the atmosphere of the mine.
Many of the British mines were operating with levels of 7, 8, 9 milli-
grams per cubic meter.

Our Congress decided that, instead of taking the British standard
of 4.5 they would go down to a level of 3 milligrams for the first year
and a half, and then down below that to 2 milligrams to insure, to be
absolutely certain that there would be no dust exposure.

Now, ihe industry has met those standards. At that time, it was
believed that it was an impossible standard. Many of the mining
engineers felt that it would be totally beyond the capacity of the
techniques available, the state of art, as it were, to ever reach that
2 milligram level.

But by tremendous effort, the industry has done this. They have
changed the whole ventilation procedures in the mines. They intro-
duced all kinds of dust control procedures, so that they have brought
it down, now, to a level that everyone assumes will preclude the
)osibility of any miner ever getting pneumoconiosis from working in

a coal mine.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not think that men should be getting black

lung hereafter with this low dust level, or very few?
. Mr. KLCULLEN-. That was the whole theory of the bill, Senator,
that it would wipe out the pneumoconiosis.

The CHAIRMAN. Could you advise me oh this re-reading of X-rays.
I think you heard the testimony on that. subject.

Mr. KLCULLEN. Yes.
The CATmwA.A. Looking at it from the point of view of a mine

operator, how does that look to you, Where those who reread the
X-rays are denied the right to express an opinion on what the X-ray
shows ? -

Mr. KILCUIJLEN. T think that it is outragreous to write that kind
of a requirement into the statute. What could happen is that a miner
would go to his family doctor, a GP. and have an X-ray taken, and
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if the person had no experience at all in pulmonary medicine, a
radiologist, a just radiologist, who is just a technician, would take
a look and say, I see some dark spots on there, I diagnose that as
coal workers' pneumoconiosis.

That person may be totally unequipped to make such a diagnosis.
He is just a technicia-n, a radiologist. If that kind of evidence could
be conclusive, itwould mean that anybody-there would be all kinds
of fraud in the program, obviously. Anybody can go out and arrange
for an X-ray and get somebody to say that it has some dark spots
on it.

What the Labor Department and HEW have done in the past,
when they get an X-ray of that type, they have it reread by a person
who is supposedly an expert in diagnosing, reading X-rays for coal
workers' pneumoconiosis, and then in the process of doing this, they
have eliminated, as Mr. Read testified, have eliminated many cases
where obviously there was no evidence on the X-ray, and it had been
misread by the technician.

I think that, if this were written in the law in this way, it would
just open the door to all kinds of fraud.

The CHAIMMAN. It has been said; among lawyers-and I am sure
you are familiar with the saying-that doctors bave the advantage
over lawyers. Doctors can bury their mistakes. -We lawyers tend to
have mistakes on the record for many years to come, to confront us,
but could we not get at least some indication over a period of time
as to who is right and who is not right generally on these diagnoses
in view of the fact that if people have black lung, I do not suppose
they are going to have a very long life expectancy with it.
t It seems to me if the autopsies of the people who have passed away
tend to confirm what medical evidence was correct and which.one
might be wrong. Is that correct, or not? Do you think that an autopsy
could tell whether ,a person really had black lung.after his death?

Mr. KT.CULLEN. The autospy could show whether there were de-
osits of carbon in the lung, yes, but I do not know whether the

doctors could determine whether that was the cause of death. It might
be other causes.

The CHATRMA.. Do I take your answer to mean that even if they
find carbon in the lung, that that might not necessarily mean that
it was disabling? ,
, Mr. KLCUTLEN. That is correct. The medical profession is very

much divided on this question of what is pneumoconiosis and what
is disabling pneumoconiosis.

The act has a presumption that if the X-ray shows a spot thnt is
greater tl,an 1 centimeter in diameter then that is clarified as disabling
pneumoconiosis. The presumption is that the person is totally disabled.

I have seen cases where the miner left the mines, let us say 25 years
ago, and went to work in a steel mill or an aircraft factory, or some-
place like that, or an automotive plant in Detroit, and they are still
working.-
, I have one case where a man is making $21,000 a year still working

and he had an X-ray which was read by the Department of Labor
showing this 1 centimeter or greater category. They qualified him for
benefits and they notified the former mine operator that had employed
him 25 years ago. I think he left fihe mines in 1950. They notified the
mine operator that he had to begin paying benefits to this man.
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Here is a man working full-time, making $21,000 a year, and the
Labor Department determines, as they have to under the statute, that
he is totally disabled, totally disabled by pneunioconiosis.

When you see this program from tie inside, you see how much
absurdity there is.

The CHAIRMAN. When you say that, you remind me a little bit of a
case in Louisiana. My father was one'of those lawyers who fought
to obtain a ruling that a person could be regarded as totally and per-
manently disabled by virtue of, let ts say, loss of a hand, if the kind of
work that he was doing required two hands, and so while he might be
able to do many kinds of employment other than that. he could no
longer do that kind of work, and that is still the case law in Louisiana.

So a man working on the railroad losing a hand could not do the
same kind of work, therefore, he was totally and permanently disabled
from doing that kind of work. One of the most successful businessmen
in Baton Rouge is a man who worked on the railroad, lost a hand, felt
very sorry for himself because lie could no longer work on the railroad
and did not know anybody who would be willing to hire a man with
one hand. Well, he did what lie could do, and eventually he owned a
laundry and went into other endeavors and became one of the more
successful and wealthy men in the community.

To a large extent, his wealth was traced to the accident on the rail-
road. If that had not happened, he would have been a railroad worker
the rest of his life. Now he is a banker and big businessman because
he could not do that type of work.

But we do have that kind of workman's compensation law in Louis-
iana, that one could be regarded as totally and completely disabled
because he loses a hand. But you are contending here in some cases you
may have people who have only a slight disability and could do all
kinds of work, who might be drawing full benefits under the black lung
program.

Mr. KiLCTJLLE.%. That is correct.
I was also making the point that the existence of these opacities that

are characterized as complicated pneumoconiosis are not necessarily
disabling, because many people who have those large opacities are fully
employed without any limitation on their earning capacity.

The CILIRMA . It would certainly shorten their life, would it not?
If a person had this disease, it would shorten his life.
Mr. CILCULLEN. I am not even sure of that. I have seen cases of

men 90 years old, Senator, who have been qualified for black lung bene-
fits. I spoke of one 86-year-old. I know of another case where thle man
is 90 years old.

The 86-year-old man had a category A opacity, which is the 1 centi-
meter, and he has been out of the coal mines for 50 years. That obvious-
ly had not shortened his life. I do not suppose, it has.

The CHAIRMAN. If I may interject one story, a friend of mine told me
they kept telling his grandfather if lie did not quit drinkin it would
kill him. The grandfather died at age 110. The whiskey finally got
him.

Well, thank you very much for your testimony here today. We will
try to analyze this, ana make these recommendations.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kilcullen follows:]
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STATEMENT OF Joux L. KILCULLEN, GENERAL. COUNSEL OF TIE NATIONAL INDEX.
I'ENiDENT COAL OI'It.TORS' ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman ani Members of the Committee: We appreciate this opportunity
- to present tile views (if the National Independent Coal Operators' Association in

opposition to H.R. 10760, the so-called Black Lung Benefits Reform Act of 1976.
Thle National Indeplendent Coal Operators' Association represents approxi-

mately 1,00) small and nedin sized co i producers in the states of Pennsyl-
vania, West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky. Virginia. Tennessee and Iow. The great
majority of the members operate underground mines, and would thus be most
directly Ipacted by this proposed legislation.

Since the Federal ('oal Mine health and Safety Act wvas passed 1i 1969 tile
small mine operator hias extended massive effort anI1d expense liu order to come
into compliance with the multitude of new safety aniid health requirelnenlts ill-
posed under the Act and the regulations prsomulgated by the Secretary of the
Interior. We believe tiley have (tone a rein irkaltie job in this respect, and that
the health aiid safety colnditinns in tie small nines are equal to and in tany
instances superior to those in some large and more profitable mines. The small

linlne operator i :s at excellent p('rforniance record in meeting the statutorily
mandated resplrable dust level of 2.0 ngin. per cubic meter of air-the most
stringent (lust ilint imposed upon coal mines anywhere in lie world. Because
of this, we can confidently say that the itir in these mines presents no.liazard to
the health of the miners. and for this re son, coal workers' pineutioconiosis should
be regarded as having been effectively eliminated as an occupational disease for
currently employed miners.

Ii spite of this the small mine operators tire still required to pity enormous
iprenlUnis for worknen's (olImpensation lMid O(TI*up'{latlonal disease coverage, at a
level fantastically higher than that of iny other industry. For example in the
state of Kentucky tihe inne operator pays $57.37 per $100 of payroll for work-
mcii's comliensattial and ou.cupationil disease coverage. In other words. he b:is
to add to his payroll costs another 57.37% to pay for worknens compensaton and
occupation disease (overage. Thus, lit spite of ils efforts to achieve a dust-free
atmosphere in his wine he Is still being pen illize{ by excessive costs for black lung
coverage.

Now, for the third time in seven years Congress Is proposing to lay an even
heivler burden upon the miine operatorr to coinpei buill to lay black lung benefit-s
to miners whot are not dlsalde(d b.% black lung, ati(] mimy still be working and
earning full pay. In order to finance them, additional benefits tile nihne operator
will be required to pay Into a Trust Fund in tie 1.S. Treasury tin issessinent
lol)Osed ilpoll each ton of coal he produces. No (ile (all state with vertainty what
tills assessment mlay be, but a conservative estini:te indicates that it may well
be in the range of $1.50 to $2 a ton. It aldiltion. the Nnall iiine operator will
still be obligated to carry isuriaice coverage to reintltrste tile Trust Fuid for
benefits paid out by tit( Fund o1 the (.limn of iy miner ir former miner he
employed. It is tibtis obvious, tallt time ecolmnoil(' ilniact will impose it tremleli(ious
burden ulon the small coal mile ol operator, aind will mnake it vastly more (ifficult
for hilit to remain In competition with tie larger producers.

There Is another Illmportant factor. The aetitirial exposure of the small opera-
for is greater because of tile fact that tile average age of liners employe(d in
small mines Is substantially higher than in the larger lines. Many if tlie imiers
enploye(d in small inines are there be(luise their lge, education level and
physical .on(lition excludes thei front emlploymeielit ilirge miies. Coiliseqlen tly,
If the 25 year entitlemelt provision of this lill goex into effect tile sliall nire
operator will oe eXl)o(se( to a disltrolortionattly higher imilinluer of elaimts than
the large commercial producers, ald the cost lturdell wouldd nien ecoJloillic
disasterr to him.

Apart from the economic factors, however, this proposed legislation makes
a mockery of tite concept of coimlxllesatlion for occilwathally rehited Illness or
disease. It is Indeed difficult to believe that respomslble members of congress s
would even consider elacting legisla tion colititillg slch a1 hodigesodge of ir-
relevant, ill)rudent, unjtiStified, (liscriintlitory, anti probably ulcolistit ililonia18,
provisions. This legislation is so poorly drafted lhat it is (litlienlt for even time
most experienced lawyers to construe or to determine the scope of Its appli-
cability in specific types of situation. In fact we doubt that even the drafters
of the legislation have any -lear (oiicept of how it will apply it different
situations. We have talked with some Congressional Committee staff members
who freely admit that they cannot answer many of the fundamental questions

--regarding the application of this legislation.
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Although this legislation masquerades as a workmen's compensation program,
it violates every basic principle established under workmen's compensation laws
over the past fifty years. The provisions of this bill which would provide for
entitlement for benefits on the basis of period of service, and without evidence
of actual disability, is a perversion of the workmen's compensation idea, and
if it is adopted as a precedent for other occupational disease legislation It will
be a grievous injustice to employers as well as to the workers who are geniunely
eligible for and entitled to worknien's compensation for disability or occupa-
tional disease incurred In the course (if their employment.

In effect, this bill would give a healthy coal miner, with 25 years of employ-
ment, greater disability compensation than the compensation benefits of a miner
who lost his legs or broke his back in a mine accident. It will permit many
coal miners to draw combined benefits greatly in excess of the amount, they
made when they were employed. The New York Times in fnn editorial ht s
referred to this bill as "a rip-off In the mibies", and it is indeed a rip-off not
only of the mine operator but also of the general public who would pay higher
taxes and higher utility bills as a result. Tile Wall Street Journal in an
editorial on March 25, 1976 pointed out that although it was well Intentioned
In the beginning the black lung legislation Is rapidly developing into a general
give-away-a gravy train-which will encourage workers in other industries to
demand similar handouts. The National Academy of Sciences has estimated that
if disability payments similar to those proposed for black lung are granted to
workers In other industries already demanding such benefits, costs would range
upwards of $100 billion a year. The Wall Street Journal comment sunmiarized
the issue by noting that "It is one thing to rectify injustice, but something
else again to invoke bunkum above compassion in order to bestow special favors
on a politically influential segment of the population."

This proposed legislation, if adopted, would cause righteous anger and bitter-
ness among disabled workers who are truly the victims of occupational injuries
or disease, and whose disability benefits are far below the benefits which would
be paid to a miner with no genuine disability whatever.

Other features of this bill violate all concepts of justice, equity and due proces,
of law. In this respect we call the Committee's particular attention to the pro-
visions for adjudication of black lung claims. Claims filed under this procedure
would be determined by the )epartment of Labor ott an ex parte basis without
any opportunity for tite employer to controvert or dispute the claim. An appeal
from any such determination by the -Department coulli be nde only by the
claimant in the event the determination was adverse to hin. The employer would
have no right of appeal from a determination in favor of the claimant. This
feature of the bill would effectively eliminate the procedural protections of the
Administrative Procedure Act which were designed to estahlisht reasonable rules
of fair administrative processes itI proceedings before federal government
agencies. We predict with absolute certainty tiat this feature of tihe bill will
be challenged in the courts. with every reasonable expectation that It will be
held to be in violation of the due process and equal protection clauses of the
Constitution.

For some reason which we find difficult to comprehend Congress in recent
years has had a tendency to carry to excess many programs which in their
Initial concept were sound humanitarian programs designed to correct hardships
and economic distress. Inevitably these programs have been expanded and
liberalized to tite poitt where they become either a national scandal or a travesty
of government bungling. This is precisely the case with the black lung program.
It was Initially designed to reach those unfortunate people who are disabled by
coal workers' pneuioconlosis. The National Independent Coal Operators'
Association sincerely favors such a program, and has been instrumental in
obtalning amendments to state occupational disease acts to Include coal worker's
pneumoconiosis. There are already excellent programs in the various states which
are benefitting tens of thousands of miners and their families. In addition there
are a half milliMo people drawing benefits under the feileral black lung program.
There Is, therefore, no demonstrated need for further expainslon of the federal
law in this area, particularly in tie terms in which H1.R. 10760 would do so.
It Is an invitation to fraud and deceit and a contempt for the laws of the land.

We therefore urge that this committee, and the Senate reject this Irresponsi-
ble, unreasonable and discriminatory legislation.

[Whereupon, at 1:35 p.m. the committee recessed to reconvene at
the call of the Chair.)
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